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1985 MISCELLANEOUS TAX BILLS

MONDAY, JUNE 24, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m. in room SD-
215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable John H. Chafee
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Chafee and Moynihan.
(The press release announcing the hearing, a description of

S. 203 and S. 205 by the Joint Committee on Taxation the text of S.
203 and S. 205 and a statement from Senator Kerry follows:]

[Prew release-June 5. 19]5

HEARING ON MISCELIANOUS TAx BwUs SCHEDULED FOR JUNE 24

Senator Bob Packwood (R-Oregon), Chairman of the Senate Committee on Fi-
nance, today announced that the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
will hold a hearing on two miscellaneous tax bills.

Chairman Packwood said that the Taxation Subcommittee's hearing is scheduled
to begir. st 9:30 a.m., Monday, June 24, 1985, in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate
Office bJlding.

The Chairman also stated that Senator John Chafee (R-Rhode Island), Chairman
of the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, would preside at the June
24 hearing.

The hearing will review S. 203, a bill which would provide a onetime amnesty
from criminal and civil tax penalties, as well as 50% of any interest penalty, for
taxpayers who pay previous Federal tax underpayments during the amnesty period;
and on S. 205, a bill which would create a mechanism for taxpayers to designate $1
of any Federal tax overpayment for payment to the National Organ Transplant
Trust Fund.

S. 203 was introduced by Senator Alan Dixon (D-lllinois) and S. 205 was intro-
duced by Senator Dale Bumpers (D-Arkansas).

SW
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DESCRIPTION OF S. 203 (RELATING TO
TAX AMNESTY) AND S. 205 (RELATING
TO DESIGNATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS
ON TAX RETURN FOR THE NATIONAL

ORGAN TRANSPLANT TRUST FUND)

SCHEDULED FOR A HEARING

BEFORE T1E

SUBCOMMITTEE ON
TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

OF THI

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
ON JUNE 24, 1985

PREPARED BY THE STAFF

Or TH

JOINT COMMITTEE .ON TAXATION

INTRODUCTION
The Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Man-

agement has scheduled a public hearing on June 24, 1985, on S. 203
(relating to tax amnesty) and S. 205 (relating to designation of con-
tributions on tax returns for a proposed National Organ Trans.
plant Trust Fund).

The first part of the pamphlet ' is a summary. The second part is
a description of the bills, including present law, explanation of pro-
viions, and effective dates.

I This pmphlt may be cited as follows: Joint Committee on Taxation, Datcription of& AV'
(f&aM. l TaxA t n)d S (Reltintig to DI' twu of Conmnbuteio on 7lu Rum
fo Nehoal (tgaa 9= = 1 as ?rrwt AN&) (JM2.W485 Juvw 21. 1985.
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1. SUMMARY
& 203

S. 203 (Senator Dixon) would provide a six-month period during
which taxpayers who voluntarily disclosed underpayments or non-
payments of taxes and who paid those taxes plus one-half of the
interest otherwise due on those taxes would receive amnesty from
all civil and criminal penalties (as well as the remaining one-half
of the interest). In addition, the bill would increase by 50 percent
the civil and criminal penalties in the Code. The bill also author-
izes the employment of 3,000 additional IRS agents.
S. 205

S. 205 (Senator Bumpers) would provide that taxpayers could des-
ignate on their tax returns all or a portion of their tax refunds (or
make contributions with their returns) to a new trust fund that
would defray the cost of necessary organ transplants. The provision
would be effective for taxable years ending after the date of enact-
ment.
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I!. DESCRIPTION OF THE BILLS

1. S. 203 (Senator Dixon)

Tax Amnesty

("Federal Tax Delinquency Amnesty Act of 1985")

Present Law
The Federal Government has never instituted a program that

provided amnesty from both civil and criminal penalties for tax-
payers who both voluntarily disclosed that they had underpaid
their taxes and then paid those amounts. The Code includes civil
and criminal penalties that may apply to failure to file returns on
a timely basis or to pay taxes due. The Code also requires that in-
terest be paid on any underpayment of tax.

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) had an administrative policy,
discontinued in 1952,2 that in effect provided amnesty from crimi-
nal prosecution (but not from civil penalties or interest) for taxpay-
ers who voluntarily disclosed that they had underpaid their taxes.
In 1961, the IRS issued a news release suggesting to taxpayers that,
since the IRS was then stallingg new data processing equipment,
it might be a propitious time for taxpayers to disclose voluntarily
any underpayments of tax. The news release also noted that the
likelihood of criminal prosecution was not high in instances of vol-
untary disclosure, although the news release offered no assurances
that amnesty from criminal prosecution would be granted. A cur-
rent policy statement of the IRS includes voluntary disclosure of
tax underpayments as one criterion to be considered in determin-
ing whether a case warrants criminal prosecution.

A number of States have recently instituted tax amnesty pro-
graims. 3 These programs differed widely as to the types of taxes in-
cluded, whether criminal penalties only or civil penalties as well
were waived, whether interest was required to be paid, and wheth-
er increased penalties and other compliance measures were insti-
tuted following the amnesty period.

Explanation of Provisions
Generally

The bill would provide a one-time amnesty from civil and crimi-
no! penalties, as well as from 50 percent of the interest owed, for

I It appears that this policy was officially terminated because of failure to pay the taxes once
amnesty ad been granted, increased litigation, and lack of uniformity in administering the pro-
gram.

3 These States are: Alabama. Arizona, California, Idaho. Illinois two programs), Kansas, M as-
sachusetts. Minnesota, Missouri, North Dakota, Oklahoma, and Texa.

(3)
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taxpayers 4 who voluntarily disclose any underpayment of tax and
who pay the tax and the remaining 50 percent of the interest.

Taxes included
The amnesty would apply to any tax imposed under the Internal

Revenue Code. The amnesty would not apply, however, to under-
payments of tax attributable to income from illegal sources.

Taxpayers eligible
In general, any taxpayer would be eligible to participate, so long

as the taxpayer follows the specified procedures and pays the tax
and one-half the interest due.

A taxpayer would not be eligible to participate, however, with re-
spect to a specific taxable period to the extent that the taxpayer
has been notified that the IRS is questioning the taxpayer's liabil-
ity for that period.6 In addition, a taxpayer would not be eligible to
participate with respect to any understatement of tax to the extent
that IRS has already begun normal procedures to obtain payment
of those taxes. Also, a taxpayer would not be eligible to participate
if any representation made by the taxpayer in connection with am-
nesty is false or fraudulent 6 or if, prior to the date the taxpayer
filed the required statement, a referral was made from the IRS to
the Justice Department recommending grand jury investigation or
criminal prosecution of the taxpayer.
Requirements

The taxpayer would be required to file a written statement with
the IRS. The statement must list the taxpayer's name, address, and
taxpayer identification number (for individuals, the social security
number). The taxpayer must specify the amount of the admitted
underpayment for the taxable period, and must include whatever
additional information the IRS requires to determine the correct
amount of underpayment. The taxpayer must agree to a waiver of
any restriction (such as the statute of limitations) on the assess-
ment or collection of the underpayment.

The taxpayer would be required to pay the amount of the admit-
ted understatement of tax when the taxpayer files this statement.'
In addition, the taxpayer must pay the interest due within 30 days
of being notified by the IRS of the amount of interest due.8

4 Amnesty would be available to any entity liable for any tax imposed under the Code, includ-(but not limited to) individuals, corporations, estates, trusts, and tax-exempt organizations.The bill would provide that notice to certain related parties would qualify as notice to the

taxpayer under this provision.
. Consequently, if a taxpayer followed the specified procedures and paid both the tax and one-

half the interest as required, but it was later discovered that the taxpayer made false state-
ments on the amnesty form, the amnesty would in effect be revoked with respect to this taxpay-
er.

I If the taxpayer disputes the IRS' determination of the amount of the underpayment. the
taxpayer must nonetheless pay that amount to participate in the amnesty. The bill provides
that these disputes would proceed through normal administrative and judicial procedures. If at
the conclusion of these procedures the taxpayer is due a refund, the bill provides that the
refund would include interest at the 6-month Treasury bill rate in effect as of the date the dis-
pute is resolved.

* Taxpayers must pay one-half the interest otherwise due. This in effect means that interest is
computed at a rate one-half the otherwise applicable rate. One-half the applicable rate would
vary from 3 to 10 percent, depending on the specific years with respect to which the underpay-
ment was outstanding.
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The bill would authorize to be appropriated such sums as are
necessary to administer the amnesty program. The bill contem-
plates that special efforts, including direct-mail contacts and radio,
television, and print advertising, would be made by the IRS to pub-
licize the amnesty program.
Installment payments

The bill provides that taxpayers may request the privilege of
paying in installments, rather than paying the entire tax when
filing the written statement. The IRS would determine whether it
is appropriate to permit the taxpayer to pay in installments.

If the IRS determines that it is appropriate, the IRS and the tax-
payer would be required to enter into an agreement specifying the
installment payments within 30 days of the date the IRS notifies
the taxpayer that the IRS will consider permitting installment pay-
ments. If the IRS determines that it is not appropriate to permit
the taxpayer to pay in installments, the IRS must so notify the tax-
payer. The taxpayer then would be required to pay the tax within
30 days.
Penalties

The bill would increase the civil and criminal penalties in the
Code by 50 percent.
Additional IRS agents

The bill would authorize to be appropriated such sums as are
necessary to employ 3,000 additional IRS agents.

Effective Dates
The amnesty would be effective for the six-month period begin-

ning on July 1, 1985, or on the first July 1 after the date of enact-
ment. The amnesty would be available only for underpayments for
taxable years ending before January 1, 1984.

The 50-percent increase in civil and criminal penalties would
apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1983. In addi-
tion, the increase would apply to any underpayment relating to
previous taxable years outstanding at the conclusion of the amnes-
ty period.9

9 This provision would not apply to underpby-ments with respect to which judgment was en-
tered before the date of enactment.
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2. S. 205 (Senator Bumpers)

Designation of Contributions on Tax Return for the Organ
Transplant Trust Fund

("Organ Transplant Contributions Act of 1985")

Present Law
Under present law, individual taxpayers may elect to allocate $1

($2 on a joint return) of their tax liability to the Presidential Elec-
tion Campaign Fund, a fund established to provide financing to the
campaigns of presidential and vice-presidential candidates. The al-
location is made on the first page of the taxpayer's return. An allo-
cation to the fund neither increases nor decreases the taxpayer's
liability, but merely determines whether or not the allocated
amount will be used by the government for campaign funding.

No other provisions of the tax law permit tax payers to designate
for what purpose the amount of tax owed mustxbe used by the gov-
ernment. No provision of present law permits taxpayers to make
contributions for charitable or other purposes through their Feder-
al income tax return. However, the Commissioner of Internal Reve-
nue in the instructions to Form 1040 has encouraged taxpayers to
include with their tax return voluntary contributions to reduce the
public debt. Taxpayers wishing to do so must enclose a separate
check payable to the Bureau of Public Debt.

Explanation of Provisions
Designation of amounts for Organ Transplant Trust Fund

Under the bill, taxpayers entitled to an income tax refund could
designate all or any portion of the refund as a contribution to the
National Organ Transplant Trust Fund, a trust fund to be estab-
lished by the bill within the United States Treasury. The bill would
require that the designation appear on the first page of the return.
Taxpayers not entitled to a refund, or who wished to make a con-
tribution to the Fund in excess of their refund, could include an
additional amount with their return and designate this as a contri-
bution to the Fund. The designation would not increase or decrease
the tax liability of a taxpayer for the year covered by the return.

Disposition of amounts in Trust Fund
Amounts in the National Organ Transplant Trust Fund would be

used by the Security of Health and Human Services to carry out
the purposes of section 5 of the National Organ Transplant Contri-
butions Act of 1984. Specifically, the funds would be used to defray
the cost of qualified organ transplant procedures incurred by indi-
viduals with a life-threatening medical condition for which a trans-
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plant is medically necessary, who lack the financial resources to
pay for such procedures. Expenses incurred by the Treasury De-
partment in administering the program also would be payable out
of the Fund.

Specific rules and procedures relating to the medical and finan-
cial eligibility of individuals for benefits under the program, which
transplant procedures would be eligible for payments from the
Fund, the maximum amounts payable for each procedure, certifica-
tion of health ca 'e facilities as potential recipients of Trust Fund
monies, and othef relevant determinations, would be prescribed by
regulations issued by the Secretary of Health and Human Services.

Effective Date
The provision would be effective for returns filed for taxable

years ending after the date of enactment.
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99TH CONGA RESS
IST SESSION

To provide a one-time amnesty from criminal and civil tax per-,ties and 50
percent of the interest penalty owed for certain taxpayers who pay previous
underpayments of Federal tax during the amnesty period, to amend the
lnt',rnal Revenue Code of 1954 to increase by 50 percent all criminal and
civil tax penalties, and for other purposes.

IN TIlE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JANUARY 21, 1985

Mr. I)ixoN introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the
Committee on Finance

A BILL
To provide a one-time amnesty from criminal and civil tax

penalties and 50 percent of the interest penalty owed for
certain taxpayers who pay previous underpayments of Fed-
eral tax during the amnesty period, to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 to increase by 50 percent all crimi-
nal and civil tax penalties, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lites of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Federal Tax Delinquency

5 Amnesty Act of 1985".
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2
1 SEC. 2. WAIVER OF CRIMINAL AND CIVIL PENALTIES AND 50

2 PERCENT OF INTEREST PENALTY.

3 (a) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of any underpayment

4 of Federal tax for any taxable period, the taxpayer shall not

5 be liable for any criminal or civil penalty (or addition to tax)

6 or 50 percent of any interest penalty provided by the Internal

7 Revenue Code of 1954 with respect to such underpayment

8 if-

9 (1) during the amnesty period-

10 (A) the taxpayer files a written statement

11 with the Secretary which sets forth-

12 (i) the name, address, and taxpayer

13 identification number of the taxpayer,

14 (ii) the amount of the underpayment for

15 the taxable period, and

16 (iii) such information as the Secretary

17 may require for purposes of determining the

18 correct amount of the underpayment for the

19 taxable period, and

20 (B) the taxpayer agrees to a waiver of any

21 restriction on the assessment or collection of such

22 underpayment,

23 (2) when filing the statement described in para-

24 graph (1), the taxpayer pays the amount of the under-

25 payment shown on such statement, and
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3

1 (3) not later than 30 days after the date on which

2 the taxpayer is notified by the Secretary of the amount

3 which equals 50 percent of the interest payable with

4 respect to the underpayment (and the amount of any

5 tax delinquent amount with respect to the taxpayer),

6 the taxpayer pays the full amount of such interest (and

7 such tax delinquent amount).

8 (b) INSTALLMENT PAYMENT OF TAX PERMITTED IN

9 CERTAIN CASE.-The requirements of paragraphs (2) and

10 (3) of subsection (a) shall be treated as met if-

11 (1) the taxpayer in the statement filed under sub-

12 section (a)(1) requests the privilege of making install-

13 mnent payments under this subsection, and

14 (2) the taxpayer enters into an agreement with

15 the Secretary for the payment (in installments) of the

16 amounts required to be paid under paragraphs (2) and

17 (3) of subsection (a) within 30 days after contacted by

18 the Secretary for purposes of entering into such an

19 agreement (or in any case where the Secretary deter-

20 mines that permitting the payment in installments of

21 such amounts is not appropriate, the taxpayer pays the

22 entire amount of such amounts within 30 days after

23 notified by the Secretary of such determination).

24 (c) AMOUNT OF UNDERPAYMENT DISPUTED.-If the

25 amount under paragraph (3) of subsection (a) is disputed by
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1 the taxpayer, such amount must be paid within the period

2 described in subsection (a). If the taxpayer is entitled to a

3 refund as a result of the resolution of the dispute through

4 normal administrative and judicial procedures, the Secretary

5 shall refund the amount plus interest at the 6-month Treas-

6 ury bill rate in effect as of the date the dispute is resolved.

7 (d) AMNESTY NOT To APPLY IN CERTAIN CASES.-

8 (1) WHERE -TAXPAYER CONTACTED BEFORE

9 STATEMENT FIIED.-Subsection (a) shall not apply to

10 any underpayment of Federal tax for any taxable

11 period to the extent that before the statement is filed

12 under subsection (a)(1)-

13 (A) such underpayment was assessed,

14 (B) a notice of deficiency with respect to

15 such underpayment was mailed under section

16 6212 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or

17 (C) the taxpayer was informed by the Secre-

18 tary that the Secretary has questions about the

19 taxpayer's tax liability for the taxable period.

20 (2) WHERE FRAUD IN SEEKING AMNESTY OR

21 WHERE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION PENDING.-Sub-

22 section (a) shall not apply to any taxpayer if-

23 (A) any representation made by such taxpay-

24 er under this section is false or fraudulent in any

25 material respect, or
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1 (B) a Justice Department referral (within the

2 meaning of section 7602(c)(2) of the Internal

3 Revenue Code of 1954) is in effect with respect

4 to such taxpayer as of the time the statement is

5 filed under subsection (a)(1).

6 (3) ILLEGAL SOURCE INCOME.-SubseCfion (a)

7 shall not apply to any underpayment of Federal tax

8 with respect to income resulting from a criminal of-

9 fense under Federal, State, or local law.

10 (e) DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.-For purposes

II of this section-

12 (1) AMNESTY PERIOD.-The term "amnesty

13 period" means the 6-month period which begins on

14 July 1, 1985, or on the first July 1 after the date of

15 the enactment of this Act.

16 (2) FEDERAL TAX.-The term "Federal tax"

17 means any tax imposed by the Internal Revenue Code

18 of 1954.

19 (3) TAXABLE PERIOD.-

20 (A) IN OENERAL.-The term "taxable

21 period" means-

22 (i) in the case of a tax imposed by sub-

23 title A of the Internal Revenue Code of

24 1954, the taxable year, or
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1 (ii) in the case of any other tax, the

2 period in respect of which such tax is im-

3 posed.

4 (B) SPECIAL RULE FOR TAXES WITH NO

5 TAXABLE PERIOD.-In the case of any tax in re-

6 spect of which there is no taxable period, any ref-

7 erence in this section to a taxable period shall be

8 treated as a reference to the taxable event.

9 (4) ADDITION TO TAX INCLUDES ADDITIONAL

10 AMOUNT.-The term "addition to tax" includes any

11 additional amount.

12 (5) SECRETARY.-The term "Secretary" means

13 the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate.

14 (6) FORM OF STATEMENT.-Any statement under

15 subsection (a)(1) shall be filed in such manner and form

16 as the Secretary shall prescribe.

17 (7) NOTICE TO RELATED PERSONS TREATED AS

18 NOTICE TO THE TAXPAYER.-

19 (A) IN OENERAL.-For purposes of subsec-

20 tion (d)(1)(C), any notice to a related person with

21 respect to a matter which may materially affect

22 the tax liability of the taxpayer for any taxable

23 period shall be treated as notice to the taxpayer

24 with respect to such taxable period.
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1 (B) RELATED PERSON.-For purposes of

2 subparagraph (A), the term "related person"

3 means-

4 (i) any person who during the taxable

5 period bore a relationship to the taxpayer de-

6 scribed in section 267(b) of the Internal Rev-

7 enue Code of 1954,

8 (ii) any partnership in which the taxpay-

9 er was a partner during the taxable period,

10 or

11 (iii) any S corporation (as defined in

12 section 1361 of such Code) in which the tax-

13 payer was a shareholder during the taxable

14 period.

15 (f) PERIODS FOR WHICH AMNESTY AVAILABLE.-The

16 provisions of this section 3hall apply only to underpayments

17 of Federal tax for taxable periods ending before January 1,

18 1984 (or, in the case of a tax for which there is no taxable

19 period, taxable events before January 1, 1984).

20 (g) ADDITIONAL AUTHORIZATIONS.-

21 (1) AMNESTY PROGRAM.-There are authorized

22 to be appropriated such sums as are necessary to ad-

A 23 minister the amnesty program, using special efforts to

24 publicize such program including direct-mail contacts

25 and radio, television, and print-media advertising.
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1 (2) ADDITIONAL IRS AOENTS.-There are au-

2 thorized to be appropriated such sums as are necessary

3 to employ 3,000 additional Internal Revenue Service

4 agents.

5 SEC. 3. CRIMINAL AND CIVIL TAX PENALTIES INCREASED BY

6 50 PERCENT.

7 (a) CIVIL PENALTIES.-

8 (1) Paragraphs (2) and (3) of section 6651(a) of

9 the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to failure

10 to file tax return or to pay tax) are each amended by

11 striking out "0.5 percent" each place it appears and

12 inserting in lieu thereof "0.75 percent".

13 (2) The following provisions of such Code are

14 each amended by striking out "1 percent" each place

15 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "1.5 percent".

16 (A) Section 6657 (relating to bad checks).

17 (B) Subsection (b) of section 6706 (relating

18 to original issue discount information require-

19 ments).

20 (C) Paragraph (2)(B)(i) of section 6707(a)

21 (relating to failure to register tax shelter).

22 (3) The following provisions of such Code are

23 each amended by striking out "5 percent" each place

24 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "7.5 percent".
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1 (A) The heading and paragraph (1) of section

2 72(q) (relating to 5-percent penalty for premature

3 distributions from annuity contracts).

4 (B) Paragraph (5)(A)(i) of section 6013(b)

5 (relating to joint return after filing separate

6 return).

7 (C) Paragraph (1) of section 6038(c) (relating

8 to penalty of reducing foreign tax credit).

9 (D) Subsection (a)(1) of section 6651 (relat-

10 ing to file tax return or to pay tax).

11 () Subsection (a)(3)(A)(ii) and (g)(3)(B) of

12 section 6652 (relating to failure to file certain in-

13 formation returns, registration statements, etc.).

14 (F) Paragraph (1) of section 6653(a) (relating

15 to failure to pay tax).

16 (0) Subsection (a) of section 6656 (relating

17 to failure to make deposit of taxes or overstate-

18 ment of deposits).

19 (11) Subsection (a) of section 6677 (relating

20 to failure to file information returns with respect

21 to certain foreign trusts).

22 (I) Subsection (a) of section 6689 (relating to

23 failure to file notice of redetermination of foreign

24 tax).
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1 (4) The following provisions of such Code are

2 each amended by striking out "10 p~cent" each place

3 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "15 percent".

4 (A) Subsection (m)(5)(B) and (o)(2) of section

5 72 (relating to annuities; certain proceeds of en-

6 dowment and life insurance contracts).

7 (B) Paragraph (1) of section 408(0 (relating

8 to additional tax on certain amounts included in

9 gross income before age 59Y2).

10 (C) Paragraph (1) of section 6038(c) (relating

11 to penalty of reducing foreign tax credit).

12 (D) Paragraph (3)(A)(i) of section 6652(a)

13 (relating to returns relating to information at

14 source, payments of dividends, etc., and certain

15 transfers of stock).

16 (E) Subsection (a) of section 6661 (relating

17 to substantial understatement of liability).

18 (F) Section 6683 (relating to failure of for-

19 eign corporation to file return of personal holding

20 company tax).

21 (5) The following provisions of such Code are

22 each amended by striking out "10 percent" each place

23 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "15 percent".
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1 (A) Subsection (b) of section 6659 (relating

2 to addition to tax in the case of valuation over-

3 statements for purposes of the income tax).

4 (B) Subsection (b) of section 6660 (relating

5 to addition to tax in the case of valuation under-

6 statement for purposes of the estate or gift taxes).

7 (6) Subsection (a) of section 6700 of such Code

8 (relating to promoting abusive tax shelters, etc.) is

9 amended by striking out "20 percent" and inserting in

10 lieu thereof "30 percent".

11 (7) The following provisions of such Code are

12 each amended by striking out "20 percent" each place

13 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "30 percent".

14 (A) Subsection (b) of section 6659 (relating

15 to addition to tax in the case of valuation over-

16 statements for purposes of the income tax).

17 (B) Subsection () of section 6660 (relating

18 to addition to tax in the case of valuation under-

19 statement for purposes of the estate or gift taxes).

20 (8) The following provisions of such Code are

21 each amended by striking out "25 percent" each place

22 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "37.5 percent".

23 (A) Subsection (b) of section 6038B (relating

24 to notice of certain transfers to foreign persons).
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1 (B) Paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of section

2 6651(a) (relating to failure to file tax return or to

3 pay tax).

4 (C) Paragraph (1) of section 6656(b) (relating

5 to overstated deposit claims).

6 (9) Subsection (0 of section 6659 of such Code

7 (relating to addition to tax in the case of valuation

8 overstatements for purposes of the income tax) is

9 amended by striking out "30 percent" and inserting in

10 lieu thereof "45 percent".

11 (10) The following provisions of such Code are

12 each amended by striking out "30 percent" each place

13 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "45 percent".

14 (A) Subsection (b) of section 6659 (relating

15 to addition to tax in the case of valuation over-

16 statements for purpose of the income tax).

17 (B) Subsection (b) of section 6660 (relating

18 to addition to tax in the case of valuation under-

19 statement for purposes of the estate or gift taxes).

20 (1) The following provisions of such Code are

21 each amended by striking out "50 percent" each place

22 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "75 percent".

23 (A) Paragraph (5)(A)(ii) of section 6013(b)

24 (relating to joint return after filing separate

25 return).
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1 (B) Paragraph (2) of section 6332(c) (relating

2 to enforcement, of levy).

3 (C) Subsection (c) of section 6652 (relating to

4 failure to report tips).

5 (D) Subsection (a)(2), (b)(1), (b)(2), and (e) of

6 section 6653 (relating to failure to pay tax).

7 (12) Subsection (b) of section 6697 of such Code

8 (relating to assessable penalties with respect to liability

9 for tax of qualified investment entities) is amended to

10 read as follows:

11 "Nb) 75-PERCENT LIbiITATION.-The penalty payable

12 under this section with respect to any determination shall not

13 exceed 75 percent of the amount of the. deduction allowed by

14 section 860(a) for such taxable year.".

15 (13) Subsection (a) of section 6651 of such Code

16 (relating to failure to file tax return or to pay tax) is

17 amended by striking out "100 percent" and inserting

18 in lieu thereof "150 percent".

19 (14) The following provisions of such Code are

20 each amended by inserting "150 percent of" after

21 "equal to" each place it appears.

22 (A) Subsection (a) of section 6672 (relating

23 to failure to collect and pay over tax, or attempt

24 to evade or defeat tax).
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I (B) Section 6684 (relating to assessable pen-

2 alties with respect to liability for tax under chap-

3 ter 42).

4 - (C) Subsection (a) of section 6697 (relating

5 to assessable penalties with respect to liability for

6 tax of qualified investment entities).

7 (D) Subsection (a) of 6699 (relating to as-

8 sessable penalties relating to tax credit employee

9 stock ownership plans).

10 (15) Paragraph (1) of section 6621(d) of such

11 Code (relating to interest on substantial underpayments

12 attributable to tax motivated transactions) is amended

13 by striking out "120 percent" and inserting in lieu

14 thereof "180 percent".

15 (16) Subsection (a) of section 6675 of such Code

16 (relating to excessive claims with respect to the use of

17 certian fuels) is amended by striking out "Two times"

18 and inserting in lieu thereof "Three times".

19 (17) Subsection (b) and (e) of section 6652 of such

20 Code (relating to failure to file certain information re-

21 turns, registration statements, etc.) is amended by

22 striking out "$1" and inserting in lieu thereof

23 "$1.50".
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1 (18) The following provisions of such Code are

2 each amended by striking out "$5" each place it ap-

3 pears and inserting in lieu thereof "$7.50".

4 (A) Section 6657 (relating to bad checks).

5 (B) Subsection (a) of section 6687 (relating

6 to failure to supply identifying numbers).

7 (C) Subsection (a) of section 6687 (relating

8 to failure to sdlpply information with respect to

9 place of residence).

10 (D) Paragraph (2) of section 6695(e) (relating

11 - to failure to file correct information return).

12 (19) The following provisions of such Code are

13 each amended by striking out "$10" each place it ap-

14 pears and inserting in lieu thereof "$15".

15 (A) Subsections (d), (i), and (j) of section

16 6652 (relating to failure to file certain information

17 returns, registration statements, etc.).

18 (B) Subsection (a) of section 6675 (relating

19 to excessive claims with respect to the use of cer-

20 tain fuels).

21 (20) The following provisions of such Code are

22 each amended by striking out "$25" each place it ap-

23 pears and inserting in lieu thereof "$37.50".
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1 (A) Subsections (0, (g)(2), and (h) of section

2 6652 (relating to failure to file certain information

3 returns, registration statements, etc.).

4 (B) Subsection (a), (b), and (c) of section

5 6695 (relating to other assessable penalties with

6 respect to the preparation of income tax returns

7 for other persons).

8 (21) The following provisions of such Code are

9 each amended by striking out "$50" each place it ap-

10 pears and inserting in lieu thereof "$75".

11 (A) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 6652(a)

12 (relating to returns relating to information at

13 source, payments of dividends, etc., and certain

14 transfers of stock).

15 (B) Section 6674 (relating to fraudulent

16 statement or failure to furnish statement to em-

17 ployee).

18 (C) Subsection (a), (b), and (c) of section

19 6676 (relating to failure to supply identifying

20 numbers).

21 (D) Subsection (a), (b), and (c) of section

22 6678 (relating to failure to furnish certain state-

23 ments).
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1 (E) Section 6690 (relating to fraudulent

statement or failure to furnish statement to plan

3 participant).

4 (F) Subsection (a) of section 6693 (relating to

5 failure to provide reports on individual retirement

6 accounts or annuities).

7 (0) Subsection (d) of section 6695 (relating

8 to other assessable penalties with respect to the

9 preparation of income tax returns for other per-

10 sois).

11 (11) Subsection (b)(1) of section 6698 (relat-

12 ing to failure to file partnership return).

13 (1) Subsection (b)(1) of section 6704 (relating

14 to failure to keep records necessary to meet re-

15 porting requirements under section 6047(e)).

16 (J) Subsection (a) of section 6706 (relating to

17 original issue discount information requirements).

18 (K) Paragraph (2) of section 6707(b) (relat-

19 ing to failure to furnish tax shelter identification

20 number).

21 (I) Subsection (a) of section 6708 (relating to

22 failure to maintain lists of investors in potentially

23 abusive tax shelters).
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1 (22) The following provisions of such Code are

2 each amended by striking out "$100" each place it ap-

3 pears and inserting in lieu thereof "$150".

4 (A) Subsection (as) of section 6651 (relating

5 to failure to file tax return or to pay tax.

6 (B) Paragraph (3)(A)(iii) of section 6652(a)

7 (relating to returns relating to information at

8 source, payments of dividends, etc., and certain

9 transfers of sockk.

10 (C) Section 6686 (relating to failure to file

11 returns or supply information by DISC or FSC).

12 (D) Section 6688 (relating to assessable pen-

13 alties with respect to information required to be

14 furnished under section 7654).

15 (E) Subsection (a) of section 6694 (relating

16 to understatement of taxpayer's liahility by

17 income tax return preparer).

18 (F) Paragraph (1) of section 6695(e) (relating

19 to failure to file correct information return).

20 '(G) Paragraph (1) of section 6707(b) (relating

21 to failure to furnish tax shelter identification

22 number).

23 (23) Subsection (c) of section 6708 of such Code,

24 as added by section 612(d)(1) of Deficit Reduction Act

25 of 1984 (relating to penalties with respect to mortgage
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1 credit certificates) is amended by striking out "$200"

2 and inserting in lieu thereof "$300".

3 (24) The following provisions of such Code are

4 each amended by striking out "$500" each place it ap-

5 pears and inserting in lieu thereof "$750".

6 (A) Subsection (a) of section 6602 (relating

7 to false information with respect to withholding).

8 (B) Subsection (b) of section 6694 (relating

9 to understatement of taxpayer's liability by

10 income tax return preparer).

11 (C) Subsection (f) of section 6695 (relating to

12 other assessable penalties with respect to the

13 preparation of income tax returns for other per-

14 sons).

15 (D) Subsection (a) of section 6702 (relating

16 to frivolous income tax return).

17 (E) Subsection (a) of section 6705 (relating

18 to failure by broker to provide notice to payors).

19 (F) Paragraph (2)(A) of section 6707(a) (re-

20 rating to failure to register tax shelter).

21 (25) The following provisions of such Code are

22 each amended by striking out "$1,000" each place it

23 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$1,500".
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1 (A) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 6038(b)

2 (relating to dollar penalty for failure to furnish in-

3 formation).

4 (B) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section

5 6038A(d) (relating to penalty for failure to furnish

6 information).

7 (C) Subsection Nb) and (e)(2) of section 6652

8 (relating to failure to file certain information re-

9 turns, registration statements, etc.).

10 (D) Subsection (a) of section 6679 (relating

11 to failure to file information returns with respect

12 to certain foreign trusts).

13 (E) Subsection (a) of section 6679 (relating

14 to failure to file returns, etc. with respect to for-

15 eign corporations or foreign partnerships).

.16 (F) Section 6685 (relating to assessable pen-

17 alties with respect to private foundation annual

18 returns).

19 (0) Section 6686 (relating to failure to file

20 returns or supply information by DISC or FSC).

21 (H) Section 6692 (relating to failure to file

22 actuarial report).

23 (I) Subsection (a) of section 6700 (relating to

24 promoting abusive tax shelters, etc.).
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1 (J) Subsection (b)(1) of section 6701 (relating

2 to penalties for aiding and abetting understate-

3 ment of tax liability).

4 (K) Subsection (a) of section 6708, as added

Sby section 612(d)(1) of Deficit Reduction Act of

6 1984, (relating to penalties with respect to mort-

7 gage credit certificates).

8 (26) Subsection (c) of section 6708 of such Code,

9 as added by section 612(d)(1) of Deficit Reduction Act

10 of 1984 (relating to penalties with respect to mortgage

11 credit certificates) is amended by striking out "$2,000"

12 and inserting in lieu thereof "$3,000".

13 (27) The following provisions of such Code are

14 each amended by striking out "$5,000" each place it

15 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$7,500".

16 (A) Subsections (d), (e)(1), and (i) of section

17 6652 (relating to failure to file certain information

18 returns, registration statements, etc.).

19 (B) Section 6673 (relating to damages as-

20 sessable for instituting proceedings before the tax

21 court primarily for delay, etc.).

22 (28) The following provisions of such Code are

23 each amended by striking out "$10,000" each place it

24 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$15,000".
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(A) Paragraph (2)(A) of section 6038(c) (re-

2 lating to penalty of reducing foreign tax credit).

3 (B) Subsection (h) of section 6652 (relating

4 to failure to file certain information returns, regis-

5 tration statements, etc.).

6 (C) Subsection (b)(2) of section 6701 (relat-

7 ing to penalties for aiding and abetting under.

8 statement of tax liability).

9 (D) Paragraph (2) of section 6707 (relating

10 to failure to register tax shelter).

11 (E) Subsection (b) of section 6708, as added

12 by section 612(d)(1) of Deficit Reduction Act of

13 1984, (relating to penalties with respect to mort-

14 gage credit certificates).

15 (29) Subsection (M of section 6652 of such Code

16 (relating to failure to file certain information returns,

17 registration statements, etc.) is amended by striking

18 out "$15,000" and inserting in lieu thereof

19 "$22,500".

20 (30) Subsection (e) of section 6695 of such Code

21 (relating to other assessable penalties with respect to

22 the preparation of income tax returns for other per-

23 sons) is amended by striking out $20,000" and insert-

24 ing in lieu thereof "$30,000".
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1 (31) Paragraph (2) of section 6038A(d) of such

2 Code (relating to penalty for failure to furnish informa-

3 tion) is amended by striking out "$24,000" and insert-

4 ing in lieu thereof "$36,000".

5 (32) The following provisions of such Code are

6 each amended by striking out "$25,000" each place it

7 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$37,500".

8 (A) Paragraph (3) of section 6652(g) (relat-

9 ing to returns, etc., required under section

10 6039C).

11 (B) Section 6686 (relating to failure to file

12 returns or supply information by DISC or FSO).

13 (C) Subsection (d) of section 6695 (relating

14 to other assessable penalties with respect to the

15 preparation of income tax returns for other per-

16 sons).

17 (33) The following provisions of such Code are

18 each amended by striking out "$50,000" each place it

19 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$75,000".

20 (A) Paragraphs (1) and (3)(B) of section

21 6652(a) (relating to returns relating to information

22 at source, payments of dividends, etc., and certain

23 transfers of stock).

24 (B) Subsection (a) of section 6676 (relating

25 to failure to supply identifying numbers).
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1 (C) Subsection (a) of section 6678 (relating

2 to failure to furnish certain statements).

3 (D) Subsection (b)(2) of section 6704 (relat-

4 ing to failure to keep records necessary to meet

5 reporting requirements under section 6047(e)).

6 (E) Subsection (a) of section 6708 (relating

7 to failure to maintain lists of investors in poten-

8 tially abusive tax shelters).

9 (b) CRIMINAL PENALTIES.-

10 (1) Paragraph (3) of section 9012(e) of such Code

11 (relating to kickbacks and illegal payments) is amended

12 by striking out "125 percent" and inserting in lieu

13 thereof "187.5 percent".

14 (2) Subsection (b) of section 7212 of such Code

15 (relating to attempts to interfere with administration of

16 internal revenue laws) is amended by striking out

17 "$500" and inserting in lieu thereof "$750", and by

18 striking out "double" and inserting in lieu thereof

19 "triple".

20 (3) The following provisions of such Code are

21 each amended by striking out "$1,000" each place it

22 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$1,500".

23 (A) Section 7204 (relating to fraudulent

24 statement or failure to make statement to employ-

25 ees).
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1 (B) Subsections (a) and (b) of section 7205

2 (relating to fraudulent withholding exemption cer-

3 tificate or failure to supply information).

4 (C) Section 7209 (relating to unauthorized

5 use or sale of stamps).

6 (D) Section 7210 (relating to failure to obey

7 summons).

8 (E) Section 7211 (relating to false state-

9 ments to purchasers or lessees relating to tax).

10 (F) Subsection (b) of section 7213 (relating to

11 unauthorized disclosure of information).

12 (G) Subsection (a) of section 7216 (relating

13 to disclosure or use of information by preparers of

14 returns).

15 (4) Subsection (a) of section 7212 of such Code

16 (relating to attempts to interfere with administration of

17 internal revenue laws) is amended by striking out

18 "$3,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$4,500".

19 (5) The following provisions of such Code are

20 each amended by striking out "$5,000" each place it

21 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$7,500".

22 (A) Subsection (a) of section 7212 (relating

23 to attempts to interfere with administration of in-

24 ternal revenue laws).
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1 (B) Subsection (a) of section 7213 (relating

2 to unauthorized disclosure of information).

3 (C) Subsection (b) of section 7214 (relating

4 to offenses by officers and employees of the

5 United States).

6 (D) Subsection (a) of section 7215 (relating

7 to offenses with respect to collected taxes).

8 (E) Section 7231 (relating to failure to

9 obtain license for collection of foreign items).

10 (F) Section 7232 (relating to failure to regis.

11 ter or false statement by manufacturer or produc-

12 er of gasoline or lubricating oil).

13 (G) Subsections (a)(2), (b)(3), (f)(3), and (g)(2)

14 of section 9012 (relating to criminal penalties).'

15 (6) The following provisions of such Code are

16 each amended by striking out "$10,000" each place it

17 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$15,000".

18 (A) Section 7202 (relating to willful failure

19 to collect or pay over tax).

20 (B) Section 7207 (relating to fraudulent re.

21 turns, statements, or other documents).

22 (C) Section 7208 (relating to offenses relat.

23 ing to stamps).
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1 (D) Subsection (a) of section 7214 (relating

2 to offenses by officers and employees of the

3 United States).

4 (E) Section 7240 (relating to officials invest-

5 ing or speculating in sugar).

6 (F) Section 7241 (relating to willful failure to

7 furnish certain information regarding windfall

8 profit tax on domestic crude oil).

9 (0) Subsection (c)(3), (d)(2), and (e)(2) of sec-

10 tion 9012 (relating to criminal penalties).

11 (H) Subsections (b)(2), (c)(2), and (d)(2) of

12 section 9042 (relating to criminal penalties).

13 (7) The following provisions of such Code are

14 each amended by striking out "$25,000" each place it

15 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$37,500".

16 (A) Section 7203 (relating to willful failure

17 to file return, supply information, or pay tax).

18 (B) Subsection (a) of section 9042 (relating

19 to criminal penalties).

20 (8) Section 7207 of such Code (relating to fraudu-

21 lent returns, statements, or o ier documents) is amend-

22 ed by striking out "$50,000" and inserting in lieu

23 thereof "$75,000".
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1 (9) The following provisions of such Code are

2 each amended by striking out "$100,000" each place

3 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$150,000".

4 (A) Section 7201 (relating to attempt to

5 evade or defeat tax).

6 (B) Section 7203 (relating to willful failure

7 to file return, supply information, or pay tax).

8 (C) Section 7206 (relating to fraud and false

9 statements).

10 (10) The following provisions of such Code are

11 each amended by striking out "$500,000" each place

12 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$750,000".

13 (A) Section 7201 (relating to attempt to

14 evade or defeat tax).

15 (B) Section 7206 (relating to fraud and false

16 statements).

17 (11) Section 7209 of such Code (relating to unau-

18 thorized use or sale of stamps) is amended by striking

19 out "6 months" and inserting in lieu thereof "9

20 months".

21 (12) The following provisions of such Code are

22 each amended by striking out "$1 year" each place it

23 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "1.5 years".

24 (A) Section 7203 (relating to willful failure

25 to file return, supply information, or pay tax.
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1 (B) Section 7204 (relating to fraudulent

2 statement or failure to make statement to employ-

3 ees).

4 (C) Section 7205 (relating to fraudulent

5 withholding exemption certificate or failure to

6 supply information).

7 (D) Section 7207 (relating to fraudulent re-

8 turns, statements, or other documents).

9 (E) Section 7210 (relating to failure to obey

10 summons).

11 (F) Section 7211 (relating to false statements

12 to purchasers or lessees relating to tax).

13 (0) Subsection (a) of section 7212 (relating

14 to attempts to interfere with administration of in-

15 ternal revenue laws).

16 () Subsection (b) of section 7213 (relating

17 to unauthorized disclosure of information).

18 (1) Subsection (a) of section 7215 (relating to

19 offenses with respect to collected taxes).

20 (J) Subsection (a) of section 7216 (relating to

21 disclosure or use of information by preparers of

22 returns).

23 (K) Section 7231 (relating to failure to

24 obtain license for collection of foreign items).
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1- (L) Section 7241 (relating to willful failure to

2 furnish certain information regarding windfall

3 profit tax on domestic crude oil).

4 (M) Subsections (a)(2), (b)(3), (0(3), and (g)(2)

5 of section 9012 (relating to criminal penalties).

6 (13) The following provisions of such Code are

7 each amended by striking out "2 years" each place it

8 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "3 years".

9 (A) Subsection (b) of section 7212 (relating

10 to attempts to interfere with administration of in-

11 ternal revenue laws).

12 (B) Section 7240 (relating to officials invest-

13 ing or speculating in sugar).

14 (14) The following provisions of such Code are

15 each amended by striking out "3 years" each place it

16 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "4.5 years".

17 (A) Section 7206 (relating to fraud and false

18 statements).

19 (B) Subsection (a) of section 7212 (relating

20 to attempts to interfere with administration of in-

21 ternal revenue laws).

22 (15) The following provisions of such Code are

23 each amended by striking out "5 years" each place it

24 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "7.5 years".
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1 (A) Section 7201 (relating to attempt to

2 evade or defeat tax).

3 (B) Section 7202 (relating to willful failure

4 to collect or pay over tax).

5 (C) Section 7208 (relating to offenses relat-

6 ing to stamps).

7 (D) Section 7213 (relating to unauthorized

8 disclosure of information).

9 (E) Subsection (a) of section 7214 (relating

10 to offenses by officers and employees of the

11 United States).

12 (F) Section 7232 (relating to failure to regis-

13 ter, or false statement by manufacturer or produc-

14 er of gasoline or lubricating oil).

15 (0) Subsections (c)(3), (d)(2), and (e)(2) of

16 section 9012 (relating to criminal penalties).

17 (H) Section 9042 (relating to criminal penal-

18 ties).

19 (c) OTHER PENAITIES.-

20 (1) Section 7273 of such Code (relating to penal.

21 ties for offenses relating to special taxes) is amended

22 by inserting "double the amount of" after "equal to".

23 (2) The following provisions of such Code are

24 each amended by striking out "double" each place it

25 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "triple".
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1 (A) Section 7268 (relating to possession with

2 intent to sell in fraud of law or to evade tax).

3 (B) Section 7270 (relating to insurance poli-

4 cies).

5 (C) Section 7273 (relating to penalties for of-

6 fenses relating to special taxes).

7 (3) Section 7273 of such Code (relating to penal-

8 ties for offenses relating to special taxes) is amended

9 by striking out "$10" and inserting in lieu thereof

10 "$15".

11 (4) The following provisions of such Code are

12 each amended by striking Out "$50" each place it ap-

13 pears and inserting in lieu thereof "$75".

14 (A) Section 7271 (relating to penalties for of-

15 fensei relating to stamps).

16 (B) Section 7272 (relating to penalty for fail-

1i ure to register).

18 (5) Subsection (c) of section 7275 of such Code

19 (relating to penalty for offenses relating to certain air-

20 line tickets and advertising) is amended by striking out

21 "$100" and inserting in lieu thereof "$150".

22 (6) The following provisions of such Code are

23 each amended by striking out "$500" each place it ap-

24 pears and inserting in lieu thereof "$750".
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1 (A) Section 7268 (relating to possession with

2 intent to sell in fraud of law or to evade tax).

3 (B) Section 7269 (relating to failure to

4 produce records).

5 (7) The following provisions of such Code are

6 each amended by striking out "$1,000" each place it

7 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$1,500".

8 (A) Section 7261 (relating to representation

9 that retailers' excise tax is excluded from price of

10 article).

11 (B) Section 7262 (relating to violation of oc-

12 cupational tax laws relating to wagering-failure

13 to pay special tax).

14 (8) Section 7262 of such Code (relating to viola-

15 tion of occupational tax laws relating to wagering-

16 failure to pay special tax) is amended by striking out

17 "$15,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$7,500".

18 (d) ExcIsE TAx PENALTIES.-

19 (1) Subsection (a)(i) of section 4701 of such Code

20 (relating to tax on issuer of registration-required obli-

21 gation not in registered form) is amended by striking

22 out "1 percent" and inserting in lieu thereof "1.5 per-

23 cent".

24 (2) The following provisions of such Code are

25 each amended by striking out "2V2/a percent" each
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1 place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "3.75 per-

2 cent".

3 (A) Subsection (a)(2) of section 4941 (relat-

4 ing to taxes on self-dealing).

5 (B) Subsection (a)(2) of section 4945 (relat-

6 ing to taxes on taxable expenditures).

7 (C) Subsection (a)(2) of section 4951 (relat-

8 ing to taxes on self-dealing).

9 (D) Subsection (a)(2) of section 4952 (relat-

10 ing to taxes on taxable expenditures).

11 (3) Section 4981 of such Code (relating to excise

12 tax based on certain real estate investment trust tax-

13 able income not distributed during the taxable year) is

14 amended by striking out "3 percent" and inserting in

15 lieu thereof "4.5 percent".

16 (4) The following provisions of such Code are

17 each amended by striking out "5 percent" each place

18 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "7.5 percent".

19 (A) Subsection (a)(1) of section 4941 (relat-

20 ing to taxes on self-dealing).

21 (B) Subsection (a)(1) of section 4,943 (relat-

22 ing to taxes on excess business holdings).

23 (C) Subsections (a).and (b)(2) of section 4944

24 (relating to taxes on investments which jeopardize

25 charitable purpose).
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1 (D) Subsection (a) of section 4953 (relating

2 to tax on excess contributions to black lung bene-

3 fit trusts).

4 (E) Subsection (a) of section 4971 (relating

5 to tax on prohibited transactions).

6 (F) Subsection (a) of section 4975 (relating to

7 tax on prohibited transactions).

8 (5) Subsection (a) of section 4973 of such Code

9 (relating to tax on excess contributions to individual re-

10 tirement accounts, certain section 403(b) contracts, and

11 certain individual retirement annuities) is amended by

12 striking out "6 percent" each place it appears and in-

13 serting in lieu thereof "9 percent".

14 (6) The following provisions of such Code are

15 each amended by striking out "10 percent" each place

16 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "15 percent".

17 (A) Subsection (a)(1) of section 4945 (relat-

18 ing to taxes on taxable expenditures).

19 (B) Subsection (a)(1) of section 4951 (relat-

20 ing to taxes on self-dealing).

21 (C) Subsection (a)(1) of section 4952 (relat-

22 ing to taxes on taxable expenditures).

23 (D) Subsection (b)(1) of section 4978 (relat-

24 ing to tax on certain dispositions by employee

25 stock ownership plans and certain cooperatives).
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1 (7) Subsection (a) of section 4942 of such Code

2 (relating to taxes on failure to distribute income) is

3 amended by striking out "15 percent" and inserting in

4 lieu thereof "22.5 percent".

5 (8) The following provisions of such Code are

6 each amended by striking out "25 percent" each place

7 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "37.5 percent".

8 (A) Subsection (a)(1) of section 4911 (relat-

9 ing to tax on excess expenditures to influence leg-

10 islation).

11 (B) Subsection (b)(1) of section 4944 (relat-

12 ing to taxes on investments which jeopardize

13 charitable purpose).

14 (9) Subsection (a) of section 4977 of such Code

15 (relating to tax on certain fringe benefits provided by

16 an employer) is amended by striking out "30 percent"

17 and inserting in lieu thereof "45 percent".

18 (10) The following provisions of such Code are

19 each amended by striking out "50 percent" each place

20 it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "75 percent".

21 (A) Subsection, (b)(2) of section 4941 (relat-

22 ing to taxes on self-dealing).

23 (B) Subsection (b)(2) of section 4945 (relat-

24 ing to taxes on taxable expenditures).
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1 (C) Subsection (b)(2) of section 4951 (relat-

2 ing to taxes on self-dealing).

3 (D) Subsection (b)(2) of section "4952 (relat-

4 ing to taxes on taxable expenditures).

5 (E) Subsection (a) of section 4974 (relating

6 to excise tax on certain accumulations in individ.

7 ual retirement accounts or annuities).

8 (11) The following provisions of such Code are

9 each amended by striking out "100 percent" each

10 place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "200 per.

11 cent".

12 (A) Paragraph (6)(A) of section 857(b) (relat-

13 ing to method of taxation of real estate invest-

14 ment trusts and holders of shares or certificates of

15 beneficial interest).

16 (B) Subsection (b) of section 4942 (relating

17 to taxes on failure to distribute income).,

18 (C) Subsection (b)(1) of section 4945 (relat-

19 ing to taxes on taxable expenditures).

20 (D) Subsection (b)(1) of section 4951 (relat-

21 ing to taxes on self-dealing).

22 (E) Subsection (b)(1) of section 4952 (relat-

23 ing to taxes on taxable expenditures).
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1 (F) Subsection (b) of section 4971 (relating to

2 taxes on failure to meet minimum funding stand-

3 ards).

4 (0) Subsection (b) of section 4975 (relating

5 to tax on prohibited transactions).

6 (1) Subsection (a) of section 4976 (relating

7 to taxes with respect to funded welfare benefit

8 plans).

9 (12) The following provisions of such Code are

10 each amended by striking out "200 percent" each

11 place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "300 per-

12 cent".

13 (A) Subsection (b)(1) of section 4941 (relat-

14 ing to taxes on self-dealing).

15 (B) Subsection (b) of section 4943 (relating

16 to taxes on excess business holdings).

17 (13) Paragraph (5) of section 857(b) of such Code

18 (relating to method of taxation of real estate invest-

19 ment trusts and holders of shares or certificates of ben-

20 eficial interest) is amended by inserting "2 times" after

21 "equal to".

22 (14) The following provisions of such Code are

23 each amended by striking out "$5,000" each place it

24 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$7,500".
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1 (A) Subsection (d)(2) of section 4944 (relat-

2 ing to taxes on investments which jeopardize

3 charitable purpose).

4 (B) Subsection (c)(2) of section 4945 (relating

5 to taxes on taxable expenditures).

6 (15) The following provisions of such Code are

7 each amended by striking out "$10,000" each place it

8 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "$15,000".

9 (A) Subsection (c)(2) of section 4941 (relat-

10 ing to taxes on self-dealing).

11 (B) Subsection (d)(2) of section 4944 (relat-

12 ing to taxes on investments which jeopardize

13 charitable purpose).

14 (0) Subsection (c)(2) of section 4945 (relating

15 to taxes on taxable expenditures).

16 (e) EFFECTIVE DATES.-

17 (1) IN OFNEAL.-Except as provided in this

18 subsection, the amendments made by this section shall

19 apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,

20 1983 (or, in the case of a tax for which there is no

21 taxable period, taxable events occurring after such

22 date).

23 (2) AMNESTY PERIOD.-At the expiration of the

24 amnesty period described in section 2, in the case of

25 any taxpayer remaining liable for any underpayment of
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1 Federal tax, the amendments made by this section

2 shall apply to any taxable year (or any taxable event

3 occurring during such taxable year) for which any

4 period of limitation has not expired.

5 (3) ExcPTIoN.--Paragraphs (1) and (2) shall not

6 apply to any judicial or administrative proceeding with

7 respect to any underpayment of Federal tax pending on

8 the date of enactment of this Act in which a judgment

9 was entered before such date.

0
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i9fti CONGRESS
IST SESSION 5205

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide a mechanism for
taxpayers to designate $ I of any overpayment of income tax, and to contrib.
ute other amounts, for payment to the National Organ Transplant Trust
Fund.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JANUARY 21. 1985
Mr. BuMPHBs introduced the following bill; which wu read twice and referred to

the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide a

mechanism for taxpayers to designate $1 of any overpay-
ment of income tax, and to contribute other amounts, for
payment to the National Organ Transplant Trust Fund.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SI!ORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Organ Transplant Contri-

5 butions Act of 1985".

6 SEc. 2. Statement of Congressional findings and pur-

7 poses.
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1 (a) The Congress finds that there exists an urgent na-

2 tional health problem in the area of human organ transplan-

3 station, and that the Federal government is morally obligated

4 to assist those citizens who are in need of organ transplant

5 surgery.

6 (b) The Congress finds that advances in medical science

7 have made organ transplantation an accepted medical treat-

8 ment in an increasing number of cases, but that the cost asso,

9 ciated with such treatment remain beyond the reach of many

10 Americans.

11 (c) The Congress finds that many organtransplant pro.

12 cedures remain experimental in nature and that further organ

13 transplant research should be'encouraged so that the hori-

14 zons of medical knowledge may be expanded and the quality

15 of health care improved.

16 (d) The Congress finds that a number of States have

17 established programs to assist citizens in obtaining needed

18 transplant procedures, and that a number of charitable orga-

19 nizations are available to assist such persons, but there re-

20 mains a substantial unmet need in this area.

21 (e) The Congress finds it necessary, therefore, to estab.

22 lish a National Organ Transplant Fund in the Treasury of the

23 United States which shall be used to assist those Americans

24 who are in need of transplant surgery and who have no other

25 means of paying for such treatment; and it is the intent of the
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1 Congress that this Trust Fund shall be administered under

2 regulations to be promulgated by the Secretary of Health and

3 Human Services and shall be funded solely by voluntary tax-

4 payer contributions under a taxpayer check-off system to be

5 established by this Act.

6 (0 It is further the intent of the Congress that the Na-

7 tional Organ Transplant Trust Fund be administered by the

8 Secretary of fairly and expeditiously, taking into account the-

9 medical condition of the applicant, the financial resources of

10 the applicant and his or her ability to raise funds from state

11 and private charitable sources, including the resources which

12 the-transplant center may devote to transplant research.

13 SEC. 3. DESIGNATION OF OVERPAYMENTS AND CONTRIBU.

14 TIONS FOR NATIONAL ORGAN TRANSPLANT

15 TRUST FUND.

16 (a) IN GENERAL.-Subchapter A of chapter 61 of the

17 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to returns and

18 records) is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-

19 ing new part:

20 "PART IX-DESIONATION OF OVERPAYMENTS AND CON-

21 TRIBUTIONS FOR NATIONAL OROAN TRANSPLANT

22 TRUST FUND

"See. 6097. Amounts lor National Organ Transplant Trust Fund.
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1 "SEC. 6097. AMOUNTS FOR NATIONAL ORGAN TRANSPLANT

2 TRUST FUND.

3 "(a) IN GENBRAL.-With respect to each taxpayer's

4 return for the taxable year of the tax imposed by chapter 1,

5 such taxpayer may designate that-

6 "(1) any portion any overpayment of such tax for

7 such taxable year, and

8 "(2) any cash contribution which the taxpayer in-

9 cludes with such return,

10 be paid over to the National Organ Transplant Trust Fund.

11 "(b) JOINT RETURNS.-In the case of a joint return

12 showing an overpayment, each spouse may any portion of

13 such overpayment under subsection (a)(1).

14 "(c) MANNER AND TIME OF DESIONATION.-A desig-

15 nation under subsection (a) may be made with respect to any

16 taxable year only at the time of filing the return of the tax

17 imposed by chapter 1 for sudi taxable year. Such designation

18 shall be made on the first page of the return.

19 "(d) OVERPAYMENTS TREATED AS REFUNDED.-For

20 purposes of this title, any overpayment of tax designated

21 under subsection (a) shall be treated as being refunded to the

22 taxpayer as of the last date prescribed for filing the return of

23 tax imposed by chapter 1 (determined without regard to ex-

24 tensions) or, if later, the date the return is filed.".
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1 (b) CLERICAL AMENDMNT.-The table of parts for

2 subchapter A of chapter 61 of such Code is amended by

3 adding at the end thereof the following new item:

"PAR LX-DES1ONATION OF OViRPATMBNTS AND CONTRLUTIONS P0O
NATIoNA. ORGAN TANePLANT TRST FuN.".

4 (c) EFFEcTIvE DAT.-The amendments made by this

5 section shall apply to taxable years ending after the date of

6 enactment of this Act.

7 SEC, 4. ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL ORGAN TRANSPLANT

8 TRUST FUND.

9 (a) IN OENBRAL.-Subchapter A of chapter 98 of the

10 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to trust fund code)

11 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

12 section:

13 "SEC. 9504. NATIONAL ORGAN TRANSPLANT TRUST FUND.

14 "(a) CREATION OF TRUST FuND.-There is established

15 in the Treasury of the United States a trust fund to be known

16 as the 'National Organ Transplant Trust Fund', consisting of

17 such amounts as may be appropriated or credited to the Na-

18 tional Organ Transplant Trust Fund as provided in this see-

19 tion or section 9602(b).

20 "(b) TRANSFER TO NATIONAL ORGAN TRANSPLANT

21 TRUST FUND OF AMOUNTS DBOIONATBD.-Thee is hereby

22 appropriated to the National Organ Transplant Trust Fund

23 amounts equivalent to the amounts designated under section

24 6097 and received in the Treasury.
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1 "(c) EXPENDITURES FROM TRUST FUND.-

2 "(1) IN OENERAL.-The Secretary shall pay, on

3 the order of the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

4 ices, amounts on behalf of eligible individuals to health

5 care facilities specified by the Secretary of Health and

6 Human Services in carrying out section 5 of the Na-

7 tional Organ Transplant Contributions Act of 1984.

8 "(2) ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENISES.--Amounts in

9 the National Organ Transplant Fund shall be available

10 to pay the administrative expenses of the Department

H1 of the Treasury directly allocable to-

12 "(A) modifying the individual income tax

13. return forms to carry out section 6097,

14 "(B) carrying out this chapter with respect

15 to such Fund, and

16 "(C) processing amounts received under see-

17 tion 6097 and transferring such amounts to such

18 Fund.".

19 (b) CLERICAL AMBNDMENT.-The table of sections for

20 such subchapter A is amended by adding at the end thereof

21 the following new item:

"Sw. 9504. Nmioa Orn Truflnt Trust Fund.".

22 SE. 4. ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION PAYMENTS PROGRAM.

23 (a) ESTABLISHMENT OF PQORAM.-The Secretary of

24 Health and Human Services shall authorize payments by the

25 Secretary of the Treasury from the National Organ Trans-
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1 plant Trust Fund on behalf of eligible individuals. Such pay-

2 ments shall be available to pay the costs of organ transplan-

3 station procedures, both preoperatively and postoperatively,

4 for such individuals.

5 (b) REoULATIONS.-The Secretary of Health and

6 Human Services shall prescribe by regulations the procedures

7 which shall be eligible for payment, the maximum amounts

8 payable for each such procedure, snd the terms and condi-

9 tions under which payments will be made on behalf of an

10 eligible individual under this section. Such regulations shall

11 specify, at a minimum-

12 (1) procedures, terms, and conditions for the veri-

13 fication of the need for orgen transplantation by an eli-

14 gible individual;

15 (2) criteria for the determination of which individ-

16 uals are eligible individuals under this section and pro-

17 cedures to verify the eligibility of such individuals;

18 (3) the types of organ transplantation procedures

19 for which payments may be made under this section;

20 and

21 (4) procedures for certification of health care fa-

22 cilities as transplant centers authorized to perform

23 transplant procedures on persons eligible for assistance

24 under this Act.

25 (c) DBFIMIONS.-For purposes of this Act-
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1 (1) the term "eligible individual" means an indi-

2 vidual who, as determined by the Secretary of Health

8 and Human Services by regulation, has a life-threaten-

4 ing medical condition for which a transplant procedure

5 is reasonably medically necessary, and who has no

6 source of payment for an organ transplantation proce-

7 dure, including sources of payment such as-

8 (A) the program established by titles XVIII

9 of the Social Security Act;

10 (B) a State plan under title XIX of such Act;

11 and

12 (C) any insurance coverage applicable to

13 such individual; ".,d

14 (2) the term "organ" means the eye, kidney,

15 liver, pancreas, heart, lung, bone marrow, or any other

16 organ or tissue included by the Secretary of Health

17 and Human Services by regulation, whether from a

18 human body or artificially manufactured.

19 (3) "Transplant center" means a health care facil-

20 ity which has been certified by the Secretary of Health

21 and Hunan Services as qualified to perform specified

22 types of transplant procedures.

28 (4) "Transplant procedure" means the surgical

24 procedures necessary to accomplish the organ trans-

25 plant, as well as appropriate preoperative and postop-
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I erative treatments, including immunosuppressive drugs,

2 approved under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic

3 Act, furnished by a transplant center, as defined

4 herein, in connection with a transplant procedure, but

5 only if furnished not later than the end of the thirty-

6 sixth month after the month in which the individual re-

7 ceives the transplant for which the drugs are furnished.

8 SEc. 5. This statute shall not be construed to create any

9 private right to sue by or on behalf of any person defined as

10 an "eligible person" under this Act, and shall not be con-

11 strued to create an entitlement on behalf of any individiual.

0
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A: STATEMENT OF SENATOR KERRY

IN SUPPORT OF DIXON AMNESTY BILL

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to support Senator

Dixon's bill, S. 203, calling for a national tax amnesty

program. Senator Dixon's proposal for a limited amnesty

period, followed by an increase in the enforcement efforts

of the IRS, Is the right idea, at the right time. It

speaks to" the immediate need to reduce the deficit-- which

it would do bringing in a potential revenue windfall of up

to $15 or $20 billion-- at the same time it addresses the

long-term decline in taxpayer voluntary compliance.

Those officials in the Reagan Administration who

oppose Senator Dixon's proposal put forth a variety of

excuses for their failure to give the idea a try. It is

interesting to note, however, that their arguments are

based entirely on abstract assumptions about taxpayer

attitides and possible reactions to an amnesty program.

These officials conviently ignore the facts about the
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success amnesty programs have encountered in more than a

dozen states over the last three years.

I have seen the remarkable success of one such

program firsthand, in Massachusetts. In the spring of

1983, the Massachusetts Department of Revenue estimated

that 640 million in tax revenues were being evaded each

year, amounting to approximately 12% of the annual revenue

collection. Recognizing the severity of this problem, and

mindful that a continued increase in tax evasion would

lead inevitably to higher taxes for our honest taxpayers,

Governor Michael Dukakis designed a strategy to attack

tax cheating head-on: amnesty was a vital element of the

program proposed by the Governor and adopted by the state

legislature.

As Thomas Herman, First Deputy Commissioner of the

Massachusetts Department of Revenue, has explained in his

testimony before this Committee, the state-wide amnesty

program was implemented as part of a plan entitled

REAP-Revenue Enforcement and Protection. In addition to

granting a one-time amnesty to taxpayers coming forward to

make good on past obligations, a range of "get tough"

enforcement policies were adpoted as well. The program

made tax evasion a felony and gave the Massachusetts

government the power to revoke or refuse to renew state

and local government licences and contracts to those
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individuals who had not filed or paid their taxes.

Another pro,'ision allowed the government to engage

private collection agencies to act on long-standing

delinquent accounts. The government organized and

conducted a seizure drive, examining two seriously

delinquent businesses per day. In addition to these legal

powers, the 1984 Massachusetts state budget provided the

Department of Revenue a 30% increase in their

appropriations for bolstered staff and more advanced

resources.

In Massachusetts alone, during the perios of amnesty

which REAP provided for, some 50,000 individuals came

forward to pay their past tax liabilities. Financially,

this translated into over 80 million dollars for the

state; an estimated 37 to 1 return on every dollar

invested in special costs for the program. Since amnesty

in Massachusetts, the state has experienced a record

increase in fiscal year 1984, and the next fiscal year

will match and exceed that increase.

In Massachusetts, amnesty was offered as a transition

to a new era of more stringent tax enforcement, with the

revenue department demonstrating quite visibly that its

bark was Just as bad as its bite. This example

illustrates what I feel is a very important point. When

we, as our nation's representatives, show our citizens

that we take our tax laws seriously, then they will too.
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A program like amnesty shows citizens that we wili provide

for the legislation to enforce our laws.

The rapid rate at which states are adopting amnesty

programs and their success speak for themselves. To date,

fourteen states have enacted if not yet installed tax

amnesty plans and at least four more states are seriously

considering such an option. If such a plan were

implemented on a federal level, the financial effects

would multiply.

I strongly urge you as my colleagues to support

Senator Dixon's tax amnesty plan as a part of the tax

reform package. I believe that it would also reinforce

the proposals for increased enforcement which are

contained in a bill which I recently introduced, the

Taxpayer Awareness and Enforcement Act of 1985, S. 1152.

Surveys conducted by the IRS indicate that the

general public is well aware of the vast number of

Americans who get away with cheating. They must believe

that they can get away with it for such widespread tax

evasion to occur. We, as our nation's legislators, must

show them otherwise, if ever the tide will turn.

According to Senator Dixon, the "vast majority of honest

taxpayers will see a one-time tax amnesty for what it is-a

demonstration of the extraordinary lengths the government

is prepared to go to collect delinquent tax payments." It

is my belief that these people will have more faith in

51-221 0-S---3
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their government for instituting such a system. The not

so honest taxpayers, on the other hand, will realize that

the government is serious about its tax legislation, and

if they do not pay their liabilities, they will be

prosecuted.

As the federal deficit continues to grow, we as our

nation's representatives have a responsibility to find and

implement the right solutions to our problem. I urge you,

as a part of the tax reform effort, to support a program

of tax amnesty as the tax reform issue comes before us.

We in Congress have the vote, and the power to implement a

working solution. I believethat Senator Dixon's Federal

Tax Delinquency Act of 1985-S.203, is such a one and

deserves a chance to prove itself on the federal level. I

hope that you will consider it carefully when the issue

comes up again.
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Senator CHAFEE. Good morning.
Senator DIXON. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFEE. Good morning, Senator. Delighted to have you

here.
Today we are holding a hearing on Senator Dixon's bill, S. 203, a

bill to create a Federal tax amnesty program. Recently, we've
heard much about the existence of a vast and growing under-
ground economy. The tax compliance problem has actually been
one of the moving forces behind the tax reform proposals that we
are currently considering in the Congress.

A I have often stated-and I think we will all agree-that
peope will obey the law if they respect the law. So in that sense
we are addressing this compliance problem as we are working to
make our tax system more fair.

The key word, of course, is "fair." We have to assure that all
those in the lower- and middle-income brackets who are filing the
short form that those who are itemizing are paying their fair
share. But there is another problem which must be adjusting even
as we are addressing the system. That's the problem of bringing
those who have cheated or dropped out in the past back into the
system.

This is one of the problems we will be focusing on today.
S. 203 proposes the type of program, an amnesty, which has been

recently tried with varying success in 12 States: Alabama, Arizona,
California, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mis-
souri, North Dakota, Oklahoma and Texas. And tried in at least
three foreign countries: Italy, France and Belgium.

These amnesties have permitted taxpayers to report previously
unpaid taxes without being subjected to penalties or prosecution.
There is potential in this type of plan to raise considerable reve-
nue, which is always welcome.

Senator Dixon's own State of Illinois, I understand, last year in a
2-month period collected $127 million. It's estimated that this
amount equals nearly 15 percent of the outstanding delinquent
taxes. This percentage of collections if duplicated on a national
scale would bring in approximately $12 to $15 billion.

This potential, of course, must be weighed against concerns
which have caused other States not to enter into tax amnesty pro-
grams. The concern of those States is that this approach rewards
people who haven't paid their taxes at the expense of those who
have obeyed the law.

There is also the fear that an amnesty would be an incentive to
law-abiding citizens to avoid paying their taxes in the hope or ex-
pectation that Congress would repeat this type of program.

So we welcome this opportunity to listen to what has been
learned in these States with their experiences and to hear how this
type of program might be implemented on the Federal level.

And I want to compliment Senator Dixon for his keen interest in
this subject. He has pursued it vigorously and, of course, can report
to us on the experience in his own State.

So, Senator, we welcome you here and look forward to what you
have to say on this important subject.
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STATEMENT OF lION. ALAN J. DIXON, U.S. SENATOR, STATE OF
ILLINOIS

Senator DIXON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, let me begin by expressing my deep gratitude to

you as the chairman of this subcommittee for scheduling this hear-
ing on my bill.

S. 203 is known as the Federal Tax Delinquency Amnesty Act of
1985. I know your schedule is very crowded and I appreciate your
willingness to afford me this opportunity. Let me also express my
regret that my long-time friend, the distinguished president of the
Illinois State Senate, Senator Phil Rock, is unable to be here today.
The Illinois legislative session ends on June 30, and legislative
business there forced him to cancel his appearance.

He was the father of the successful Illinois amnesty legislation. I
hope the committee will be able to afford him an opportunity to
testify in person on another occasion.

For today, Mr. Chairman, I would appreciate it if the chairman
would include Senator Rock's prepared statement in the hearing
record. And may I say, Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement
from Senator Rock and also a more lengthy statement of my own,
each of which I would ask the Chair to place in the record.

Senator CHAPEE. Yes; they definitely will be.
[The prepared statements of Senator Dixon and State Senator

Rock of Illinois follow:]
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June 24, 1985

Statement of Senator Alan J. Dixon

Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

On

S. 203, the Federal Tax Delinquency Amnesty Act of 1985

Let me begin by expressing my deep gratitude to the
Chairman of the Subcommittee, my distinguished colleague from
Rhode Island, Senator Chafee, for scheduling this hearing on
my bill# S. 203, the Federal Tax Delinquency Amnesty Act of
1985. I know his schedule is very crowded, and I appreciate
his willingness to afford me this opportunity.

Let me also express my regret that my longtime friend,
the distinguished President of the Illinois Senates Phil Rock,
is unable to be here today. The Illinois legislative session
ends on June 30th, and legislative business there forced him
to cancel his appearance. he was the father of the successful
Illinois amnesty legislation. I hope the Committee will be
able to afford him an opportunity to testify in person on
another occasion. For today, I would appreciate it if the
Chairman would include his prepared statement in the hearing
record.

We are here to talk about tax amnesty. The issue of
amnesty arises because, as I'm sure the Chairman knows, there
is substantial and growing noncompliance with our nation's tax
laws.

In 1981, the most recent year for which comprehensive
data is available, federal tax collections were more than $81
billion below what-they would have been if every taxpayer had
paid his or her legal tax obligations. Individual taxpayers
failed to report to the Internal Revenue Service almost $250
billion in income that year.

Unfortunately, 1981 is not an unusual year. The "tax
gap* was more than $28 billion in 1973, or approximately
double the budget deficit of $14 billion that year, and it has
increased steadily since then. The Treasury Department
anticipates a "tax gap' -- the difference between the amount
of tax that would be collected with 100% compliance with our
nation's tax laws and what is actually collected -- of $92
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billion or more in 1985, and believes that level could rise to
between $386 to $473 billion by the turn of the century.

The growth in the "tax gap" is not simply due to economic
growth; percentage compliance levels, according to the IRS,
are currently only about 80%, and are declining by about 0.2%
per year. Now that may not seem like a large number, but over
time, and given the size of the U.S. economy, it represents a
real problem.

I know the members of the Finance Committee are very
expert on the dimensions of the compliance problems, so I
don't want to take a whole lot of time in this area. However,
I do think that two points need to be highlighted.

First, most of the noncompliance is not from people who
don't file tax returns at all. In 1981, only $2.9 billion of
the $81 billion *tax gap" was attributed to nonfilers. Over
$52 billion, however, resulted from people who filed tax
returns but who understated their income. Another. 13 billion
came from taxpayers who filed, but who took larger deductions
than they were entitled to.

While almost 94% of wages and salaries were reported to
the IRS in 1981, only 83% of the dividends, only 86% of the
interest, only 60% of the capital gains, only 62% of the
alimony, and only 76% of the estate and trust income was
reported that year.

Second, these delinquent taxpayers are not basically
crooks. As Jack Warren Wade, Jr., a former IRS Revenue
Officer stated in testimony before the Senate Finance
Subcommittee on Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service in
May 1983, most tax cheaters are otherwise honest citizens who
earn their livings respectably; and are "caught in a vicious
web of delinquency they want to abandon, but don't know how.0

I might say I have had some personal experience on this
last point. Since I introduced S. 203, my office has received
phone calls every day from delinquent taxpayers who want to
repay the service, but who are afraid of potential criminal or
civil sanctions if they contact the IRS.

Congress has recognized the growing compliance problem
these numbers represent and has taken a number of actions to
try to correct it. Just last month, during consideration of
S. Con. Res. 32, the budget resolution, the Senate adopted, by
an overwhelming vote of 93 to 5, a resolution offered by the
distinguished Senator from Massachusetts, Senator Kerry,
urging the taxwriting committees to act to strengthen tax
compliance. Much of the tax legislation in the last three
years have also had improved tax compliance as a major
objective.
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Congress has also been part of the problem, however. We
have let IRS manpower levels erode in the past few years. IRS
personnel levels are only now returning to their 1980 levels,
and are still grossly inadequate to cover the increase in
workload caused by increased complexity and the increasing
number of tax returns being filed. To cite just one measure
of this problem, in 1976, the service audited 2.6% of tax
returns this year it will audit only 1.2%r or less than half
the 1976 level.

Further, there have been 19 major changes in the tax law
in the past 22 years. The tax code has become so complicated
that over 44% of all taxpayers are now using paid preparers,
up from 37% just two years ago. The complexity and rapid pace
of change has encouraged the growth of the perception that the
tax code is unfair, and therefore helped to undermine the
voluntary compliance that our tax laws fundamentally depend
upon.

According to a survey commissioned by the IRS last year,
the public i& well aware of the compliance problem. A
majority of Americans believe that tax cheating is on the
rise, and that 25% of axpayers cheat. One-quarter of the
survey believes that a majority of taxpayers cheat. Roughly
20% admit cheating on their own tax returns.

The survey found that the major cause of the rise in
noncompliance seems to be that most Americans believe the tax
system is unfair and inequitable. 75% believe their taxes are
to high in relation to the governmental services they receive.
An appalling 80% believe the present tax system benefits the
rich and is unfair to the average working man. And two out of
three believe they pay more than their fair share.

The fundamental tax reform proposals now before the
congress are an attempt to deal. with the interrelated problems
of fairness, complexity and noncompliance. In fact, the
administration's proposal is titled "The President's Tax
Proposals to the Congress for Fairness, Growth, and
Simplicity."

Now I don't want to take time this morning to talk about
the merits of specific elements of the various tax reform
proposals. That subject is best left to another forum. I do
want to point out, however, that there is a relationship
between tax reform and tax amnesty, and that the prospect for
fundamental tax reform creates a major opportunity to recover
at least some of the billions in tax revenue from prior years
that will not otherwise be collected.

In my view, perhaps the most crucial measure of the
success of any tax reform proposal is its impact on future
compliance. If tax reform truly simplifies the tax code and
makes it fairer# titan the slide in voluntary compliance levels
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will be reversed. Even a proposal designed to be
revenue-neutral at current compliance levels could produce a
substantial growth in tax receipts as voluntary compliance
levels improve. Each It growth in compliance produces $5
billion in additional annual revenues, according to the IRS,
so the potential revenue gains are significant.

Tax reform only produces these revenue windfalls in the
future, however it does nothing about collecting even some
part of the billions and billions of dollars that the tax
system failed to collect in the past. Neither will increased
collection efforts by the service result in the payments of
the vast majority of these outstanding delinquent balances.
The IRS has stated that it would take an additional 200,000
agents or even more to track down and collect a significant
part of the 'tax gap', and that kind of police-state option is
something that no one, including the IRS, wants.

That does not mean, though, that there is no way tb
recover any part of the "tax gap* from prior years. There is
a mechanism that has been used successfully in a number of
states, including Massachusetts and my own state of Illinois.
That mechanism is known as tax amnesty.

Amnesty is a simple concept. It provides an opportunity
for delinquent taxpayers to fully pay their overdue tax
liability without being subject to criminal or civil
prosecution. Fourteen states -- Illinois, Massachusetts, New
York, Connecticut, Kansas# Alabama, Texas, Missouri,
Minnesota, North Dakota# New Mexico, Arizona, California, and
Idaho -- have already enacted, and in many cases, implemented
tax amnesty programs. At least four additional states --
South Carolina, Wisconsin, Colorado, and Oregon, have amnesty
programs under active consideration.

The state amnesty programs are different in scope,
extent, and many other particulars, but the amnesties that
have been implemented seem to have at least one thing in
common: they were successful. They all resulLed in taxpayers
coming forward to pay overdue taxes who would probably have
not otherwise done so.

Senator Rocks testimony details the Illinois experience
for you. Let me just say by way of summary that Illinois
collected approximately%,l50 million, far more than the $20
million the State Department of Revenue originally estimated.
Massachusetts collected over $72 million, and in California,
over 130,000 delinquent taxpayers came forward.

The state programs were not giveaways. They did not
reward tax cheaters. The state programs were balanced they
increased compliance efforts and penalties for noncompliance
after the amnesty period. The state programs resulted in
placing additional taxpayers back on the rolls, and in
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additional tax collections that the states would not otherwise
have received.

While I recognize the enormous differences between the
state and national tax systems, I believe a national tax
amnesty program could be effective and ought to be considered.-
In January of this year, therefore, I introduced S. 203, the
Federal Tax Amnesty Delinquent Act of 1985.

My bill establishes a six-month amnesty period, to begin
on the July 1st after the bill is enacted. The amnesty period
would cover all tax years through 198) still subject to
collection by the IRS -- and I understand that the Service, in
some circumstances# can go back 7 years or more.

All taxpayers would be eligible for the amnesty with some
limited exceptionst First, those involved with the IRS in
administrative or judicial proceedings before the amnesty
period begins second, those under criminal investigation
where the IRS has referred the matter to the Justice
Department before the amnesty period begins; and third, those
who make false or fraudulent representations in attempting to
take advantage of the amnesty.

-The amnesty itself would be simple and straightforward.
It would include amnesty from criminal and civil penalties and
from 50% of any interest penalty owed. It would, however,
apply only to legal-source inome. Taxes due on income
resulting from criminal activity would not be covered by the
amnesty.

All federal taxes would be included under the amnesty#
not just the income tax.

The amnesty provisions are generous and provide a
substantial incentive for taxpayers to take advantage of the
amnesty period. However, the bill does not rely just on
carrots; it also contains a couple of substantial sticks.

First, it increases all tax-related civil and criminal
penalties, including money fines and jail terms, by 50%. The
tougher penalties would apply to any tax year after 1984, and
after the amnesty period# to any open tax yoar. Of course,
the increased penalties would not apply to cases pending on
the date of enactment where a judgement was entered before
that date.

Second, the bill authorizes such funds as are necessary
to add 3,000 additional revenue agents to the IRS, an increase
of about 20% in the agent force. Adding agents can be
extremely cost-effective, because each additional agent can
bring in as much as twelve and one-half time his salary in
additional tax revenue. In fact, the IRS has told me that
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agents can bring in as much as forty times their salary,
depending on where enforcement efforts are concentrated.

The bill also authorizes the funds the Treasury will need
-to administer and publicize the amnesty program. The state
experience demonstrates that wide publicity can significantly
enhance the effectiveness of an amnesty program.

I believe in the amnesty c6ncept, but I recognize we need
to analyze the potential impact of an amnesty on compliance
very carefully before we act. As you may know, at the request
of members of the House Ways and Means Committee, the Joint
Tax Committee is currently analyzing the feasibility of a
federal amnesty, and their report is currently scheduled to be
ready in September.

In an article entitled "Tax Amnesties As A Tool For
Revenue Administration", Professor John Mikesell of Indiana
University sets out two priority objectives for tax
administration:

1) Ensuring that the extent of underpayments is not serious
from either a competitive -- where the cost of cheating
is less than the cost of paying, even if caught - or an
equity point of view, and

2) ensuring that other taxpayers are not tempted to cheat
because others are successfully doing so.

Our current tax system is failing these tests. The "tax
gap* is huge and continue to grow. Voluntary compliance
continues to decline. The public is well-aware of the fact
that large numbers of taxpayers are getting away with
cheating.

He goes on totpoint out that the impact of an amnesty on
the climate for voluntary compliance depends on whether the
taxpayers believes the amnesty is a one-time event and whether
the public believes evasion opportunities successful before
amnesty will be successful after.

These principles provide a good framework for evaluating
a potential federal tax amnesty program. I do not believe,
however, the tax amnesty will either undermine tax
administration objectives or the overall climate for voluntary
compliance. Further, as I stated before, the prospect for
comprehensive tax reform provides an unique opportunity to
ensure the success of the amnesty.

Amnesty will not increase the extent of underpayments.
As the state experience demonstrates, it will, in fact, add
thousands of taxpayers to the rolls. Further, it will not
adversely impact future tax collections. I am confident that
vast majority of honest taxpayers will see a one-time amnesty
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for what it is -- a demonstration of the extraordinary lengths
the government is prepared to go to collect delinquent tax
payments.

My bill will, not reward delinquent taxpayers the Service
already has uncovered. It will provide an incentive to come
forward for those who otherwise would not be discovered.
These taxpayers would have to pay their full delinquent
amounts, and it is worth foregoing the penalties in order to
get them to do so.

Tax reform adds to the prospects for the success of an
amnesty. By closing loopholes, simplifying the code, and
making our laws more equitable, it will reduce incentives to
cheat in the future. It will also help improve compliance in
the future because successful reform will mean less
opportunities for tax evasion, and an increased likelihood of
being caught for any future evasions.

Tax reform and tax amnesty therefore dovetail together
well. Tax reform will improve future compliance. Tax amnesty
will collect a significant part of past uncollected amounts.
The net result will be a windfall for honest taxpayers, and an
opportunity for basically honest people who have drifted in to
tax evasion to return to full compliance with the law.

I know the IRS is opposed to tax amnesty, and is
extremely concerned about its effect on future compliance. I
respect the Service's opinion, but I believe this idea is
worth a more serious look at the federal level than it has
received so far.

Amnesties have worked at the state level. They have
produced significant amounts of revenue. They have not seemed
to undermine taxpayer compliance with the tax laws in the
states, although, since most amnesties have been very recent,
I will admit that it is too early to forecast long-term
trends.

The same benefits can be achieved at the federal level.
In fact, if the federal government is only as successful as
the State of Illinois, the amnesty could raise between $10 and
$15 billion for the federal Treasury, and perhaps even more.
A balanced amnesty program with appropriate upgrading of
enforcement provisions after the amnesty period could be much
more desirable than the Internal Revenue Service now believes.

This hearing is the first step ii. what I hope will be a
serious review of the desirability of tax amnesty at the
federal level. I look forward to working with you, Mr.
Chairman, and the rest of my colleagues to see that the
amnesty idea gets the kind of careful, considered review that
it deserves. I am confident that such a review will discover
the real merit behind this idea.
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I want to thank you once again, Mr. Chairman, for
providing me this opportunity this morning. I'd also like to
thank the witnesses from the State of Massachusetts and the
National Taxpayers's Union for their interest and
participation.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: my name is Phniip J. Rock,

President of the Illinois Senate, and I am the author of the Illinois Tax

Amnesty Program.

I am pleased to appear before your distinguished subcommittee to discuss

tax amnesty programs alone with Pv friend and colleague Senator Alan Dixon.

My remarks will focus on: (1) the benefits of an amnesty program, (2) the

details of Illinois' program, and (3) how these relate to the topic of this

hearing, S.203, the Federal Tax Delinauencv Act of 1985.

Twelve states including Illinois have adopted tax amnesty programs with

two corson features: (1) increased enforcement for tax evasion and (2)

increased public awareness campaiens.

These two features, often coupled with Increased appropriations for

revenue collection officials, convinced people in each of these states that

the government was serious about eouitv and the need for taxes to be paid.
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Of all these efforts, Illinois' program has been the most successful to

date in terms of revenues collected. Our success came about because there was

Pore public information and debate about the program before It was imlemented

and, much more importantly in my view. because the public became convinced

that the toverrwent of Illinois was serious about overseeing the public's tax

laws.

The permanent effects of these enactments were new sanctions and new

public awareness. The short-term amnesty period and compromise !eatures

called for in these enactments were in fact necessary to provide a fair and

reasonable transition into the new and very serious penalty law to be aDplied

to future tax evaders.

Reasonable transition rules are, of course, typical reauirements of

legislative acts. in this case, the amnesty transition handled the problem ot

enacting new sanctioning laws which would have applied as new tax evasion

cases were brought forward. (The new penalty sums could be onite substantial

if it were possible to actually pursue all the tax evasion cases that exist

now bit which are not yet idpntified.1 The lack of a transition period would

also have discouraged people from ever coming forward under the new sanctions

and we probably would have lost these people forever.
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Not only is the transition period necessary from the standpoint of

legality and fairness, but the trar 'n program can provide some very sood

practical results

(l) people are encouraged to loin or rejoin the rolls of responsible

citizens and to leave their status as outsiders and non-contributors,

and

(2) current ard future revenues are increased by collections from

usually unidentifiable cases and from the new increase in the actual

uwber of filers.

Before I go on to comment on S.203. let me ouicklv detail for You the

malor provisions of the Illinois Tax Amnesty Program which was enacted in July

of 1984. It contained two basic features: (1) changes In penalties and

sanctions and (2) a transition anesty period.
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(1) Changes in Penalties and Criminal Sanctions

o a permanent SOt increase in all tax evasion monetary penalties

o a permanent one level penalty increase in criminal actions

(2) Transition Amnesty Period

P covered all state tax laws

o covered natural persons and businesses

o covered knowing failures and inadvertent failures to pay

o provided for a two month period for filing

o restricted the revenue agencv from seeking further prosecution of
those who finish the program

o expressed compromise and settlement terms providing reduced interest
and no penalty charges

o no principal txx debts were stattitoriallv reduced

o maintained prosecutorial settlement discretion for ecoutahle or
practical reasons

o required to share information with the federal IRS
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The program was designed to meet the two criticisms brought up In debate.

People objected to the setting of a precedent of amnesty to tax evaders.

These people did not understand the need for a transition rule to the new

sanctions nor did they understand that the revenue agency and the Attorney

General have always practiced compromise and settlement discretion, which is a

form of ad hoe amnesty.

The amnesty period called for in the program promoteS a voluntary act

while setting, for a brief period, a public policy on the use of existing

discretion.

The success of the program demonstrates that people would not come forward

voluntarily if the revenue agency would have simplv set such a police on its

cdn. Furt ermore, the r:venoie ageiicv aradv nedeI "aieislative action to

provide sufficient resources for a Duhlic information campaign and to handle

the increased costs of any new claims.
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Legislation was also necessary to convince people of the seriousness of

our commitment to the tax laws. The agencv cannot by administrative fiat

expand its resources or make tu a new sanctioning system. A reliance on the

status cuo, that is, existing resources, prosecutorial discretion and existing

sanctioning rules, simply could not have done the iob.

The revenue agency felt that the future sanctionss would be too high. Of

course, the act did not change the basic discretion currently held by the

agency or the Attorney General. The sanctionire rules are actually upper

limits on the government's actions against those fudged to have violated the

tax laws. But like all classification schemes it is designed to be a

deterrent too.

It was the intent of the legislature to make this very statement -- that

our tax laws are important, as Important as our environmental. commercial and

spending laws. The new sanctions have proven themselves, in my view, to have

encouraged peoole to come forward in the transition to avoid the possibility

of more serious penalties should they be identified and prosecuted in the

future.
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Let me also emphasize that amnesty was not open to those in administrative

or judicial proceedings at the time nor was it open to anyone to avoid any

laws applicable to illegal gains from criminal acts.

Partlcipation in the Illinois tax amnesty program was fairly diverse.

Reuests for amnesty were received from individuals in 49 states and S foreign

countries and. in some cases, dated as far back as 1960 (for sales ta). The

amounts paid also varied considerably. Two corporations requesting amestv

for corporate income taxes submitted Payments of more than $? million each,

while one individual income tax amnestv applicant paid 37 cents.

Our amnesty program attracted over 27,000 businesses and individuals. The

maloritv of applications (56) came from individual income tax payers, who

paid an average of $S1. Business income tax accounts, which represented only

IS% of the applications, accounted for 73% of the payments. The average

payment in that sector was $32,085. Nearly half of the amnesty dollars were

paid by 45 companies, each of which paid a half million dollars or more.
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3.0
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$970
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Source: Illinois Department of Revenue
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6.468
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As you can see by the figures in the table. we had a successful effort --

$154 million in cash receipts and increasing compliance in regular

collections, despite the fact eour economy lags behind that of the nation and

our unemployment levels remain high.

Our program was even more successful than these collection figures show

because it permitted us to appropriate large sums for public elementary end

secondary schools ($95 million) and to meet our obligations to help finance

local government services ($35 million). Since we dedicated those collections

to a special fund, other public services will also benefit from the remaining

$24 million which is unallocated and from increased revenues in the future.

Senator Dixon's bill resembles the Illinois program in maV respects and I

think only the magnitude of the expected outcomes would be different from our

successful efforts. In fact, a national effort should ne relatively more

successful as it does not face some of the impediments and controversies our

program faced and alsn covers a larger tax system including social security

and federal excise taxes.
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First. Illinois could not guarantee federal imminities or federal

settlement terms to people so it is likely that many who were also evading

federal law did not come forward. You would not face this problem (though I

expect you to consider sharing any new filing information with the states).

Second, our effective tax rates are some of the lowest in the nation while, in

comparison, the national revenue system causes more to be gained and lost

which is an incentive for people to come forward. Third, S.203 proposes a six

month transition period, a reasonable time period in light of the

administrative claim demands at the federal level, and this should also permit

more people to come forward. And finally, a public awareness campaign at the

national level now would have the benefit of piggybacking on recent state

efforts and should in fact. because of its scope, be more successful.
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In summary, let me reemphasize the lessons of our program:

o we simply do not have the resources to identify all the non-filers

and evaders or to pursue endless administrative and judicial recovery

actions,

o we must improve awareness of the public's tax laws and our

seriousness about enforcing them,

o we neeo to encourage non-filers and evaders to come forward

voluntarily and Join the rest of us In shou)dering our pxiblic

responsibilities, and

o in moving forward to a more convincing svstep, we can act reasonably

to prorte transition or amnestv peiods with less co.t ard more

coverage than the current ad hoc litigating approach we now follow,

and with the good practical results of raising needed revenues while

promoting voluntary compliance.-
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I commend wy colleague. Senator Dixon, for promoting this practical

concept before the U.S. Congress and I urge you to pass the measure. I think

that as it has proven itself to be a good idea at the state level, it should

prove even more successful at the national level, and I offer my unoualifled

support for Senator Dixon's initiative.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee for providing me

with the opportunity to present testimony today. I hope my remarks have been

helpful and I will be happy to answer any uestion you may have.
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Senator DIxoN. We are here today to talk about tax amnesty.
The issue of amnesty arises because, as I am sure the chairman
knows, there is substantial and growing noncompliance with our
Nation's tax laws. In 1981, the most recent year for which compre-
hensive data is available, Federal tax collections were more than
$81 billion below what they would have been if every taxpayer had
paid his or her legal tax coalitions. Unfortunately, 1981 is not an
unusual year. The Treasury Department anticipates a tax gap, the
difference between the amount of tax that would be collected with
100 percent compliance with our Nation's tax laws and what it ac-
tually collected, of $92 billion or more in 1985, and believes that
level could rise to between $386 billion to $473 billion by the turn
of the century.

According to a survey commissioned by the IRS last year, the
public is well aware of the compliance problems. A majority of
Americans believe that tax cheating is on the rise, and that 25 per-
cent of taxpayers cheat. Roughly 20 percent, Mr. Chairman, admit
cheating on their own tax returns. The survey found that the
major cause of the rise in noncompliance seemed to be that most
Americans believe the tax system is unfair and inequitable, a
matter, of course, that your own committee is reviewing at this
time.

An appalling 80 percent believe the present tax system benefits
the rich and is unfair to the average working person. And two out
of three believe they pay more than their fair share.

The fundamental tax reform proposal now before the Congress is
an attempt to deal with the inter-related problems of fairness, com-
plexity and noncompliance, but tax reform looks only to the future;
it does nothing about collecting unpaid taxes currently outstand-
ing. Only tax amnesty, may I stress, Mr. Chairman, will do that.

Now amnesty is a simple concept. It provides an opportunity for
delinquent taxpayers to fully pay their overdue tax liability with-
out being subject to criminal or civil prosecution. Fourteen States-
and you have named them, Mr. Cairman-including my own,
have already enacted, and in many cases implemented, tax amnes-
ty programs. At least four additional States have amnesty pro-
grams under active consideration.

The State amnesty programs are different in scope, extent, and
many other particulars, but the amnesties that have been imple-
mented seem to have at least one thing in common, Mr. Chairman.
They were successful. They all resulted in taxpayers coming for-
ward to pay overdue taxes who would probably have not otherwise
done so.

Senator Rock's testimony, Mr. Chairman, details the Illinois ex-
perience. And that, of course, will be in the record.

Let me just say by a way of summary that Illinois collected ap-
proximately $150 million, far more than the $20 million the State
department of revenue originally estimated. And may I depart
from my text there, Mr. Chairman, to say this to you on a personal
basis. I recognize that the IRS is suggesting that they are opposed
to this Idea. You should know that in our own State of Illinois the
Illinois Department of Revenue opposed this idea; suggested that
the maximum amount of money that could be brought in would be
$20 million, but to date the Illinois experience is that $150 million,
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which has been usefully employed for the education of our chil-
dren, has been brought into the State treasury.

The State programs were not giveaways. They did not reward tax
cheaters. The State programs were balanced. They increased com-
pliance efforts. I want to stress that. They increased compliance ef-
forts. And penalties for noncompliance after the amnesty period.
The State programs resulted in placing additional taxpayers back
on the rolls. And I want to stress that:Placed additional taxpayers
back on the rolls, and, in addition, tax collections that the State
would not otherwise have received were received.

While I recognize the enormous differences between the State
and national tax system, I honestly believe a national tax amnesty
program could be effective and ought to be considered in January
of this year. Therefore, I introduced S. 203. My bill establishes the
6-month amnesty period to begin on the July 1st after the bill is
enacted. The amnesty period would cover all tax years through
1983 still subject to collection by the IRS. And I understand the
Service in some circumstances can go back seven years or more.
All taxpayers would be eligible for the amnesty, with some limited
exceptions.

First, those involved with the IRS in administrative or judicial
proceedings before the amnesty period begins. Second, those under
criminal investigation where the IRS has referred the matter to
the Justice Department before the amnesty period begins. And,
third, those who make false or fraudulent representations in at-
tempting to take advantage of the amnesty.

The amnesty itself would be simple and straightforward. It would
include amnesty from both criminal and civil penalties and from 50
percent of any interest penalty owed. Now that was the Illinois
plan. It would, however, apply only to legal source income-taxes
dues on income resulting from criminal activity would not be cov-
ered- by the amnesty. The amnesty provisions are generous, and
they provide a substantial incentive for taxpayers to take advan-
tage of the amnesty period.

However, the bill does not rely just on carrots, Mr. Chairman. It
also contains a couple of substantial sticks. First, it increases all
tax-related civil and criminal penalties, including money fines and
jail term by 50 percent. The tougher penalties would apply to any
tax year after 1984 and after the amnesty period to any open tax
year. Second, the bill authorizes such fund as are necessary to add
3,000 additional revenue agents to the Internal Revenue Service,
an increase of about 20 percent in the agent force. The bill also au-
thoiizes the funds the Treasury will n to administer and to pub-
licizei the amnesty program.

Now this is important, Mr. Chairman, because the State experi-
ence demonstrates that wide publicity can significantly enhance
the effectiveness of an amnesty program.

I believe in the amnesty concept, but I recognize we need to ana-
lyze the potential impact of an amnesty on compliance very care-
fully before the Congress acts. As you may know, at the request of
members of the House Ways and Means Committee, the Joint Tax
Committee is currently analyzing the feasibility of a Federal am-
nesty. And their report is currently scheduled to be ready in Sep-
tember of this year.
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The impact of an amnesty on the climate for voluntary compli-
ance depends on whether the taxpayer believes the amnesty is a
one-time event. Now that's important. And whether the public be-
lieves evasion opportunities successful before amnesty will be suc-
cessful after.

These principles provide a good framework for evaluating the po-
tential Federal tax amnesty program. I do not believe, however,
that amnesty will either undermind tax administration objectives
or the overall climate for voluntary compliance. Amnesty will not
increase the extent of underpayments.

As the State experience demonstrates, it will, in fact, add thou-
sands of taxpayers to the rolls. Further, it will not adversely
impact future tax collections. I am confiden. the vast majurity of
honest taxpayers will see a one-time amnesty for what it really is-
a demonstration of the extraordinary lengths the Government is
prepared to go to collect delinquent tax payments.

My bill will not reward delinquent taxpayers the Service already
has uncovered. It will provide an incentive to come forward for
those who otherwise would not be discovered.

These taxpayers would have to pay their full delinquent
amounts, and it is worth foregoing the penalties in order to get
them to do so.

Tax reform adds to the prospects for the success of an amnesty.
By closing loopholes, simplifying the code, and making our tax laws
.more equitable, it will reduce incentive to cheat in the future. It
will also help improve compliance in the future because successful
reform will mean less opportunities for tax evasion and an in-
creased likelihood of being caught for any future evasions.

In conclusion, tax reform an tax amnesty, therefore, dovetail to-
gether well. Tax reform will improve future compliance. Tax am-
nesty will collect a significant Dart of past, uncollected amounts.
The net result will be a windfall for honest taxpayers and an op-
portunity for basically honest people who have drifted into tax eva-
sion to return to full compliance with the law. If the Federal Gov.
ernment is only as successful as my own State of Illinois, Mr.
Chairman, the amnesty should raise between $10 and $15 billion
for the Federal Treasury. And I honestly believe, Mr. Chairman, it
will raise very much more than that.

This hearing is the first step in what I hope will be a serious
review of the desirability of tax amnesty at the Federal level. I
look forward to working with you, Mr: Chairman, and the rest of
my colleagues to see that the amnesty idea gets a kind of careful,
considered review that it deserves. I'm confident that such a review
will discover the real merits behind this idea.

I want to thank you once again, Mr. Chairman, for providing me
this opportunity this morning. I'd also like to thank the witnesses
from the States of Massachusetts and Illinois and the National
Taxpayers Union for their interest and participation. And, finally,
I hope the chairman will honor me by including my complete state-
ment in the hearing record along with that of Senator Rock, the
distinguished President of the Illinois State Senate.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, that was an excellent statement. And as I
mentioned before, we will put your full statement and that of Sena-
tor Rock in the record.
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I notice that my distinguished colleague from New York is here.
And if he has an opening statement, now would be a good time to
deliver it.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
I just wanted to welcome our colleague, Senator Dixon. I listened

with great attention to his remarks. I've been able to read the re-
marks of Senator Rock, and I will just say in advance that Senator
Dixon is addressing a very real problem, and has a specific propos-
al.

I have been on this committee for over 8 years. I'm beginning to
wonder why is it that the Treasury has difficulty describing the
nature of the problem that compliance presents. We don't know at
what level the problem begins-whether it's an administrative
problem or a problem of anti-social xhavior. We don't know to
what extent it's a problem of the complexity of the tax laws. Treas-
ury has not developed a very good theory of their case. And they
don't have nouch information in round numbers that would tell us
why we are going to lose $92 billion this year.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DIXON. May I say to my colleague, the distinguished

senior Senator from New York, that I think one of the simple ex-
planations for part of it simply is that the number of IRS agents
necessary to adequately enforce compliance continues to be too
small against the whole problem. And my records here somewhere
would show, may I say to the Chairman, that we audited about 50
percent less returns than we used to audit just for one example of
one of the practical problems that we face with respect to this.

I mentioned in here that the stick involved is a 50-percent in-
crease in penalties both civil and criminal after the amnesty
period, plus 3,000 additional IRS agents. We have found statistical-
yv that those IRS agents, believe it or not, bring in about 12
times their annual salary. Some very aggressive ones, as much as
40 times their annual salary. So, obviously, those IRS agents are a
good investment for the Government.

Senator CHAFER. Well, thank you on that subject.
I just looked here under the number of IRS employees. In 1981,

there were 23,300. In 1984, there were 25,493. So we have been in-
creasing the number of agents. In the 1983 budget, we increased
them by 1,000.

And I have a feeling that in the 1986 budget we have a further
increase. Somebody from IRS is going to be testifying so I will ask
them about that.

Let me ask you a few questions, Senator, if I might. What about
the sharing of Information? You don't go into that. Do you think
that should be done or shouldn't be done? In other words, if we
went into this program, should we share the IRS information with
the States?

Senator DIXON. Well, that was an issue in Illinois. Illinois, to cite
the exam le of our own experience, did not stop sharing the infor-
mation worth the IRS during the entire amnesty program. Some had
said that would be a very serious problem to having people come
forward. Yet over 27,000 individuals and-businesses did come for-
ward, Mr. Chairman. The Illinois income tax rates are very low,
may I say. For every taxpayer, Federal tax liabilities are far great-
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er than State tax liabilities. But delinquent taxpayers, therefore,
have an even stronger rationale to participate in a national amnes-
ty even though information would be shared with the States. So I
think that that is not the problem that one would suppose it would
be.

Senator CHAFEE. As you know, I think it's widely viewed, that
Federal tax collection system for Federal taxes is more stringent,
more sophisticated than State tax collection. In view of that, would
you think that the amount that we might bring in on the Federal
level would be considerably less than on the State level? For exam-
ple, in my State, they are getting rid of the gift tax because, frank-
y, nobody ever pas the gift tax on the State level.

Senator DIXON. Yes.
Senator CHAFES. It's not understood. People just don't pay it.

Right or wrong, that's a fact. Now they are getting rid of it.
Using the Federal gift tax as an example, do you think that be-

cause of the difference in the collection s stems there is more
money available out there on the State level? Is Illinois considered
a stringent collector of its taxes?

Senator DiXON. May I first say to that, Mr. Chairman, yes we
have a very good reputation for enforcing our tax laws. And our
income tax law is predicated on a percentage of payments of the
Federal tax. And so that compliance is rather high in our State.

But, of course, your point is well taken that Federal tax compli-
ance efforts are more stringent than those of the respective States.
But the truth is, Mr. Chairman, that the Federal Government will
not collect over $90 billion of taxes legally owed in this year-one
dollar out of every five will not be collected. If an amnesty allowed
us to recover only 10 or 16 percent of delinquent taxes, and consid-
ering that amnesty would apply to not just one tax year but to all
tax years that are open, the amounts that could be brought in, I
think, would be very substantial. Further, the amnesty could be
used to signal a tougher enforcement policy. And the perception
that enforcement efforts were being toughened could help produce
better voluntary compliance on a long-term basis, adding additional
Federal revenues every year. So that while I think your point is a
very valid one, I do honestly believe that it would yield very sub-
stantial sums of money.

Senator CHAFES. Well, I think one of your good points was that
you bring le onto the rolls that might not have been there

fore, although in your testimony you indicated that most of the
money you collected was from those who were paying rather than
those who were not filing at all.

Senator DIXON. That's right.
Senator CHAFE. A couple of questions on equity. The people who

pay, what do they think of letting somebody come on the rolls later
or receive amnesty? And indeed you waive all penalties, and you
waive 50 percent of the interest. gat do the people who pay, the
good guys in all this, what do they think when some cheater, in
effect, comes on without paying the penalty and without paying the
interest? The interest, it seems to me, would be quite disturbing to
some. He's paid his money. His money has gone to the Federal
Government. Somebody else has had use of their money and then
pays up but only half of the interest.
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Senator DiXON. Well, that was a major part of the debate in Illi-
nois, Mr. Chairman. Our findings are, though, that honest taxpay-
ers as the Internal Revenue Service's own polls show, clearly know
that tax cheating is on the rise, and that cheaters are getting away
with it. Taxpayers recognize that the amnesty brings in revenue
that is otherwise not collected. And that it's better to get at least
the basic tax owed from delinquents than it is to preserve the theo-
retical opportunity to collect penalties that everyone knows will
never actually be collected.

And in my own State, Mr. Chairman, this program has proved to
be very popular. The press from the very liberal to the very con-
servative press has been generous in its praise of the program,
which has been a very effectively administered program in my
State. And, incidentally, when I go around my State and I speak to
civic groups, chambers of commerce, Rotary, Kiwanis, groups of
that type, labor organizations, I find support for this program to be
almost unanimous. I must represent to you and the senior Senator
from New York State, that I have never found a program after its
application as universally accepted and supported in my State as
this one. And to the extent that people get up in meetings and say
I've always paid mine, at first I didn't like this idea much, but I'm
delighted that we got this money; I'm delighted that new people
came on the rolls; I'm delighted that we strengthened the law for
the future, and I'm just quite amazed at the public support for this
in my State.

May I say this: That originally-and I would like to say that
President Phil Rock, the president of the Illinois State Senate, is a
distinguished leader in our State and has been the president of the
State senate for many years-when he introduced this program,
there was general opposition by the business groups in the State,
by news media, and at first by the State administration. I had indi-
cated earlier the IRS said in our State--rather the Department of
Revenue--said it will only bring in about $20 million and it will
affect adversely compliance in the future.

To make a long story short, there was a lengthy dialog about it,
a long fight about it. It finally passed. The Governor, at first, I
think with some reluctance signed it. The end result has beenv that
it improves compliance, it brought in $150 million, may I say to my
friend from New York, all of which has been spent for education in
our State. It has been extremely popular. And all people now like
to take their share of the credit for it.

And it just is an unusual experience. My State, as both of you
distinguished members know, is a kind of an evenly divided State
politically, kind of a swing State in elections and so forth, yet both
parties like what has happened. I said generally the press does.
Business and labor interests in the State do so. It has had a re-
markably good result with excellent public acceptance.And I might say that Senator Carey, who represents, as you
know, the State of Massachusetts, says that they had the same ex-
perience in their State. He wishes he could be here this morning.
B ut he supports enthusiastically this concept as well.

Senator CHAFRI. It's a one-shot deal, isn't it?
Senator DixoN. Yes.
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And that's the secret. We would have to make that very strongly
understood. In my State, they spent quite a little amount of money,
Mr. Chairman, on publicity, and made it clearly understood-look,
this isn't going to happen again next year. It isn't going to happen
again in this decade. It isn t going to happen again in your life-
time. This is your one chance to fess up and pay up and come on in
and clean your shirts, and people became believers. And you don't
hear anybody saying, now, well, I'm not going to pay because in 2
more years Ik now they are going to do it again. You know, that's
important. I think I stressed that in my statement, and I do want
to stress it. We would have to make it understood in the country at
large that this is a one-shot deal.

Senator CHAFEE. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I must say I'm very im-

pressed with Senator Dixon's arguments. We are going to have a
report from the Joint Tax Committee, I believe, in September on
this.

Senator CHAFEE. He mentioned that in his testimony.
Senator DIXON. The Ways and Means Committee, may I say to

my distinguished friend from the State of New York, we will have
a report in September on this question.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I v; uld like to make this suggestion, Mr.
Chairman.

I would like to suggest that the Treasury, as an organization in
the Government, respond to this question in a way different from
other departments. There is a certain abstraction in their com-
ments to date. They come in and say to us that the rate of non-
compliance is growing and therefore you had better change the tax
law. It never occurs to them that if the rate of non-compliance is
growing, they may not be doing their job right. If this law isn't
Wing enforced, the administrators of the law must be held account-
able at some level. They don't seem to consider themselves account-
able. You never hear any internal criticism. They are a first-rate
organization. But we don't hear any internal criticism regarding
the compliance problem.

And they don't do the kind of studies that should be done. I
guess I have spent half my life reading accounts of why people go
on welfare or go off welfare and things like that. Why people pay
taxes or don't pay taxes, as far as I can tell, is an unexplored sub-
ject.

The tax administrative #nd enforcement divisions of Treasury
are sort of separated out-6-ver in IRS. If It turns out that the Sec-
retary of Labor is not enforcing the Fair Labor Standard Act,
people will say to him, well, why don't you resign. Just that. It
never would occur that this might happen in Treasury. Nor am I
suggesting that it should.

But the issue of compliance is an issue that this subcommittee
and our committee rarely looks at beyond asking "Should we have
a few more agents, a few less."

And I want to thank Mr. Dixon for bringing it before us as a
proposition. If you don't like this proposition, you have to be able
to say why.

Senator DIXON. Well, I want to thank my distinguished friend
from New York State whose contributions here are so well known
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and say only this in response to both the distinguished senior Sena-
tor from New York and the chairman. The last year that all the
information is available about is the year 1981, Mr. Chairman. And
in that year, we had an on and off budget deficit of $79 billion. But
the amount owed was $81 billion. You could have actually had a
surplus in that year, as recently as 1981, with full compliance.

Senator CHAFEE. Did Illinois try this in 1981?
Senator DiXON. Illinois tried this in-we had a legislative amnes-

ty last year, 1984.
Senator CHAFEE. Then I'm a little mixed up. When did you do

your amnesty in Illinois?
Senator DiXON. Last year.
Senator CHAFEE. That you are talking about.
Senator DIxoN. Last year.
Senator CHAFER. This was the Rock plan.
Senator DiXON. That is correct.
Senator CHAPE. I had a suggestion that you tried something pre-

viously in 1981.
Senator DIXON. We tried administrative amnesty but it did not

work very well. And then they had a legislative amnesty in 1984,
which worked immensely well.

Senator CHAFE. I'm not sure I know the difference between an
administrative amnesty and a legislative amnesty.

Senator DIXON. Well, a number of states have had tax amnesty
without legislation or anything of the kind where they just make it
known publicly that folks will come in during some open per od to
their department and that they will be given amnesty. And that
has not worked very well anywhere.

As an example, Missouri just recently did one. It brought in
some money. There is a general feeling-and I want to make sure
I'm stating this to you correctly because I want to turn to my aide
for that-but I believe I'm correct when I make that statement.

For instance, the two noted amnesty. programs that worked very
well-I want my aide to correct me if he believes I'm at all in
the---

Senator CHAFE. Why don't you bring him up to the desk?
Senator DiXON. This is Bill Mattea. I think that perhaps he

would be known to my distinguished friends on this panel. Mr.
Mattea has been with me since I've been in the Senate, and part of
that time served with the distinguished Senator from Illinois who
preceded me here, Senator Stevenson, for 10 years. So he is well
qualified in this area.

Massachusetts and Illinois have had the two most successful am-
nesty programs-correct me if I am wrong, Bill. Both were legisla-
tive amnesty programs that had excellent yield, good results, and
have ircreaed comphance. With few exceptions, most others were
done administratively and heve not been nearly as successful.

Illinois and Massachusetts have been the ones that have been
cited as the excellent experiences of the country. Both were done
essentially by legislation, like mine here, with a carrot, which lets
you come in, the window is open for a period of time--in this bill
six months where you come in in-and civil penalties are forgiven
and interest is reduced by 50 percent, or some like amount, and
then a stick with additional agents for compliance in the future,

51-221 0-83--4
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increase the penalties massively, as we did in this bill, 50 percent
for criminal and civil and so forth.'

Senator CHAFEE. You mean in Illinois you did? In Illinois you did
all this?

Senator DixoN. Yes, sir; we did, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAPEE. With the penalties?
Senator DixoN. Yes, sir; we did, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFEE. Now what about the equity of saying somebody

who hasn't been caught can come in and get the amnesty but some-
body who the State has started investigating or the Federal Gov-
ernment has started investigating, that person cannot get the
amnesty.

Senator DIXON. Well, that has been--
Senator CHAFEE. Why should there be that difference?
Senator DIXON. Well, in our state we felt that the focus of an am-

nesty program should be to provide incentive to delinquent taxpay-
ers to come forward who would not otherwise be identified unless
the IRS put literally hundreds of thousands of agents into the field,
creating a state that no one, including the Service, wants.

However, it seems to me to be unwise to change the penalties for
those already identified by the Service and who are currently in
administrative or judicial proceedings already. I think that the sug-
gestion to provide amnesty on an across the board basis is not en-
tirely without merit. I think this issue deserves further study. In
our state, this is the way we did it and it worked well, and I'm
committed to the idea that that result has been one that has been
well received in my state.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Well, thank you very much, Senator.
We appreciate your testimony. And, obviously, this is an intriguing
suggestion. When this first came up, I suggested it to our state.
We've heard about it mostly from Massachusetts, which tried it in
1983. Our people chose not to do it. But that's no reason why the
Federal Government shouldn't do it.

Thank you.
Senator DIXON. I certainly thank the Chairman.
Senator CHAV'EE. Thank you very much.
Now the next witnesses are Mr. Thomas Herman, First Deputy

Commissioner, Massachusetts Department of Revenue; and Mr.
David Keating, Executive Vice President, The National Taxpayers
Union, who is ac-companied, I understand, by Mr. Jack Warren
Wade.

Why don't you all three come up.
All right. Mr. Herman, we welcome you here and look forward to

your testimony.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS D. HERMAN, FIRST DEPUTY COMMIS-
SIONER, MASSACHUSET'S DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE,
BOSTON, MA
Mr. HERMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It's an

honor to be here. And it's an honor also to represent Governor Mi-
chael Dukakis before this subcommittee in support of Senator
Dixon's bill calling for a federal tax amnesty. Only poor health and
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doctor's orders have prevented Commissioner Ira Jackson from
being here today also.

We in Massachusetts weren't the first state to have an amnesty
program, nor, as you have discussed already this morning, will we
be the last. Tax amnesty--

Senator CHAFEE. What are the dates of your program, and how
long did it last, Mr. Herman?

Mr. HERMAN. Mr. Chairman, our program was a 3-month pro-
gram and extended from October 1983 through January 1984.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
Mr. HERMAN. We have collected through that amnesty program

over $80 million. That's an estimated 37 to I return on every dollar
we invested on special costs for the amnesty program. If compara-
ble success were achieved at the federal level, Mr. Chairman, we
estimate that almost $10 billion could be collected. And I under-
stand this morning Senator Dixon gave another figure. Figures can
be a little bit above that, little bit below that, but extrapolating
from Massachusetts' experience, we believe $10 billion could be col-
lected federally.

In Massachusetts, some 50,000 individuals and businesses came
forward to clear up past tax liabilities and wipe the slate clean
under amnesty. If that experience were replicated at the federal
level, you might expect 3 million taxpayers to take advantage of
the program Senator Dixon has proposed in Senate 203.

One other point should be made in trying to assess the potential
for a federal amnesty based on our results. A number of taxpayers
and accountants and lawyers representing them have written to us
to tell them that they or their clients would have paid up under
amnesty, but they did not want their names shared with the IRS.

One such letter, for instance, states that if the IRS adopts an am-
nesty program, 'I think it's safe to say that five times as many
people would participate if they knew they could pay off their back
Federal taxes without fear of punishment for their past indiscre-
tions."

Senator CHAFEE. In other words, in your case, you did share it
with the IRS? But the thing is you would have gotten more people
if ou hadn't shared.

Mr. HERMAN. We believe that to be true, Mr. Chairman. In our
case, pursuant to a federal-state exchange agreement, we shared
upon the request of the Internal Revenue Service certain informa-
tion. And I might add we made that-we put anybody applying for
amnesty on notice"that we might do that if we were asked.

Senator CHAFE. Now what did you do about those who were
under proceedings at the time you gave your amnesty, either ad-
ministrative, civil or criminal?

Mr. HERMAN. Our amnesty was not available to taxpayers sub-
ject to ongoing criminal prosecution or court proceeding. Cases
which had been referred by our office to the State Attorney Gener-
al's office or another prosecutor, those cases were not eligible for
amnesty.

Senator CHAFEE. As the proceeding was to have been started? In
other words, actually filed? Where was the border line?

Mr. HERMAN. Similar to the proceeding which is suggested in
Senate 203. That's 7206(cX2), I believe, which means once the case
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has left the Internal Revenue Service or in Massachusetts the
State Department of Revenue, once it has been referred to the At-
torney General, that case is not subject to amnesty. That taxpayer
cannot take advantage of that.

Senator CHAFEE. Was that a good provision, in your judgment?
Mr. HERMAN. In our judgment, that's a very good provision. On

the other hand, whether or not a taxpayer was delinquent and on
the books or was, for instance, a non-filer, an under-reporter, an
over-deducter, all of those people were eligible in Massachusetts for
amnesty.

Senator CHAFEE. What did you do about penalties? What did am-
nestydnean? No penalties, no interest, no anything?

Mr. HERMAN. In Massachusetts, interest had to be paid, the prin-
cipal tax had to be paid, the penalty was waived.

Senator CHAFEE. As you know, in Senator Dixon's bill, you only
pay half the interest.

Mr. HERMAN. I understand that Senator Dixon's bill proposes
that 50 percent of the interest would be waived.

Senator CHAFEE. But in your experience you had to pay 100 per-
cent.

Mr. HERMAN. In Massachusetts, our experience was all tax, all
interest.

Most tax administrators will tell you that full and voluntary dis-
closure of past tax liabilities won't land you in jail. In fact, crimi-
nal cases, as we have just discussed, are generally precluded. Even
penalties are frequently waived.

And I might add, Mr. Chairman, last year the Internal Revenue
Service abated $2 billion worth of penalties as part of its standard
operating procedures. But most taxpayers just don't see it that
way. They know they have fallen into bad tax habits for a number
of reasons, some of them understandable, and they don't believe
there is a second chance to be had.

Changing perceptions means changing behavior --And-amnesty is
just one small element of the effort we have undertaken in Massa-
chusetts to change public attitudes about tax evasion. People need
to understand that the enemy is not the tax collector, but the tax
evader. That honest taxpayers are being ripped-off, if you will, by a
minority of deadbeats and cheats. That tax evasion is not a harm-
less and socially accepted lark, but a serious crime, a crime with
real victims.

Mr. Chairman, preparation for amnesty began in Massachusetts
almost 7 months before the program was officially started. Gover-
nor Dukakis and Commissioner Jackson were determined to crack
down on both tax delinquents and evaders. We gambled on the bold
strategy that sought to balance a progressive state budget with rev-
enues from better collection and tougher enforcement of existing
taxes rather than the imposition of new taxes or higher rates.

The Governor felt that the honest, hardworking men and women
of Massachusetts, the vast majority of our citizens, were already
paying enough. He also recognized that if Massachusetts is to
maintain its healthy, competitive economy, taxes need not and
must not be raised. And the key to tax rate stability, we believe,
was to go after the estimated 15 percent of our potential revenue
being lost to evaders and delinquents.
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Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Herman, your entire statement will go into
the record.

Why don't you stress the particular points you want to make.
By the way, was this legislative or was this an administrative

amnesty?
Mr. HERMAN. Mr. Chairman, it was a legislative amnesty, and it

was part of a larger program which we call our "revenue enforce-
ment and protection program," which we feel is the key to any suc-
cesl in cracking down successfully on tax evasion.

And if I may have just a couple of minutes to describe the other
part of the program, of which amnesty was a part, which we call
the "Revenue Enforcement and Protection Act." I think it might
be instructive to you and the rest of the committee.

Under REAP-and this is again in the nature of the carrot and
stick formula, which Senator Dixon was discussing-under REAP,
tax evasion was made a felony. Another REAP initiative gave us
the power to revoke or refuse to renew State or local government
licenses and contracts when individuals or businesses hadn't paid
their taxes. A third REAP provision allowed us to contract out to
private collection agencies to act on long-standing or delinquent ac-
counts, similar to what the Federal Government now does with stu-
dent education loans. In preparation for the amnesty program, as
authorized as a part of REAP-and this is another important
point-we conducted a carefully orchestrated seizure drive, hitting
seriously delinquent businesses. We brought out major tax indict-
ments against the most egregious tax evaders in this State. We
went after luxury yachts and airplanes. Now I have submitted a
full summary of these three provisions so I won't get into them fur-
ther.

But, clearly, in Massachusetts the ground rules changed with
legal penalties getting more severe and our crackdown potential
plainly demonstrated amnesty was offered as a transition to a new
era of even tougher enforcement.

Amnesty offered a one-time window of opportunity, which con-
sistent with the remarks of Senator Dixon, is critical. One time
only. With the Revenue Department demonstrating daily and visi-
bly that not only could it bark, but we also had a bite, people took
us seriously and came on down and paid up in record numbers.
Our early estimates of amnesty were in the $5 million category. In
the end over $83 million came in.

I might add that during amnesty we said that once the amnesty
pogram was over, there would be no more Mr. Nice Guy at the

assachusetts Department of Revenue. Once amnesty was over,
our crackdown resumed with fresh force. Over a 2-year period, our
audit assessments were increased 92 percent; seizure activity was
up substantially, as were our criminal prosecutions.

One more final point I'd like to make. That is another strategy
which was developed to help combat tax evasion, and that's a com-
mitment in Massachusetts to treating honest taxpayers as valued
customers; not victims of a bureaucracy. Amnesty helped us realize
that people will respond to a second chance, to an appeal to their
better instincts, with some positive reinforcement.

We've taken that lesson and attempted to implement it on a
broad scale with more "user-friendly" tax forms, with taking our
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taxpayers' services to where taxpayers are, whether it's suburban
shopping malls, senior citizen centers, and so on.

Finally, in summary, the key point is we seem to have been turn-
ing the tide on tax evasion in Massachusetts. We have attempted to
isolate what the economy can't explain in our revenue growth and
believe that increased voluntary compliance as a result of amnesty
and our other efforts to crack down on tax evasion have accounted
for $165 million of our collections last year. That's a quarter of our
total revenue gain and it doesn't take into account the $83 million
in revenue from amnesty.

Now I've submitted supporting documentation for that estimate
for Massachusetts. I note that a similar Federal increase might
mean another $20 billion in Federal collections.

Senator CHAFEE. I'd just like to ask you a question on page 7,
next to the last paragraph. You say you have had a revenue
growth of over 26 percent in 2 years.

Mr. HERMAN. Yes, sir, that's correct. In two years, our revenue
growth has been over 26 percent.

Senator CHAFEE. With the same taxes? No tax increase?
Mr. HERMAN. We have not raised broad-based taxes in Massachu-

setts. We have had some minor adjustments which account for less
than 1 percent of our revenues. But we have had a substantial rev-
enue growth which cannot be explained either by the growth in
GNP, personal income or inflation. And we feel a substantial per-
centage of that is an increase in voluntary compliance as a result
of our efforts through amnesty, through educating the population
of Massachusetts that tax evasion is not a victimless crime, honest
taxpayers are victims, and with the stick, if you will, that if you
don't come on down and pay up, the Revenue Department is seri-
ous and will be able to come out after you and collect the taxes one
way or the other.

Senator CHAFER. Well, thank you very much for this information.
And it's very interesting the way you did it. Putting the heat on
the people in advance of this program so that they knew they had
better take advantage of the amnesty or they were going to be in
trouble. That seems to make a lot of sense.

Mr. HERMAN. Mr. Chairman, if I may make one final point with
regard to fairness of the system. We in Massachusetts believe that
part of the problem arose in Massachusetts and also nationally be-
cause of the perception of unfairness of the system. Today, you and
your colleagues are presented with a rare opportunity to link tax
reform and tax fairness to improving voluntary compliance.

With new and fairer tax laws, public attitudes can be changed,
and we feel they must. So what better time, Mr. Chairman, to offer
an amnesty? With a change in the ground rules, taxpayers will get
a deserved opportunity to come in, to clear up their own tax delin-
quencies and to welcome tax reform with a clean tlate.

Senator CHAFER. Do you think the Federal Government should
share its information, if we went into this amnesty, we should
share it with the States?

Mr. HERMAN. Mr. Chairman, we have shared our information
with the Internal Revenue Service.

Senator CHAFEE. But you indicated that perhaps that was a mis-
take.
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Mr. HERMAN. We don't feel that was a mistake. We feel that our
program would have been even more effective if there had been a
Federal amnesty at the time. I encourage-and I find as a tax ad-
ministrator that it makes our job easier; it helps us bring in more
revenue and it's more beneficial to the Federal Government-if
there can be a two-way sharing, both from the IRS to the Massa-
chusetts or other State departments and the other way around.

Senator CHAFEE. How would you compare Massachusetts' en-
forcement efforts and administration of its tax system with the
Federal Government? The same? Less vigorous? More vigorous?

Mr. HERMAN. The Massachusetts Department of Revenue has a
distinguished history of tax enforcement and innovation. It has
also had very serious problems in the past. When Commissioner
Jackson and I came to office 2 1/2 years ago, we found an accounts
receivable problem-a Massachusett tax gap-of over $600 mil-
lion. We have narrowed that gap substantially. We feel that our ef-
forts may not have been as innovative at that time or as effective
as the Internal Revenue Service's, but I might add in recalling
what Senator Dixon said earlier, that there is today a very, very
serious Federal tax gap problem-over $100 billion this year. So
whether or not we did as good a job-or not as good a job-as the
IRS in the past, there is a very serious problem facing the Federal
Government today and a problem the solution to which could go
substantially toward helping deficit reduction.

Senator CHAFEE. What did the honest taxpayers who were
filing-what did they think of your system?

Mr. HERMAN. We found that there was an extremely widespread
acceptance of our amnesty. Obviously, among those people who
took advantage of it, but among the general public as well. We had
an $83 million windfall in amnesty, plus as a result of amnesty and
our other crackdown efforts, substantial increase in voluntary com-
pliance, which last year was $165 million and we expect to have
that figure recur in the future.

Senator CHAFEE. Wait. I don't understand that. You had an in-
crease in compliance.

Mr. HERMAN. That's correct.
Senator CHAFEE. How can you quantify it in dollars?
Mr. HERMAN. I can submit supporting documentation for it, but

using an economic analysis, taking into account growth in personal
income, GNP and inflation, there was approximately $165 million
which didn't fit into any of these categories and which weren't ex-
plained by any of the growth of any of those three elements. And
we attribute that to voluntary compliance as a result of our effort
to educate the public as to the seriousness of tax evasion and our
crackdown on tax evasion.

Senator CHAFEE. All right, fine. Thank you.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Herman follows:]
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It's an honor to represent Governor Michael Dukakis

before this Subcommittee in support of Senator Dixon's

bill calling for a Federal Tax Amnesty. Only poor health

and doctor's orders have prevented Commissioner Ira Jackson

from being here today. We in Massachusetts weren't the

first state to have an Amnesty program nor will we be the

last. To date, twelve states have declared Amnesty for

tax delinquents and almost a half billion dollars has been

collected nationwide from the programs.

Tax Amnesty worked in Massachusetts. We've collected

over $80 million -- an estimated 37 to 1 return on every

dollar we invested in special costs for the program. If

comparable success were achieved at the federal level,

almost $10 billion could be collected.

In Massachusetts, some 50,000 individuals and businesses

came forward to clear up past tax liabilities and wipe

the slate clean under Amnesty. If that experience were

replicated at the federal level, you could expect three

million taxpayers to take advantage of the program Senator

Dixon has proposed.

One other point should be made in trying to assess

the potential for a Federal Amnesty based on our results.

A number of taxpayers, and lawyers and accountants

representing taxpayers, have called or written us to tell

us that they or their clients would have paid up under

our Amnesty, but they did not want their names shared with
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the IRS. One such letter states, "If the IRS adopts an

Amnesty program I think it's safe to say that five times

as many people would participate if they krew they could

pay off their back federal taxes without tear of punishment

for past indiscretions."

What's obvious from this correspondence -- and what

we in Massachusetts have learned from the Amnesty experience

in general -- is that popular perceptions are often what

motivate people to act -- or not to act. Most tax

administrators will tell you that a full and voluntary

disclosure of past tax liabilities won't land you in jail.

In fact, criminal cases are generally precluded in such

instances. Even penalties are frequently waived for

taxpayers who voluntarily pay in full. The IRS abated

$2 billion worth last year alone as part of its standard

operating procedures. But most taxpdyers just don't see

it that way. They know they've fallen into bad tax habits

for a number- of reasons -- some of them excusable -- and

they don't believe there is a second chance to be had.

Changing perceptions means changing behavior and Amnesty

is just one small element of the effort we've undertaken

in Massachusetts to change public attitudes about tax

evasion. People need to understand that the enemy is not

the tax collector but the tax evader; that the honest

taxpayer is being "ripped off" by a minority of deadbeats

and cheats; and, that tax evasion is not a harmless and
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socially acceptable lark, but a serious crime, a crime

with real victims.

Preparat ion for Amnesty began in Massachusett8 almost

sev-n months befoe the program officially started. Governor

Duk.ikis and Commuissioner Ira Jackson were determined to

crack down on both tax delinquents and evaders. We gambled

on a bold strategy that sought to balance a progressive

state budget with revenue from better collection and tougher

enforcement of existing taxes rather than the imposition

of new taxes or hiqher rates.

The Governor felt that honest working men and women

-- the vast majority of Massachusezts citizens -- were

already paying enough. fie also recognized that if

Massachusetts is to maintain its heai.:hy, competitive

economy, taxes need not and must not be raised. And the

key to tax rate stability was to go after the estimated

15% of our potential revenue being lost to evaders and

major delinquents.

The effort began in Massachusetts with a drive to

make the public aware of the scope of the problem. With

better management and focus, we sought to make better use

of the collection powers already on the books. And with

the help of the Governor and the Legislature we created

an arsenal of new powers through an omnibus tax enforcement

law known as the Revenue Enforcement and Protection Program

-- REAP for short.
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Under REAP, tax evasion was made a felony in

Massachusetts -- a remedial step which brought our penalties

in line with federal statutes. Thus, immediately the stakes

for beinq convicted for tax evasion went up dramatically.

Another REAP initiative gave us the power to revoke or

refuse to renew state or local government licenses and

contracts when the individuals or businesses had not filed

or paid their taxes. Our philosophy is that when government

licenses a business or a professional, or buys services,

it has a right to insist that the basic obligation of paying

taxes is met.

A third REAP provision allowed us to contract with

private collection agencies to act on long-standing

delinquent accounts.

Along with these legal pcwers, the 1984 state budget

gave us a 3C% increase in our appropriation for bolstered

staff and more sophisticated computer resources.

In preparation for the Amnesty program, authorized

as part of REAP, we conducted a carefully orchestrated

seizure drive, hitting at least two seriously delinquent

businesses £ day in different parts of the state. Naturally,

all this was done carefully and in full observance of

everyone's due process and other legal rights. In the

summer, we moved the seizure drive from restaurants and

retail establishments to luxury yachts on which the sales
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or use tax hadn't been paid. In the fall we began scouring

airports across the state for planes on which the tax had

been illegally avoided.

I've submitted, for the record, a full summary of

the enforcement initiatives which were authorized by REAP

-- along with results from these and other previously

authorized programs. These documents reinforce the point

that Amnesty was not an isolated event. Nor, in our opinion,

can any successful Amnesty be. Just before Amnesty began,

we initiated our first action to revoke professional

licenses. We also closed down two well known restaurant

chains in Greater Boston and seized the warehouse of a

major tax evading border merchant. In the courts, working

with the Attorney General, we brought the largest single

group of criminal tax evasion indictments in the state's

history.

Clearly, in Massachusetts, the ground rules changed.

With the legal penalties getting more severe and the

crackdown potential plainly demonstrated, Amnesty was offered

as a transition to a new era of even tougher enforcement.

Amnesty gave people a one-time window of opportunity to

come in and settle up, without fear of penalties, prosecution

or further recriminations. With the Revenue Department

demonstrating daily and visibly that not only could it

bark, but it could bite, people took us seriously when

we said this was a last-chance opportunity,
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Even so we didn't anticipate the incredible response

to our Amnesty offer. Applications poured in from virtually

every state and 12 foreign countries, and from people in

all walks of life, professions and income categories. On

the last day of Amnesty over 30,000 people contacted us;

over 10,000 lined up at our Boston headquarters alone to

file forms and pay bills.

Our crackdown resumed with fresh force the minute

Amnesty was over. Over a two-year period, audit assessments

were increased 92%, seizure activity was up 317%. Referrals

for criminal prosecution were up 59% in fiscal year 1984

alone.

Along with Amnesty -- and made much more public because

of it -- another strategy was developed to help combat

tax evasion. That is a commitment to treating taxpayers

as valued customers, not victims of a bureaucracy. Amnesty

helped us realize that people respond to a second chance,

to an appeal to their better instincts and some positive

reinforcement. We've taken this lesson and implemented

it on a broad scale.

New "user-friendly" tax forms were developed -- forms

which are shorter, printed in lay English with understandable

instructions and spruced up with graphics, contrasting

colors and helpful examples. Our outreach efforts were
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expanded to take taxpayer services where taxpayers are

-_ at suburban shopping mdlls, senior citizen centers,

and, with a couple of "taxmobiles", to remote communities.

Finally, we've been giving people the fastest possible

refund service. This year Commissioner Jackson made a

commitment to taxpayers that refund checks would be issued

in four weeks' time to those filing error-free returns

through early March. We ended up doing even better than

that. Ninety percent of all 1.7 million refunds filed

right up to April 15th went out in four weeks. In fact

most of those were out in less than 20 days.

I've already mentioned the $83 million we collected

from the Amnesty program. But what's more striking is

our overall revenue collections since the Amnesty program.

We experienced a record increase in fiscal year 1984, and

the fiscal year just ending will match and exceed that

increase. Our booming state economy is one key to these

genuinely unexpected revenues. But revenue growth over

26% in two years is well above any growth in inflation,

GNP or personal income. As one sage of the Massachusetts

revenue scene put it, "We're REAPing out all over."

The key point is that we seem to be stemming the trend

and turning the tide on tax evasion in Massachusetts. We've

attempted to isolate what the economy can't explain in

our revenue growth and we believe that increased voluntary
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compliance accounted for $165 million of our collections

last year. k That's a quarter of our total revenue gain

and it doesn't take into account the $83 million in revenue

from Amnesty.

I've submitted supporting documentation on that estimate

for Massachusetts. I note that a similar federal increase

would mean another $20 billion in collections.

In making comparisons, I realize that some people

have argued that our program succeeded only because people

did not previously take us seriously -- certainly not as

seriously as the IRS. Perhaps. The IRS is a solid

organization, with an excellent track record over the years.

No one takes it lightly. But no matter what the validity

of the comparison, it misses the point dramatically. For

whatever reasons, the IRS today has a $100 billion tax

gap and another $30 billion in accounts receivable. We're

losing thb national battle with the tax evader and voluntary

compliance is plummeting. The IRS is auditing fewer

individuals and corporations, servicing fewer taxpayers

and losing employees. Its own study reveals that one in

five Americans admits to cheating; one in three condones

it, and taxpayers' attitudes and behavior are getting worse

not better.

Why not go after these problems with every proven

and every possible weapon?
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We don't claim any franchise on wisdom in Massachusetts.

We're just one case study. We've looked at what's worked

elsewhere and soughT to innovate and improve upon it. In

executing our Amnesty and REAP, we have made our share

of mistakes. But we have learned from them. California

and Illinois have benefitted from our experience. New

York is about to embark on its own program with an even

broader base of experience to draw upon.

We realize the difficulty of applying our state

experiences to an agency like the IRS, with a different

history, so many times our size, spread over the entire

nation.

All state tax administrators are indebted to the IRS

for the leadership and assistance it has provided for many

years. Our experience with Amnesty is offered as a way

of repaying one small portion of the debt we owe to their

example.

And there may be no better time to develop new and

creative enforcement techniques. No one has to be reminded

that the federal deficit has reached unacceptable levels

and threatens to choke off economic growth. Reductions

in domestic programs for people in need threaten a fiscal

crisis at the state and local level, if not a safe and

decent life for our most vulnerable citizens. And you
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in Congress are the ones who in the end have to vote on

the tough choices involved.

At the same time, you and your colleagues are presented

with a rare opportunity to link tax reform to improving

voluntary compliance. With new and fairer tax laws, public

attitudes can be changed. So what better time to offer

Amnesty? With a change in the ground rules, taxpayers

will get a deserved opportunity to come in, clear up past

delinquencies and welcome tax reform with a clean slate.

With Congressional support for enabling legislation

and needed resources, our colleagues at the IRS can be

given not only the chance to take on this challenge but

the tools to succeed. Certainly, all of us, both as publi

officials and as private citizens, stand to benefit if

they can.
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Coming Clean
Bay Stats scramble to pay up
T he scene was reminiscent of an unem.

PiOyment ofce But the thousands of
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in the ofce of the Masachusets re enue
depmntment m dosn town Bmton last
week were there to epve money. not take
it Marveled one tax examier. "'lts the
fi't tume I've seen taxpayers stornizi the
doors of the revenue department."

With good reason. Last year the state
lepstature made tax evason. which had
been a misdemeanor, a felony with a
maxmum sentence of five years in prsn.
But it cve deinquents a 90-day pace pe.
nod. ending Last week, to pay their back
taxe plus Laterest. The opportunity per-
suaded an astounding 130.000 tax dodSers
to open their checkbooks. and netted the
state approximately $50 nullion. Ex-
claimed Revenue Commissioner Ira
Jackson: "The &esaty has bien ex-
tremely wucceMd."
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queue: a nuddle-qed widow who had do.
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to pay a 1973 state tax bil for $2.70
With interest, she now owed the sate
more than S200. The startinS reuts have
uspr ed Nauve Son Tip O'NeW. Speaker
of the House. to caLl for a conSrional
study of a federal tax amnesty program. a

Jan. 30, 1984Time
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lax Report
A Special Summary and Forecast

Of Federal and S ate Tax
Developments
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Uncle says 'no'
COME AGAIN, please.

Massachusetts runs a one-
time-only amnesty deal for tax
delinquents, deadbeats and
evaders, and picks up $40 mil-
lion (or possibly more) it wad
owed.

Arizona, North Dakota and
Missouri try the same thing,
and make out pretty well too.

But the Internal Revenue
Service, which chases and col-
lect taxes for a federal gov-
ernment up to its armpits in a
deficit which some experts
fear will kill our economic re-
covery unless it's brought
under control, won't touch the
idea.

Why not? Well, IRS Com-
missioner Roscoe L Egger Jr.
says It would be "unfair" to
honest taxpayers to try some-
thing like that.

Come again, please. Com-
missioner. What's really un-
fair to honest tax payers is
knowing that while they file on
time, pay what they owe, and
even get audited every now and
then, other folks are either
ducking or under-paying what
they owe - and, thus far, quite
a few of them seem to be get-
ting away with it. Call it a case
of misery loving company if
you wish, but we wouldn't
mind at all if they were per-
suaded to pay their share.

Then there's Ernie Acosta,
who is Identified as a spokes-
man for the IRS, who says am-
nesty might be seen as "special
treatment" for tax cheats.

Horrors. But when you think

about it, so is jail, and that
hasn't yet stopped the feds
from sticking egregious
welshers into a cell. It just
might be that giving some of
them a chance to pay up rather
than court prosecution might
be just as effective, and aot
less expensive, than giving
them free room and board in
DanburyBut there's another reason

why it's necessa to ask the
commissioner andthe voice of
the IRS to come again, please.
An aide to Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., who has asked the
agency to try offering am-
nesty, figures that about $100
billion in federal taxes are not
mid - each year. We have

n warned, until we're sick
of the sight and sound of the
numbers, that the government
is running a deficit, this year,
of somewhere between $180
and $200 billion.

We suspect there's a multi-
tude of honest taxpayers who,
thinking about those deficit
numbers, might think it a good
idea for the IRS to collect more
of that owed money by what-
ever legal means are available
to it, including amnesty. So
when the IRS says uh-uh, and

yes as reasons that it would
"unfair" to good folks and

"special treatment" for cheats
and deadbeats, they ought to
come again, please - with far
better reasonsthan those.

Better stifi, maybe they
ought to get going on an am-
nesty program of their own.

The Boston Herald-Jan. 22, 1984
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Tax amesty -onie-time take

owdbutbhadntpaid-end it workil
ByState offered amneety ditrge monthstoon

who owed it taxes povied thy quae c
counts. And pa up thy did a e tad 540 million.
fez more than even the most optimistic expectation.

Ite something other Mtesd And the federal gvr
ment. ought to tink about doing. In rcn mot, - three
others have done the same thing - Arzona. Mmsoun.
and North Dakota. They, too, achieved success.

T7b. American tax system depends for its success on
voluntary coaiplanct. tax officials say the level of hon-
esy is quite high. Yet enormous sums that are owed gov.
cement at0lvl W rew* h or uncollected - by
oneeetimates much aslO illion year.

Many taxpayers who Pcok advantage of the Mass&-
chusetta program had not previously fied the required

returns. Some of them likey would not have been caught
or, I fun out. proeeuted succeestaly. insmuch as
their cheating ha occuned so long ago that the statute of
Umtadona ha M0. Out

Eviently they yearned, deep down, to square c-
counts With their government - and their inWe Ives
That they decided to pay up Is a heertmning indicators.
the basic "ee of honesty in American society is highw
than sometimes given credi for.

of manyepeople responded to the pormta tt
offce reaied pe the final weeken=n until mid

night on the last day.
Officials had ware that the amnesty was a one-time

occwrence. as it had to be. Repeate offers would only
tamp the weak-willied to withhold proper tax payment
untilthe anticipated amnesty tiierole aroun. an
that would be unfair to the scrupulously honest But as a
one-time thing, it has much to recommend it.

Christian Science Monitor-Jan. 19, 1984
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Thousands Pay as Bay State Tax Amnesty Ends
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l ax amnesty nets $40M
By JAMES SIMON

BOSTON - State officials, fac-
in thouands of taxpayers hoping
to beat today's deadline for tax
anst, extended office hours

in workers on a holidayto wind up tbe pr'ogram thatma
net a much as 4miao in M
taxes - far more than officialsdrmmed.

"It's lIke APil 15 out there," said
Revenue Commissioner Ira
Jackson. "We're Mt trywg to pre-
vent chaos.

"We collected about $10 mill

may be extended de to demand.
, toSprineflldoanumonay, Uher
residents clutching tax forms and
hyckbooks wr ja "n the

rvenus lflice manager Tom
Foley s aid, e " eni this
bwlinm for 34 years and I've
never seen the like.

"TisW Is Marti lather King's
birthday. It's suppsed to bea state
holiday for my people, but it's Just
been off the wall,"be Ui, adding
that his office received 11i

ca m by o Konday.
At 4dow tN" Boston

00e txpaYrs were disgen
despite the free coffee and'u Is and a urpiasily Mend.

o Of state forc-
ed to work on a holiday.4 "I wish they won going after
Aco pepe instead of e like
)no."-vaiw David W r oft S- ,om-
Yile. He said be had not estate
-tax rftru from several josand
'ouldn't decide bow much owed
te mate from selling goods at a
la Market.

Others maintained a sense of
humor.

"I Ant heard about this last night
and decided to come do here
before I became a felon,1 "e
shari Kraft, a student at Emero
Cot in Boston who said she ow-
sd "a small amotumL"
SJlackson said Monday that the
iree-nath anesty program MW

in the first 10 weeks o the pro-
gram. I wouldn't be suised if we
wound up with that muh" from to-
day alone, a weary Jackson said
Monday after his downtown Boston

ewu flooded by ioo people
between 8 a.m. to 1p.m.

The Boston, Springfield and
Worcester revenue offices were to
be until midht tonrht, the

for citizen to pay off state
tax debts and interest without fear
of p- tior criminal prosec-
tion. The other offices were tob
open until 6 p.m., but the hours

(Camued e IA)

raise about S40 mill for the state

Jackson said his office had col
Ejected $18.5 mlillo hm 16,000 tax-wrs throuAh the amnesty

b, 0 leters had ye tyel,
and about $10 mlll1 nlat-mlat_
fulop was expected today, he said.

1ie pln, wi has cost 1o,ooo
to administer, began Oct. 1a art
d a drive splort tax evaruis
oveaU effort included seine af
several restauants, boats am
airplanes for nonayment of tln.

The state also increased
penalties for tax evasion, formerlya msdemeanor, by making it a
feoay punishable by .a p0saible
five-year prison term and a
s00,000 fine. The number of pro-
sCubUm for tax evasion also grew
in I=.

Jackson Id similar oms
had been tried in ArtzoIa,1orth
Dakota, Idaho and Mimeui. The
largest snm previousy raised was
$ mil"hM in Arizona, he said.

Due to the Bay State's success, 20
states have requmted additional
Information.

TM cuet amnty Planhasntsolvedthe 'tax pp or clo-
ed the door on'tax evasion," be
said, "but it sople a chance

Scome so uk bM aeverhave to lJook c."

Middisex News - Jan. 17, 1984
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Mass,. tax
amnesty
Spec-.&: !:r t:S# TOO AY

BOSTON-Tx.d of
~e.4.'~ ax;&%en are ex.

peec ,c jarr nute :f~s o
ca' to Deat Massact.serts

-3I~ea~'t.e !n : ?'
of f1% e rwc. af--' e~as

The oneLe ar:W7 offer
Wf'e.n Oct. tv- seet

tc eamr t:e srxe SC~
.M:!e Pan V., eC3 W

pa~ers~ ~~ ~:

P0 .; 96.1:.: W.rA.'% One
field i SS 'Y :k.e:x

Fae.. s$aVeS - A!,Zf3

WI- Wae U01ec Sir a .~
nlut% pr5flmm 9% Mona%
-MAISAChuselts bad co --f:e

5S million from 16 )tx
pa~eiI - co;;.i-4 -knzona $ -*-
cord 56 million covection i,
1982 mausach~seet expects
atout 510 Million -r7101 o-0d&

USA Today - Jan. 17, 1984
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BUSINESS

A Tax Amnesty
In Massachusetts

Ma busett is making an o6er some
of its raeints can't refuse amnst) for
deluvqwet taxpaym In an attempt to %n.
crew trvefues intbout risi$l already
high a.sa. the state is alosing indi'sIduais
and businesses top) ther back twes-plus

im'.i9* iW~stthe thrmu f raihep rett.
alts The state sumates that it is oed
5 300 milo. ad. since the program be a
last October. 1,200 tax evaders haie repaid

more than $12 MiLlM in loeg-oerdue is.

msenou Although i0 permt o(tbe pay-
ments Uave come froms peivate citiausis the
bsgest -S7S0000--a uant in by an out.
of.state c,mpany Busneus i sobmk at the
Bostoo olke ta revenue commissioner
Ire Jackbon says they*e begm "to give out
numbers ake it's a Wer "

The am ty program is part o( he
stas's tough M & u.eforcMam, CoC
that no* makes uxi evasmio a feion) pwush.
ahle by uptoflve y sin scs with i as
hib u SM.000 Ont reson for the amas-
t) program'$ success is that Jackss has
been rown&am uv the moe Barant lred-
ers-coiscating their luxury yachts and
pniate planes ind even padlockwS me
companies One small manufacturer, for
example. bad (riled to pay any ales utr on

goods sold since 1977 I* October reenue
aptu seed the company*s wuhouse and
deliv er tmruk The company *as Later or.
dernd so pe) S I miUs in back xa -The
deeW'nt is no in b~usine to put peopl
out of busines&- tussts Jacksces "But st
are not her to be a on egecy. otber"

To catch sa chetL Jackson s usi
special computer readouts of rent buyme
of luasuy ca,. Umila hlsts of yacht and
condomnmm owners are planned About
200 extra auditon ad t colector have
bem bred and the agency has iusallaed lie
new tollfrac telephone nes to handle the
thousands o calls it receives each day Ano
the amesty plan's days are numbered
"After Ji 17." Jackson nm$, "It's o
more Mr Nw Guy"

Newsweek - Jan. 16, 1984
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Tax Break Reaches Uganda
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collected n lsUe P8.00 ad
6 100*," he said
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fMASSACHUSETTS TAX AMNESTY
A Warning And An Opportunity

Massachusetts is cracking down hai on indvidual
and corporate tax delinquents and e%aaers,
e Collecton of delinquent taxes is up 70% over
last year. audits are up 71%.
o Criminal prosecutions are being stepped up
against evaders. who now face felony charges. jail
sentences up to five years. ano penalties up to
$100.000 for individuals. $500.000 !or
corporations
e The Revenue Department is adairg new
compute, equipment ana 200 more auditors.
co:etoCrs aic cr.m,,ai investigators to implement
strcng new :e-a powers. including the right to
cancel p,&;c contracts and licenses to concduct a
trade or pro'ession
If you. yvr cimpary or clients have any
unreso ei cr unreported Massachusetts tax
otigatons. te wa-,ea Be aware of a last chance
Amnesty. tc settle those problems wth no
pena.j vla-;es o- lega; re.erc,.,ssio-s But. the
Amnesty program ends January 17. You must
app!y anc pay tax ana interest by tiat deadline.
3,Xers a~e ;orten the message ard moved into
a ,on.

* we have now had over 55.000 Amnesty
inqui r from all over the country.
* Over 12.000 inividuals and corporations have
paid us rn than $10 million in back taxes and
interest.-
* One nor Massachusetts company filed for the
first time and paid us more than 5750.000 in
back taxes and interest. With Amnesty. the
company saved over $100.000 in penalties. It also
has our assurance there will be no criminal action.
For delinquents who fail to take advantage of
Amnesty, ar for evaders we detect after January
17. it will be far different.
Information and Amnesty forms can be ota ned
from Massae .setts Revenue Department Offices in;
%vA voN 1212 582.0776
Atjat 1404 874 2920
Z-ca'o (312 987-9040

Mwftoof. (713 5:C039C
Los sAers 121313114-5148

or wire me directly.

l-a A. Jackson. C~r'"!s ce-r
massachusetts Oepart-ert of Re.'enue
100 Cam: :;e Street
Boston, Massacusets 02204

AMNESTY ENDS IN 8 DAYS

all Street Journal-Jan.g, 1984

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Amesty plans let tax cheats repent
Sy Richard ISede0lo
USA TODAY

More and more tls aie
findri that ant"ey propaims
encoiurae ter aix eModers to
come forward and pay up

Under moon pla. Indis*d-
uals or corportiom who have
failed to file or vPo haven't
comp4eed their tax returns &-
c€ratety can pe %hat they
o e dunng the amneeM period
1"thout facing civil or cnrmitnal
peniaues

but they mu pay Interesl
charges

The mo, corinmon beneh-
cian, of tax aYnesty are peo,
pie who don't fil tax retrns
aknd Wtae )t to be Caighl by
tile ra.C

FC: tiem atner' provide
one Lam chance before the
state Isinches a crackdown on
tax cheats

In Masachiwset.u officials
a** pleased wii their alnhr -
rogram Nearl 5.200 individ-

A last chance to pay up
The dee of VfWe"ty for *aS 9gsaig aoptno
MM~s "i USA
a Maaaoiiiiis hins Coftd 573 I'Mon W o r in a

a wua a swnniweiy eww m ea. ne- tte 66 mison
* LwfASC smoV5VP* Ang5 Nt 101 k~ 02,40M M4-

billW and owe $14 nMl on
*i-esxed by 1* 'WASM sie . Caorru 4 onisud-

0aF W,'niss! pia" Mna yWe so is CoutVCsA.
8 Tu~ereV g1PZPs a-4 ill Armetan Bar Acaocon w'e

prr.tun t VfRal venue Sairvoe %yo' n uepy
an I*Wea! tu es The*jay.t $210 SMb& MM.i0o be C001.

uals and busnss have PIAd
up their taxes so far. sith so.
rr1811 on total colleC onl Nun.
ning Ws hisp. Ms 120 million byi
the ure the pro a&M ends
nexi m th

Among tloe who came for.
ward %as a main ho sopped
paying ha leat in 1975 be-
caa&e he had a WeIniAW tllnM,

Now. eight yema later. be's ICU
live and decided to pa) up
A retred military Chap;"0

de-Idel to -m.Ae peaMe MI
the commonweath' &Ad paid
112.000 in back taxes

Offices emphasized that
amnesr). to be effective, mm
be a on eshot deal,

-if you make clear that its a

p, !.

USA Today - Dec. 20, 1984

onetime prouwm aol ukel) 10
be repeted 8 s WOM
dOln," sold Kent Conrad.
N Dataxs tx cowii.
moner

W'ith thie cm of state 9
VIu. It ha been suAgsd
that the federal smn "Mwat-
1er Mniity to br.'l In Wie
taxe thal oer .. W IP

internal Revenue Service

Commioner Roscoe L EA
Pr Jr. told a US SetmF
nance subcommittee e&ter
Ulit year that a federal tax 4ra.

ly could draw manWll"
fMiers Into the syem. iut be
Said honest taxpayers may
eW& amny as pecaI treat,

merit for dhoW e0:.1
Am? amreny p:;. I . i4.

4;I.:) aly onh to cr.-.,Wl
prosecution. rlot a'Ud pte:W!*
and interest.

IRS inestptor lsm )ear
colleted 9 bllM from no-
filing an delinquent tL%*).
ers
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Tax Report
A Special Summary and Forecast

Of FederaJ and State Tax
Developments

JIMY CRICKET chirps agi: States
gi, e a&"Wt) tu k counscience-slnciien.

Four states have offered to waive crin i.
nal charges and most or all civil pena!::es
for evaders who uarask volL' tanly and pay
taxes and interest due. In a wo-month pro-
gram ended last Jan. 20, Anzona coaxed in
$6 million from 0,000 such delinquents-one
an FBI agent. Ani insurance company paid
Missouri 5750.000 last week. A three-month
Massachusetts campaign that began Oct. IT
already has turned up 7.000 debtors ov~vng
$5oo.00o. An amnesty just ended in ,)rth
DIo exceeded its goal.

Non-filers and under-pa)>rs who rc.ee in
from the cold in Massachusetts include two
nuns who hadn't paid meals taxes for a res.
taurant they run. a public corporation t,,A
owes $2000.00, and a retired, 80-year-o
electncian who .hadnt hiIed for 43 years
Billboards. some in Span:sh. help pub!ic:ze
the amnesty, which state legislators ap-
proved as Ohey upgraded evasion to a felony
from a misdemeanor.

IRS Commissioncr Egqcr opposes a
federal aonncstu. He sn~s honest Onrpai.
ers night see it is unfair and that it
mi,7ht spur ei n.r'n later bu those uh,
Cj-cct(d the offrr to be repented.

Wall Street Journal-Dec.2, 1984
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Amnesty offer
nets $2.6m in
back state taxes
Associated Press M

More ttan 3100 pertons have taker
advantage of the Masachusett$ tax ain
lesty program In the first month, generat

Ing 2.6 million In back taxes and Intereal
charges for the state treasury. of tils
sy.

The payments received so far In the
three-month program have ranged from
*2.07 to settle a personal Income tax ac-
count to *375.000 for a liability on with-
holding taxes.'m encouraled by the response we
have had to date. 'said Rev$pe Comr. Ira
Jackson. "But Im still ng to g the
word about this program to every lat eli.
igible person in every part of the state be-fre the clock rns out."

The last day for Individuals and busi-
neses to complete payment of all back
taxes and Intee charges is Jan. 17. Par-
tlclpants then have all penalty charges
waived.

Revenue officials said the delinquent
taxpayers included:

0 A man who had been told in 1975
that he had only six months to live decid-
ed to stop paying his taxes. He kept living.
his doctor died. and he decided to begin fil-
ing again.

* A 5-year-old man who had never
filed a state Income tax. His comment: "I
guess my conscience got the better of me."

* A retired military chaplain who nev-
er filed a state tax return after establish-
Ing a residence In Massachusetts. With
the advent of the amnesty .program he
said he wanted "to make peace with the
commonwealth."

Four other states - Arizona. Missouri.
North Dakota and Idaho - have tried am-
nesty program., but the Masachusetts ef-
(ort Is the most-extenalve ever undertaken
by a state, said Revenue Department
spokesman Harry Duming.

The depautment also has conducted a
seies of highly publicited raids and sei-
zures of airplanes. boats and businesses
owned by Individuals who allegedly owe
back taxes,

'"hs Isa once-ln-a-llfeUme opportune.
ty for those who have tax obli&aUor -
nonfiler. evaders and delinquents ;. to
come In and settle up with no recrimina-
tIons, penalties or legal repel m-uaw.
Jackson MAai

Evening Gazette - Nov. 21, 1984
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'Once-in-a-lifetime' state
program nets $2.6 million
OttawayNe _ p my conscience got the better of me." A man doins

time in a state prison had sImUt tou9hts. "It's about
BOSTON-The-Iht month of a special tax amnesty time I settled this accoWt as well' state officials

. roam as d over 32.6 m fo The officials aso cited the case of another man who
More than 30.000 people from 13 states have nqulred was told In IS that he had onlysix months to live andabout the program, gemeraUng payments ranging decided then to stop paying taxes. Athough the man's

from 32.0? to iM,000, state revenue officials said doctor has since diedM the man himself Is still alive and
Priday. The calls have come TiWFier. convicts, fel It was timetocatch up with his filings.
operators of small neighborhood stores and executives Jackson said 200 auditors and tax collectors are
of major corporations traded on the New York Stock being added to his department's Criminal Investiga-
Exchange. ion Bureau. "We're also putting in new systems and

individuals and businesses have untI Jan. 17 to pay computer equipment to make our personnel more
back taxes and interest charge and avoid penalty effective and to expand ow matches of IRS date and
charges and criminal actiony our computerized tapes of financil data," he said.

Revenue Commissioner Ira A. Jackson said the "Very simply, the chances of getting caught are
amnesty period represented a "once-ln-a-lifetlme" greater and the consequence once caught are far
opportunity for non-filers, evaders and delinquents to more serious thaneverbefore."
come In and settle their tax obligations. -ax evasion The revenue chief said people should move quickly
became a felony last July 1 with stiff JaL erms and to take advantage of the amnesty program because
fines. Interest charges continue to accumulate at a rate of If

According to Jackso. aides, one S5-year-old man percent.Fhose charges must be paid in full along with
who had never fied a state income tax return took the original tax bill for the amnesty provisions to be
advantage of the amnesty program because "I guess effective.

The Beverly Timres - Nov. 21, 1984
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Amnesty offer popular
by JOAN FALLON

BOTI)N - Thy ar of all
st=e - buslnsmen and
nmates to lawyer and rired
olk. They have joined the ranks of
those tM advantap of the state

Revenue Department s last c ace
amnstiod for tax evaders

According to Rtevenu Com .
-sloer Ia Jckso. two prison in-
mates, one from the Massachusetts
Correctional lnstitution at Norfolk
and one from the federal pris in
Danbury paid up in accordance
with the no interest or penalty

(Womtlued from IA)
to each of the 120.000 people on the
state's delinquent tax list."A lot of people have welcomed
the opportunity to avoid recrimina.
Lion and potential prosecutionWhich may come their way in the
future," Jackson said, calling the
response so far "extremely

The plan is part of the depart-
ment's crackdown on delinquent
taxpayers which includes use of a
more sophisticated computer
system, better at fnding evaders.

The department can now also
cross check return with the Inter.
nal Revenue Service.

Thesize of its criminal invMtip-
Uon bureau has been doubled.

"It is now more likely someone
will get caught and the con.
quench are more severe than in
the past," Jackso said. 'Ibere

amnesty which n through Jam
17.

Another late-C r is a LAx-
intoo man who eight years ago
Was as hing termnal
cancer but who has since
recovered and outlived his doctor.
The man did not pay taxes for those
et y feen th end wasmr, but nowhas etted.

An elderly man who was self.
employed and never paid taxes for
43 years brot a fend who was
weasy no neeedb..he

One revenue department. tax ax.
aminer helped a delinquent tax-
payer fill out an amesty form on
are tens of thousands of
Massachusetts residents who know
they have not honestlydicoe
their income. I sincerely ,,let
they step forward and settle up
before we come looking for them.

Under the terms of the tee-
month amnesty, individuals and
C~rpations making full payment
of back taxes and interest wi* have
all pelty charges waived. In ad
dition, those who have not filed re-
quired Massachusetts tax return
or are guilty of other forms of tax
evasion, such " underreport in-
come or ov reporting deduction,
have beens promised the depart-
ment will not refer their caes for
criminal prosecuFI-tion if they now
make full disclosure and meet all

ffoand payment obligatioms.
The maximum criminal'

pnalt fiek tax evasion have been
0cnm 10 five yea wwrson

145 in Seeonk. W tax examine
had tped to help the individual
chang a tire.

The department even received a
check for IL07 frmM aQg Mie rd
dent wbo wanted his account 100
percent perfect o

So far, the department
leced 1 = l in bck taxes

plan wihbegn Oct. 1?. It ha
received 17=~ phone calls.

Tbere are still, however. millioM
and million of dollrs atll owed to
the state.

Certified letters explinin the
amnesty program have been sent

LCeatiaed. a l1A)
meat amd fines up to 100,000 for in
dividuals and $0,000 for corporal.
Ions. The penalty urges are one-

half percent a Month for late pay-
meat and a full percent for late IU-
ig. Eachioes toa maximum of
percent ofthe amount o the tax
due and therefore can add 50 per-
cent to the original liability.

Tax evasion became a felony
crime in Massachusetts July 1.

The numbers to call to besin the
amnesty process are 01.0S3 or toll
free 1.00431456.

One part of the rM went's
crackdown has Involved seizure O
business which are tax delinquent.

The department, however, has
run into a roadblock with the
bankruptcy laws. As a result, it hu
had to take the locks off three area
restaurants Callahan's in Wayland
and Newton and Diamond Jim's In
Northborougb.

iddlesex News - Nov. 13, 1984
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First state amnesty program
for tax de

Sy curt 3rm,
Staff Reper

Enpasing that the chances of
getting caught and the fines are now.
greater, s Com-
miser Ira A. urged in-
divdual and corprate tax delin-
quents to take advantage of the
states first ever amnesty program

6-1 a Intervew this week at the
Hitrajd NW1. I

rtt evasion became lony in
MaaucWstts as of July 1. The
mAmwm crimu penalties have
been increased to five years tin
prsor it and fines up to $100,000
oriVduals and $0.00 for eor-

pore~ons '
"As the ground rums change, u

the penlties get more severe aM
the c k escalates, we wanted

this last chance to
e ansettl ace and for all.without penalties. p,rosutio, or

further reertminations," be said. ex-

plaining his reasons for initiating the
amnesty program.

linquents p
no aev Oeparient's tax

monitoring capability is beini
beefed up btaUaly. T wll

In

roductive
become evidet followtng the ex

= .ckoOf amnesty on Ja.1, a
About 30 new employees, mclud

ing auditors, tax collectors am
criminal Investigators. are being
added to the department's, staff.

Under the current amnesty
p riod, lndivWda* and corporations

ofull payment of back taxes
e Itrest will bave all penalty
charge waived, Jackson stressed.

Also, tee who have not filed
red state tax retum or are

Sother forms of tax evase,
mc h m demort income an
oehetions hve been
promsd that the department will
not refer their cases for criminal
prtme ion if they mow make full
daciur and meet all fin and
payeat obligations. he continued.

rew nue department can now
me its authority to revoke the
licenses of professionals. excluding
lawyers, who are i violation of the
tax law. Lawyers are "officers of

'he court," he sa and are not
;ubject to punitive action by the
.evenue department, he said.

However, Chief Justice Edward
Hennessey of the state Supreme
Judicial Court has been asked by the
Revenue Department to police tax
delinquency among the state's legal
community.

The three-month amnesty prO,
gram has already enabled the state
to collect $1 million in back taxes
during the first three weeks, he said.

Jackson mentioed that the state
expects to collect "several million
in back taxes prior to the Jan. 17
amnesty deadline. •

There are other indications that
the amnesty program is reaping
some success, he explained. "One
person came into thd office and
requested 43 years of back tax
forms,"

Hesaw tet "at wutry wimwr who
failed to fib taxeeir i0 years" hao
now complied with the law. he said.
stressing that the person will now
never have to worry about prosecu-
tion for not filing.

"Now that person never has to
look back," he stated.

Revenue department officials are
hopetul of making a dent in its
delinquent tax accounts, he said. Th
state has on its books "about $300
million in delinquent taxes. Some of
it is uncoliectable. This applies to
bankruptcies and cases where the
delinquent parties have either mov-
ed to other states or are currently
in prison, he said.

Teere e five to-fre telephone
lines for statewide use at
1400-521-45 A special amnesty
unit will be working the phones 10
hours aday, Monday through Fri-
day, and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., on
Saturdays-until Jan. 17.

Cape Cod Tires - Nov. 12, 1984



States give tax cheats one last chance to 'wipe slate clean'

Fermostitsa qmstiofcomcnce.. or Jeer.
The lis icludes n Ars-onatimed FBI aet, a Mim-

smm* -e cmpny. and two Maesachumeu nus.
AN vounnily umed thimeWe im, They woe all tax

In 6h t b d z-dmegsty ppga v initiated
b th Uid Stes. Auains. MIsomr Norh D*Ak
md dme stsmw hiv offered to wive crunimil- g and mes for resident who have faild a the
pot. r whatever neasm. to pay chair sate tam.

The acum comes aL a imre whm bu official -r
mCmtin to ram a revme to help faltm sim"

a 1b1119 TU budt h ee basis hrd
hit i=n d ps, miIoan ed as a we"ot . Re.ag

imm h derml fundito sae.
TiNS piF a duipad to muap tm
3qi At bof ln ai while atibe ane time boI - -

do amber of untsapeyers an the tax Mile in the
MOM& K~ Its aho un = a bEchAUMe COW

Lko,4mI'I for wLZ fihlamu to settl up
tb* be,& im a" b bla,.I" the madam Wants

clma" bw to b m up by residents, than any of

Itmaumid 'god an m W is North Dakottt
the - t) dmillnbee bee. extiedud by a month.
Aim 0& 1 o Nows. A0

Is Umeed~me whmse a thrse-soncibU ta mnty
bon k 17. bot office have already auoi -a 10.00

I- 1si psymems of maore thbm 5750.00 in back

A=M Ams who um the mu in wee -n M
Ym -Fd * - wW ho * Glda a mde tai form Lwr
43 yeem A t of the akaourity of aftisms un a

date COW = Oawahuoa.* the elenctrician
towioutsie b the atici with bail

money - ju in came.
Two mums in the Bay Stat took advmntg of the tax:

amtay to pay beck taxes Lo a meals operation they
ran.

In Mianouri an insuran company daUted tax o(fi-
cils whm a paid back 5750.000.

No one is quite sume who first thbo t, of having a tax
amnesty. but Auizona is amid to be the flAg itat. an the
country to ofer such a bra-d pbuvam. The mnnesty.
which ended Ist January. was pat of the 'Arzona Tax
Hunt'" a statewide crackdown on tax delinqueofa that
netted the state more than L mllim in previously
unapid taxes. The amisty ince ad with broging an $6
million of It&taial.

Greg Smith of the Arizum Deputmm of Revenue
says the ides ofarn amity wee bor n ma burstofinip-

I OAWm how " u~ 1§9n an qfl
P@* WM~ue book. And I N9d PR99

ylbni CMM "! i of
Mw Aibta Devm~n9- of Reysnus
rationa on an Athea Interstate. -I wee driv'n down the
freeway one day. md I wee thinking howe =ur han
a gra paiod Lwr ovudues book& And I uthasmgbs
why aft try itwith taxer"

The ides, hn sparked a hot debate among smr dtata
tax oftimle ee in the states that have held smedie.
For sutar , thn US Internal Revenue Sevic oppoes
the onceptof holdn a tax amnesty. In addition. there
we ethical question. of whethr in aa &U to overlook
ants, blanche what is many ase amounts to yms of
law .sW

And tha is the question of whber amnesty offers
an fair to boattaxpaersu. Thmmanalshonernsthgt
offering an asoety naj encmwa reidents to with-
bold &hefr taes in anticiatio of futunetax anunntise.

But official in the tates atv held umistims
duristh the imway a onrt e opportunity - it

Christian Science Monitor-Nkov. 8, 1984

will not be repeated. They also dam that it is QnlY On-
part of a wider nforne dfart. The mnesty has been
offered sma "last, A * before state tax collactOre pul
ou ad the ps against, ax evaders.

But ihm is another side to tax delinquency. Not a
tax delaientis are deial trying to chet the ate
Some am chronic p rocr aintor - others Rimply can"

Ac-ori to North Dakota tax " "mnmiooer Ken
Conrad. very tew "big fish" too advantage of his dAtt:tax amnesy.

Though he expects to cob betwien $65.000 am
$100.000 in back taxes and interest, the average fiabih&3
returned tote state was about10 pertax return.

The amnnties in Armns. Msoui. and Masachu
emu mark efforts in thme data to lmech revitatd Liu
collection and enforcemet prorm - where alm
noneexistd before. 7U investigative iois oftbe eo
onedepaumest n tOwn states, ham been complaT
oveauled and bee u with now onnl and CoM-uern iystmit oftu=ckasg chasta

te a whole new b*G gm.- sys Richard King
Msouisadfrackir of revenue.

NotoampermcInearved a ourleday oftine fo
tax evanim in the COnmnonwes"lth mmcum
we hope we av gmiag to champ that.** ,e Thomas D
Heram, fira, depuy comaamn at CCMosechu
mo Dqaatuto of 0enue.

Indeed. et4augb dsp ar Already being tab.m. Ta,
easko ham been, uniumded fvmamisdemsanor to afel
m. in addition. tt m ake ublic the ames o

pnnsand c oil p i1 owing 55.00 or mor in bact
taxe, be to evo e h e menau

thrmbsines a of people owing back terne.
In Squteube. Msachusetts brought inicnuntw

aginat; eve individual. and aft coporaions in cam
inovn unpaid taxe totalio more then $1 million.
-Slowly but surely it is goting through to people tha

Lam eveeion in not a victimlessa amrme, says Harn
ThwamoloMuscbwtDepartmento Roeau

b',
coo
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Amw) Proapm for D.Unqum Tax.
pasoru sotabue (Maa.)-Tb Com.
missioner of Revense has established a
thre.month amesty period-from Oct.-
ber 17. 193 through January 17, 19-.
during %hich he wiU waive pomafti imposed
for failure to fle retwas or for late pay-
ment of taX.

To be eligible for amr, esty. taxpayers
are required to ile a "Request for Am-
nesty" form by January 17, 1904. and must
voluntarily file all delinquent returns or. if
applicable. file amended returns to report
income not included on original returns or
to correct insufficient or incorrect original
returns Taxpayers must pay in full all
ta. and interest owed for all fling periods

within the time specked by the Com.is-
soner, or by January 17, 1964, whichever
is earlier.

The Co.missioner will not grant am.
nesty to a taxpayer who is the subject of
ciurren" state taxrelated, crimina' invest.
gaticns or ccurt prosecutions, nor sill he
waive penaties attri~t-able to any one
fAling per.-od if the taxpa)er has outstand-
ins lia -lities for other periods Further,
ary tax returns and payments which be.
come d-e during the three.Lronth amnesty
period are not eligible for amnesty. Tech.
nical Information Release 82. Massachu-
setts Department of Revenue. October 14.
1983.

State Tax Review - Nov. 8, 1984



Thousands paying up under tax amnety
sy Aa=w iMe

The Ind Ue hw p-d hi Msesechu-

11140 IRed Sm.

VAR of a tume I n-th U11rde amemy

**After (&ilUwe to pay taxes for 43

yeamyP he expectn h the o-H

siwh be mo in w h was tr-

rea mo ka A. 1 Jada .sto -

"Ie kMMK w he to cos n bntae adr

- "Ws pa i the ammdy pro.
prom - W Uth w d to int the
aritve o faia 43 yay t tax

m the two wee"an the Sart oft

mnety. wa thousand aindi-

an md mao A.o Jackmn. state rev

pau rw smangy ad hav pad0 S.00
n ured whim e wI PYarM

Wd Out t t e a e at est proA"
fmt bm the te U _,tr-- Po n

Jan. 17. NR 4 yesr o-iwame taa-
'My . 4d pip le .vp ,90oter
hru op e d. ba addd.

11,11 th tol is bete ta obut t0
amy of the SM mthlond iunrevida
tax ha lares t prM om o the

We're hoping they'll take advantage of
the amnesty. Ira A. Jackson

state. the Revenue frpsrtment elmines
An unknown amnunt o that 8200 ml-
lon is considered unrelertble because
individual hav died or rnnpanies have
moved or gaw out of buminess&

.Under the terms of the amnowy. Ind-
vidtal. erparalllom and companuesm that
make hre payment of bark taxes and in-
tr1w wll no ha to pay pIniakir. They
will alwo avoid criamia prmenion 9
they make lull dimehuave and pay al
twer oal-im. Jackson explained.

Harry M- Durnig Revenue Depart
we, spokesman. soid that aseof the mid-

Ol of Ist week, when a Lally wam taken.
aboA 7000 sndk had hims rtrved by the
agency sabfd the mmoey ornpum.

The calls h ild Inqturies from p-
pip ln In lou loren enntries and
sewn statev lNV I han 5 00 -Ill wre"
rereive at low- k'venaur lIepari uemi's
central Galom e t %aubidgr abstie

AU alsl Monas, quwalfify
The tax amwaray. thatasing ecoplsned.

applis to all staik tWe%. ins-ladino too_
Come. inkvs %%vporate crtINC. witheoiding
and mlsb. N applies io only t1 flumme
who have fNited to rn-pealt Aheotemr lhst
also its those who have uuxer-repneried in-
ce. Claimed exvwavr dreduions or sam
drbnqueM in pin paN IA MS I

The aeMsty i% ted available to those

who are alredy the mrto ta x-ett-
ad criminal Iwe lgatllot or proscu-
tons. Whil the Revenue Depart mP- will
ned %ek1 proeutlonf thfwM applying fOr
amnesty. N RmW them that the state
and the federal Internal Revenue Servkce.
under an agavemetl. shar tax forma-
tioun.

JAckaan ao nated that. -This is not
the i @me io try to make a dl an a pay-
ment ach dr, Amnedy requires that
tpxes and Infe' be paid In full by certi-
fIrld cerk or money aider .

"Many of the Call reflect uncertainty.
oleqq, wan amuranam that they will not

hi pawocted 9 they pay up.- Mid Jack-

(Nher caile,. he said Ind CIcat that large
tax payments can br anticipated.

-,Lawyers and acountants hor other
lawyerv, hor example. have mae inquiry
ors using hypothe cal A number of
thwe pruple Indicated that tax payments
in sla Ilgiures Could he expected.- he ad-
ed.

Jeckson attebied much Of the mar-
rm - a the promm so for to the Revenue
thparlmeno's tar-norcemen~ m
that him led to the losing of rstaurants.
anarns of airplanes. yachts and bWo-
nevs warrhotuws to force paymen of al-
legooly deulient taxes

Anm. he ai "'Pe p ar beginin to
take ms eiously bemse. with out con-
puteriZed Information systems the
chance of ttIng ceugh an now muh

albhm moo Si 120A0
The Revenue partmt mnt out no-

tiem of smely to 120.000 persn and
buineses thought to owe taxs. halt of
whom have filed federal tax returns but
am slaw ta r turn

**We're hoping they*§ Cale advantage
of the amnestly This Is not a revenue gimn-

-1ick. When Nt Pi. - ,abJn. 17. thota the
end of If.- Jkmr, emphased.

"a's more plmasnt when compliance
in vokuelry. tas week an applance
store paid us $7000 tn make taxes they
had collectover the pad several years
but had nsnd I n.-* he amid.

in another coe. a corporation eent in
a check for more than $1.00000 in oI&Wn
q.,tni corporaI ex~ime taxes and another
cons ny matled in I5.000 I! Owed ler
(auing to file for 22 yrsi

Another payment camp from a per-
mon who hot the lottery and had received
10 yef"s of payments without paying
staie Income tax. The tax money is com-
ingIn from cab drivers and irompeople
who arm very well al Ilnanclallv." said
Jeckson.

I is aho coming In from peol who do
not owe aums of money that would keep
one up as nWgh.

One chec came in for a delinquent In-
come Ia- payment of $2.07 - the smallest
payment to date under the tax amnesty.

Bqxton curday Globe - Oct. 30, 1984
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Massqchuwett Reaps
Mone _ Tax Amnesty

idT .? ot.23 (AP,- As Mun.
chusetts' three-month amnety for tax
evaders took effect last week, two nuns
admitted that they had not been paying
state taxes on meals

An electncian dmittted he had not
filed income tax returns in 40 years.
Some executives surrendered more
than $10.000. sayun their company had
evaded excise taxes for 22 years.

The State Ie Commissioner.
Ira Jackson. sdZT% ur the first four
day- 2.200 people called on the tax de.
payment. In all. he estimated 5100.O00
in back taaxt were pud last week"That' l., a fraction of what I think
those 2.2. inqwnes represent," ht
Aid.

24, 1984 -Times - Oct.- New York
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State officials declare 'last chance' tax amnesty.
90STON (AP) - State officials have dt-.

dared a threi-month amnesty period for tax evaders
and delinquents, saying it wsa "last chace" to pay
up and haw penalty cw waiv e.

Revenue Commlsslomn Ira Jackson mid the am-
nesty Pei.od, which begins Monday. also will give tax
delinquents an opportunity to a-oid criinal penalties
for state tax evasion which Is now a felony crime pan
ishable by five years Impmoment -and a S100,000
fine for Indbviduals.

"As the ground rules chan. n the peon get
mo"e severe and the crackdown escalates, we wanted
to al" people this last chance to come in and settle up
onwe and for all. without penalties, prosecution or
further rcrf-iiation," Jackson said in a statement
that was embargoed for use until Sunday

Under the amnesty. Individuals and corporti
making full payment of back taxes and interest will
have al penalty charges waived. Those under Investi.
pUon by the departnt are not eligib.

TI current penalty charge Is 18 percent annual
Intet on a late ftlng and 12 percent a year for late
payment

JacksM said Individuas and corporation who
bae not fied require Masmacastt tax returns, un-
derreported incoe or oIerpoed deductions win
not be referred for criminal prosecution by the state if

they now make full disclosure aid meet all filing and
payment oblige tons.

However individuals will Still have to pay Interest
charges on delinquent amount&

Also, state officials warned they hve an agree-
ment to exchange tax information with the U.S. Inter-
nal Revenew Service. which does not have an amnesty
program in effect.

"lts a new experience for us." said Harry Durn.
Iag, a spokesman for the revenue department.
"There's no book to tun back to and see how we did
it the last time." he Said.

The amnesty is one of many steps taken by the
Dukakis administration to increase revenue through
better Ox-collecting proedures

Since July 1. Jackson said his department has col.
elected more delinquent taxes from seizures. levies and
liens than in any comparable period in state history.

Aided by the commonwealth's new revenue en-
hancement and protection statute, more individuals
and corporations wer Indicted on criminal charges
for tax evasion in Sepkm than ever before. he said.

"We are stepping up our enforcement actvts
acso the boad. including a whole new range o( com-
putedzed cross checks of IRS tape W.2 and 1099 tax
forms, bank records and personal propery boljings
such as cars. mummer homes, boats and planes,." the
commissoner said. "We're hiring more auditors and
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doubling the size of our criminal Invetiations bu.
reMou.

Another tool effectivelyoused by the revenue de.
pertime has been the news media. The amnesty an.
nouncement was a prime example: Duming admitted
the story was held for use in Sunday newspapers
partly because more people read that edition than any
other during the week.

Revenue officials also have repeatedly tipped off
reporter photoCIapers and tekvislon crews when
they plan on seib a restaurant or boat in hopes of
hay news coverage that might scare other tax vad-
ers into paying up.

A certified letter explaining the amnesty program
Is being sent to each of the 120.000 people on the
state's delinquent tax list, officials said. Each letter
carie a total of the tax liability owed and the dis-
counted amount to be paid under amnesty.

"Clearty the walls am closing in an both evatdem
and chiroc tax delinquents." Jackson said. "We hope
everybody who has failed to file or who failed to hon-
estly report income or who Is delinquent will take ad-
vatrm of this amnesty window.

"it will be opened widely, but only once. and only
for three months. When our Jan. 17 deadline posses,
the window will be firmly shut forever."
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Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Keating.

STATEMENT OF DAVID L. KEATING, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
THE NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION, WASHINGTON, )C

Mr. KEATING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to
appear today. The National Taxpayers Union represents 150,000
taxpayers and we support the concept of a national tax amnesty
plan.

With me is Jack Wade. He worked as a revenue officer for the
Internal Revenue Service for 8 years, wrote more than 12 IRS
manuals on tax collection and enforcement, and is the author of
the book "When You Owe the IRS," which was published by Mac-
Millan a couple of years ago.

I'm going to turn my attention directly to the portions of the bill
that we think need some improvement, although overall we think
it's a pretty good bill.

First of all, it only allows amnesty for tax years ending before
December 1983. I think it's fairly obvious that amnesty should be
extended to 1984; otherwise, some people could be subject to crimi-
nal prosecution for tax evasion or fraud which continued into that
year.

Although we think the proposal to provide for a waiver of crimi-
nal and civil penalties and 50 percent of interest will be more than
enough in most cases, in some cases it won't be enough. The reason
why is that a taxpayer probably won't ask for amnesty if his back
taxes are simply impossible to pay. One of the reasons is that there
is currently no statute of limitations owing on back taxes, even
though there is a statute of limitation for prosecution for failure to
file a return.

As a solution, we think taxpayers who come forward under the
amnesty program should be allowed to enter into a liberal install-
ment arrangement to pay their back due taxes. And, if appropriate,
the taxpayer should be eligible to have his tax liability waived, in
part or in whole, if it was judged that it would be impossible to
pay.

We also think the IRS--
Senator CHAFEE. What was that?
Mr. KEATING. In part or in whole.
Senator CHAFEE. Your first suggestion is to let them pay an in-

stallment?
Mr. KEATING. That's correct.
Senator CHAFEE. It seems to me that that is really giving a break

to the cheaters. Not only do they pay without interest, without
penalty-he pays, what, with half interest under your proposal?

Mr. KEATING. Well, that's under Senator Dixon s proposal.
Senator CHAFEE. What's your proposal?
Mr. KEATING. We think at least penalties should be waived. We

have no problem with charging full interest. We feel that taxpay-
ers who can't afford to pay off the taxes in one lump sum ought to
qualify for installment arrangements. Otherwise, they will take a
look at their back due tax bill and decide they can't possibly afford
it and decide not to come back into the system. We think that
could be a problem.
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We also think the IRS should not share amnesty tax returns
with other Federal Government agencies for the purpose of discov-
ering other violations of the law. And we think the IRS should not
share amnesty to--

Senator CHAFEE. Well, they don't do that now, do they?
Mr. KEATING. My impression is that they don't, but can if re-

quested, I think this is something that should be further barred
under an amnesty program.

Senator CHAFEE. You mean the Drug Enforcement Administra-
tion can't come in, for example? Couldn't ask for the information?

Mr. KEATING. That's correct.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Go ahead.
Mr. KEATING. We also think the amnesty tax return information

should not be shared with State or local revenue authorities, which
have not instituted an amnesty program of their own.' We think
the reasons for this are obvious.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, let's just take the case of Massachusetts.
Let's say we had a Federal program starting for a 6 month period
from June 1 to December 1 1986. Now Massachusetts com-
pleted their program in 1984. What would you do then?

Mr. KEATING. In that case, I would prefer to have the amnesty
program err a bit on the liberal side and have a prospective amnes-
ty provision in order to give the time to orient their amnesty pro-
grams with the Federal program.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Go ahead.
Mr. KEATING. Also, the bill provides for a 50 percent across the

board increase in penalties. We disagree with this across the board
approach. There have been a number of tax law changes recently
which have substantially increased penalties, interest charges and
reporting requirements, but at the same time little has been done
to increase taxpayer safeguards from IRS abuse.

We think it would be wise to not increase penalties which have
already been increased since 1981. We also strongly recommend
adoption of the Taxpayers Procedural Safeguard Act that Senator
Grassley has introduced this year.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for the
opportunity to appear today.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Keating. In your statement you
say something about an amnesty program to generate $7 billion or
more in tax revenues. How did you arrive at that?

Mr. KEATING. Well, I looked at the Massachusetts experience and
extrapolated to the Federal Government level if we had the same
response. And that was the number I came up with. Mr. Herman
came up with a number a- bit higher than mine. I think the esti-
mates are reasonably close.

Senator CHAFEE. Would you agree with Senator Dixon that this
should clearly be made a one-shot deal?

Mr. KEATING. I think it would be best to make it a one-shot deal.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, you say you think it might be best. Why

do you hesitate?
Mr. KEATING. Well, I think part of the population that may come

forward under a tax amnesty are people who may be illegal aliens
who have since become citizens; or people who may have businesses
that deal in cash and have been in business a long time. And these
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situations could, again, crop up in the future where people for some
--. reason who are outside the tax system would like to come in.-Cur-

rently, I understand from tax attorneys who specialize in these
things-and I've also read this on many different occasions-that it
is often possible to come forward voluntarily with expert guidance,
and usually escape criminal prosecution from the IRS. But the
person of moderate means does not know how to go about doing
this. So. there may be a way of designing a permanent program, but
at this point I think it's best to proceed with a one-shot pi4ram.

[The prepared written statement of Mr. Keating follows:]
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Hr. Chairman, and members of the Subcomittee, thank you for the

opportunity to present testimony on S.203, a national tax amnesty plan. The

National Taxpayers Union represents 150,000 taxpayers nationwide and has long

been concerned with the tax burden and taxpayers' rights.

We support the concept of a national tax amnesty plan, but have several

recommendations on how to Improve S.203.

Appearing with me Is Jack W. Wade, Jr., an advisor to the National

Taxpayers Union. He worked as a revenue officer for the Internal Revenue

Service for eight years and wrote more than 12 IRS manuals on tax collection

and enforcement. He Is author of the book When You Owe the IRS, published in

1983 by Macmillan Publishing Company.

There Is evidently a do-facto voluntary disclosure "amnesty" policy which

is known to sophisticated attorneys who specialize in tax fraud cases. But it

is doubtful that the typical citizen is aware of such an IRS policy, or if

aware, capable of taking advantage of it. Instituting an amnesty program

would end this double-standard.

I hope the Congress will seriously consider instituting a taxpayer amnesty

program as part of a tax reform package. This would probably be the best time

to institute an amnesty program. The publicity which will accompany

institution of the new tax reform system would also help bring attention to

its amnesty provisions.

An amnesty program could generate $7 billion or mor in tax revenues per

year. It could help insure against a possible loss tax revenues from an

inaccurate estimate of the revenues generated une a tax reform plan.

Alternatively, some of these additional reven, aay also be used to reduce

tax rates further.

An amnesty program could benefit both the IRS and taxpayers. A carefully
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designed amnesty program would benefit the IRS by bringing in untold billions

of dollars from the underground economy into the light. The non-filer problem

could be significantly reduced.

In the book When You Owe the IRS, Mr. Wade gives an example of a taxpayer

who had not filed his returns for 11 years. Once the first filing deadline

had passed, the taxpayer became too frightened to file in the following years.

Even so, he would have been owed refunds for a total of $700 for the first

six years. Then for the next three years, he owed money while in the last two

years he was again due for a refund, which in this case was large enough to

pay all the back taxes. That year he came in and filed the return with Wade.

who was then an IRS employee. The taxpayer "admitted that this problem had

been bothering him for all Il years. He had suffered two heart attacks, an

ulcer, a nervous breakdown and countless sleepness nights worrying about what

would ever happen if he got caught."

No doubt there are many taxpayers who might surface but are scared

about what the IRS might do to them. An amnesty program would allow taxpayers

to voluntarily disclose past due taxes without worrying about criminal

prosecution and jail.

Some people have suggested that no legislation is necessary. We disagree.

A key element for success of an amnesty program is assurance that no criminal

prosecution will result. Without legislation, taxpayers may fear that the IRS

will retroactively revoke an amnesty policy. But a statute would replace that

beyond the power of the IRS.

Let's look at the provisions of S.203, the Federal Tax Deliquency Act of

1985.

The proposal provides for a six month amnesty period which would begin the

first July after the date of enactment of the bill. Six months should give
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taxpayers plenty of time to come forward. The six months which cover July I

to December 31 of each year are typically not as busy for the IRS, and would

be the best time of the year for IRS personnel to administer such a program.

The bill would allow amnesty for all open tax years ending by December 31,

1983.

It would be better to extend the amnesty to all tax years ending December

31, 1984. Otherwise, someone who has been out of the tax system for many

years prior to and including 1984 could still be subject to criminal

prosecution for tax evasion or tax fraud In 1984. Ideally, the amnesty should

cover tax years which end by December 31 of the tax year which ended prior to

the date of enactment of the bilL.

The bill provides amnesty from criminal and civil penalties and 502 Gf the

interest penalty owed. We think that this amnesty is reasonable, but it may

not be enough. Why? Taxpayers probably won't ask for amnesty If tAeir back

taxes are impossible to pay.

A statute of limitations on owing tax should be considered. Some

.. axpayers may find it 0inancialLy impossible to come forward voluntarily and

pay their back due taxes. There is currently a statute of limitations of six

years on prosecution for failure to file a return but no limitation on owing

taxes. It may be worthwhile to put a statute of limitations which would limit

tax liability to the six most recent years of liability or net worth,

whichever is larger. This would still enable the IRS to collect a large sum

of monies owed, while not proving to be an impossible amount of tax to pay.

Taxpayers who come forward under the amnesty program should be allowed to

enter into a liberal Installment agreement to pay their back due taxes, and if

approprI ze, be eligible to have their tax liability waived if it is judged

that It would be impossible to pay.
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It would be a shame if many taxpayers did not take advantage of the

amnesty program because they thought they wculd %ave to pay all the taxes due

in one lump sum. An installment agreement which is binding on the IRS would

certainly be an appropriate addition to the bill.

Any individual or corporation would be eligible for the amnesty program,

with exceptions for those currently involved In adminstrative or judicial

proceedings, those under criminal investigations where the IRS has referred

the matter to the Justice Department before the amnesty period begins and

those who make false or fraudulent representations in attempting to take

advantage of the amnesty. The amnesty would also cover all federal taxes. We

agree with the eligibility criteria for the proposed amnesty as well as

41lowing amnesty to cover all federal taxes.

There are other significant omissions from this bill. The IRS should not

share amnesty tax returns with any other federal government agency for the

purpose of-discovering other violations of law. Why would any taxpayer come

forward to the IRS if he could be prosecuted on other federal grounds.

The IRS should not share amnesty tax return iptormation with any state or

local tax revenue authority which has not instituted an amnesty program.

Otherwise, because of the exchange program between the IRS and state tax

collection agencies, taxpayers may be subject to prosecution at the state and

local level by disclosing federal violations to the IRS. State and local

authorities should be given time to implement programs. If the states do not

develop similar programs, they should not have access to this new data unless

the taxpayer agrees with the disclosure.

The bill provides for 502 across-the-board increase in tax penalties. We

strongly disagree with this across-the-board approach. Recent tax law changes

have already substantially increased penalties, interest charges, and
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reporting requirements. At the same time, little has been done to protect

taxpayers from unreasonable IRS actions or to provide for redress for unfair

IRS actions.

At the very least, any penalty which has been changed since 1981 should be

exempt from the 50% Increase. There is no need to revisit the already

increased penalties provided for by recent tax laws.

We strongly recommend that Congress pass S.453, the Taxpayers Procedural

Safeguards Act which has been introduced by Senator Charles Grassley. It

would be a serious mistake to allow the IRS to impose much higher penalties on

taxpayers without building additional safeguards into the system. Potential

for serious IRS abuse already exists and does not need to be exacerbated by a

dramatic increase in tax penalties.

No doubt, supporters of increased penalties will say that penalties are a

necessary part of the amnesty program, providing the complementary "stick" to

the amnesty "carrot". They will note that state programs have in many cases

increased the penalties. But some of these states had low penalties for tax

evasion or revenue enforcing departments which had no respect. Certainly,

this is not the case with the IRS.

It would be better for the IRS to emphasize that failure to take advantage

of an amnesty program would substantially add to the likelihood of successful

prosecution of tax evasion because of the additional proof of willfulness on

the part of the taxpayer. Emphasis could also be placed on the vast increase

in information the IRS receives, and its computer modernization program

(although this year the IRS made their computers appear to be a weakness, not

the strength that Lhey are).

The bill also authorizes money to administer and publicize the amnesty

program. This is very important. A special legislative report by the
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National Conference of State Legislatures noted the importance of publicity,

calling it -a key to success... Press releases and public announcements are

usually not enough. Paid advertisement In major ,ewspapers, magazines.

billboards, television spots or free brochures are utilized ...- in the more

successful amnesty programs.

Hr. Chairman, we hope the Subcointtce and the U.S. Congress will approve

an amnesty plan. We would be happy to assist you, other members of the

Subcommittee, and staff on this important issue.

11:43
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Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Herman, you made it very clear in your tes-
timony that clearly it should be a one-shot program. Right?

Mr. HE1RMAN. Absolutely, Senator, we believe it should be one
shot only.

Senator CHAFEE. How did you work it in Massachusetts with the
duration of the amnesty and the realization that the legislation
was moving through the legislature, that an amnesty was coming
up so therefore people could relax and not pay their taxes for a
while?

Mr. HERMAN. Well, we were granted authority by the legislature
in July of 1983 to have a 3-month amnesty at any time at the dis-
cretion of the Commissioner. We didn't tell people ahead of time
when it was going to be. In a sense, we tried to spring it on people
with some surprise. In leading up to amnesty-and this was the
key element of it-we had a very tough crackdown on delinquents
or evaders so people would take us seriously when we extended the
hand of friendship, of compassion, of humanity and said, OK,
here's your last chance; we can be very tough, here's your chance
to come on in and settle up.

The Commissioner then declared this 3-month amnesty period
from late 1983 to early 1984. Again, it was a 3-month period man-
dated by the legislature. And when we cut it off, we then cracked
down hard again.

Senator CHAFEE. The statistics you gave were extraordinary. You
had 10,000 people lined up the last day.

Mr. HERMAN. Yeah. It's the psychology of an amnesty. It is very
interesting. In the early days of the amnesty, we didn't get a lot of
calls on the telephone, a lot of people writing in. We had a number
of massive mailings to our delinquent file, the file which we had
created through matching Massachusetts' Federal filers who were
not filing Massachusetts' State tax returns. We engaged in a mas-
sive publicity campaign to let people know what amnesty was and
then to our great surprise and our delight, literally on the last-
most of the money came in on the last few days of the amnesty.
And there were 10,000 people lined up in Boston and in our district
offices around the State on the last day of amnesty in January of
1984. It was remarkable.

Senator CHAFEE. Gentlemen, I'm going to ask you to stay there
at the table and ask Mr. Ross who is the Treasury witness, the
Deputy Tax Legislative Counsel for the Department of Treasury, to
testify.

Mr. Ross, why don't you come right up and sit there. And I sus-
pect you won't favor this, and I might ask the others for comment
on your testimony.

Do you have a statement, Mr. Ross?
Mr. Ross. I do, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFEE. You have copies of it?
Mr. Ross. Yes. We have given copies to your staff.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Why don't you go to it, Mr. Ross?
Mr. Ross. OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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STATEMENT OF DENNIS ROSS, DEPUTY TAX LEGISLATIVE
COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. Ross. I'm pleased to present the views of the Treasury De-

partment on two bills currently before the Finance Committee: S.
203, a proposal to provide a one-time amnesty from criminal and
civil tax penalties and also for one-half of the interest owed for cer-
tain taxpayers who paid previous underpayments of Federal tax
during the amnesty period; also S. 205, a bill that would permit
taxpayers to designate one dollar of any overpayment of income
tax or to contribute other amounts for payment to a national organ
transplant trust fund.

If I may, I will turn first to the question of the taxpayer amnes-
ty.

Senator CHAFEE. I'll tell you, why don't you hold up your views
on that organ transplant thing because we are not going to have a
hearing on that until July.

Mr. Ross. I will do that.
Senator CHAFEE. And we might get you back or have your state-

ment at that time.
Mr. Ross. Fine. I will do that.
Senator CHAFEE. Let's stick with the tax amnesty.
Mr. Ross. I will, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, no problem facing our tax system today is more

pressing than the need to maintain voluntary compliance with the
tax laws. Our revenue-raising efforts depend upon taxpayers hon-
estly reporting their income and paying their fair share of tax.

Although the great bulk of American taxpayers are honest, the
facts concerning the level of taxpayers noncomplying are disturb-
ing. Some estimates of the tax revenues to be lost in 1985 alone,
due to noncompliance by taxpayers engaged in legal activities,
exceed $90 billion, roughly half the current budget deficit. The per-
centage of noncomplying individuals has been estimated at 20 per-
cent, and that percentage has been estimated to be increasing. And
as much as 10 percent of all corporate income may be going unre-
ported.

The Treasury Department has been actively exploring ways to
close the so-called tax gap between actual tax liabilities and report-
ed tax liabilities. In that process, we have given careful consider-
ation to a taxpayer amnesty, an approach, as you have heard
today, that has been tried recently by a number of States.

In a typical amnesty program, taxpayer amnesty has been cou-
pled with a proposal for tougher enforcement of the tax laws. Advo-
cates of amnesty believe that the combined incentives, the so-called
carrot and stick, of reduced tax liability and more aggressive future
enforcement will bring forward many taxpayers who have legally
concealed their income and, thus, raise significant additional tax
revenue.

Our analysis of various amnesty programs has led us to conclude
that we should not enact taxpayer amnesty at the federal level.
Our conclusion is based principally on concerns over the actual and
perceived fairness of a Federal amnesty program, and, thus, over
the possible adverse effects of amnesty on taxpayer morale and
compliance.
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In addition, we question whether an amnesty program at the
Federal level would raise significant additional revenue in the
short run, and, indeed, we are concerned that amnesty at the Fed-
eral level would be a long-run revenue loser.

The issue of fairness must be paramount in any consideration of
an amnesty program since taxpayer compliance with the tax laws
ultimately rests on taxpayers' belief that those laws are fundamen-
tally fair. As this committee is well aware, there is much discus-
sion at present over how we may improve the fairness of the tax
system. The administration has recently proposed a comprehensive
reform of the tax system for fairness, simplicity and growth. We
believe that the strong public support for that proposal reflects a
widespread belief that the fairness of the system can and must be
improved.

We have serious concern, however, that the enactment of a Fed-
eral amnesty program would raise additional doubt in the public's
mind over the fairness of the current tax system.

The great majority of taxpayers, those that dutifully comply with
the law and have paid their fair share of taxes, are likely to feel
cheated when others who knowingly broke the rule are allowed to
escape punishment. And, indeed, to the extent that interest on
overdue tax liabilities is forgiven, as S. 203 proposes, profit from
their wrong.

This natural commonsense reaction would inevitably lead to a
certain cynicism about the tax laws and about the importance of
complying with them in the future.

We cannot overstate the threat such attitudes pose to a tax
system that depends in the long run on taxpayers honestly report-
ing their own liability for tax.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Ross, why don't you skip around a bit until
you get to the things you really want to stress here, although this
is a good statement.

B the way, Massachusetts collected the full interest, didn't you?
Mr. HERMAN. We collected the full interest, yes.
Senator CHAFFM. I know what Senator Dixon recommended, but

I'm not sure what Illinois did.
Go ahead, Mr. Ross.
Mr. Ross. Mr. Chairman, let me turn just briefly to the question

of the effect of an amnesty program on revenues. It is the success
of several State amnesty programs in increasing tax revenues that
has caused many to ask whether an amnesty program would have
the same effect at the Federal level. Our studies reveal no evidence
that a Federal amnesty program would raise significant additional
current revenue.

The State amnesty programs have varied in a number of re-
spects, but the greatest success seems to have been achieved where
amnesty is accompanied by a significantly increased risk that tax
delinquents will be apprehended in the future. Many States that
have tried amnesty did so at a time when their enforcement of
their own tax laws was somewhat lax. As a consequence, it is not
clear that the additional revenues collected would not have been
collected had tougher enforcement measures been in place all
along.
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As you know, in contrast with many state revenue systems, the
Federal Government has pursued aggressive enforcement policies
in this area for many years. Thus, we question whether a Federal
amnesty program would provide a significant- additional incentive
for those currently outside the law to come forward.

We are also concerned about the long-term revenue effects of a
federal amnesty program. A taxpayer amnesty, even if described as
a one-time program, would lead taxpayers to wonder whether it
might be repeated, and, thus, to question the importance of contin-
ued compliance with the tax laws.

Somewhat perversely, the more successful the program in raising
short-term revenue, the greater the likelihood that taxpayers
would expect the program to be reported. We believe the tax sys-
tem's ability to raise revenue must ultimately suffer from any pro-
gram that casts doubt on the need for and importance of taxpayer
compliance with the law.

An amnesty program would gamble with our tax system's most
important asset-the willingness of taxpayers to obey the law. And
that willingness turns in large part on taxpayer's belief that non-
compliance will not be tolerated. The small and very likely short-
run revenue gain that might come from an amnesty program is not
worth the risk that taxpayers' belief in the integrity of the system
would be weakened.

In conclusion, let me say that our judgnNent that a Federal am-
nesty program would be unwise should not be taken to indicate a
lack of concern with the existing problem of taxpayer non-compli-
ance. To the contrary, the problem of the tax gap requires and is
receiving in-depth study. As you know, we believe that many prob-
lems concerning non-compliance are rooted in the unfairness and
complexity of the current tax laws. That is why it is imperative
that we continue on the road to fundamental tax reform. Such
reform, if it improved the fairness of the system and lowered tax
rates would be a significant step in our efforts to improve taxpayer
compliance and reduce the size of the tax gap.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared remarks.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Ross follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I an pleased to present the views of the Treasury Department
on two bills currently before the Finance Committee: S.203, a
proposal to provide a one-time amnesty from criminal and civil
tax penalties and for one-half of the interest owed for certain
taxpayers who pay previous underpayments of Federal tax during
the amnesty period; and S.205, a bill that would permit taxpayers
to designate $1 of any overpayment of income tax, or to
contribute other amounts, for payment to a National Organ
Transplant Trust Fund. If I may, I will address first the
taxpayer amnesty bill.

TAXPAYER AMNESTY

The Noncompliance Problem

No problem facing our tax system today is more pressing than
the need to maintain voluntary compliance with our tax laws. Our
revenue raising efforts depend upon taxpayers honestly reporting
their income and paying their fair share of tax. Although the
great bulk of American taxpayers are honest, the facts concerning
the level of taxpayer noncompliance are disturbing. Some
estimates of tax revenues to be lost in 1985 alone due to
noncompliance by taxpayers engaged in legal activities exceed $90
billion, or roughly half the current budget deficit. The
percentage of nonconlying individuals has been estimated at
twenty percent, and ncreasing steadily. As such as ten percent
of a&I corporate income maybe going unreported.

B-194
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The Treasury Department has been actively exploring ways to
close the so-called *tax gap" between actual tax liabilities and
reported tax liabilities. In that process we have given careful
consideration to a taxpayer amnesty, an approach that has been
tried recently by a number of States. In the typical amnesty
program, taxpayer amnesty has been coupled with a proposal for
tougher enforcement of the tax laws. Advocates of taxpayer
amnesty believe that the combined incentives of reduced tax
liability and more aggressive future enforcement will bring
forward many taxpayers who have illegally concealed their income,
raising significant revenue at low cost.

A Flawed Approach

Our analysis of various amnesty programs has led us to
conclude that we should not enact taxpayer amnesty at the Federal
level. Our conclusion is based principally on concerns over the
actual and perceived fairness of a Federal amnesty program, and
thus over the possible adverse effects of an amnesty program on
taxpayer morale and compliance. In addition, we question whether
an amnesty program would raise significant revenue in the short
run, and indeed, are concerned that amnesty could be a long-run
revenue loser.

A Question of Fairness

The issue of fairness must be paramount in any consideration
of an amnesty program, since taxpayer compliance with the tax
laws ultimately rests on taxpayers' belief that those laws are
fundamentally fair. As this Committee is well aware, there is
much discussion at present over how we may improve the fairness
of the tax system. The Administration has recently proposed a
comprehensive reform of the tax system for fairness, simplicity
and growth. We believe that the strong public support for that
proposal reflects a widespread belief that the fairness of the
system can and must be improved.

We have serious concern that enactment of a Federal amnesty
program would raise additional doubt in the public's mind about
the fairness of the current tax system. The great majority of
taxpayers, those who have dutifully complied with the law and
paid their fair share of tax, are likely to feel cheated when
others, who knowingly broke the rules, are allowed to escape
punishment and indeed, to the extent interest on overdue tax
liabilities is forgiven, profit from their wrong. This natural,

common sense reaction would inevitably lead to a certain cynicism
about the tax laws and the importance of complying with them in
the future. We cannot overstate the threat such attitudes pose
to a tax system that depends on taxpayers honestly reporting
their own liability for ta,.
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Effect on Revenues

The success of several State amnesty programs in increasing
current revenue has caused many to ask whether an anmesty program
would have the same effect at the Federal level. After studying
the various State programs, we find no evidence that a Federal
*amnesty program would raise significant additional current
revenue.

State amnesty programs have varied in the taxpayers they
cover, in the taxes, penalties or interest that they forgive, and
in their provision for increased future enforcement efforts or
penalties. However, the greatest success seems to have been
achieved where amnesty is accompanied by a significantly
increased risk that tax delinquents will be apprehended in the
future. Many States that tried amnesty programs did so at a time
when enforcement of their tax laws had been somewhat lax. As a
consequence, it is not clear that the additional revenues
collected would not have been collected had tougher enforcement
measures been in place all along. In contrast with these States,
the Federal government has pursued aggressive enforcement
policies for many years. We thus question whether a Federal
amnesty program would provide an additional incentive for those
currently outside the law to come forward.

Other factors also suggest that the Federal experience with
amnesty would differ from that of the States. The history of
strict enforcement at the Federal level is likely to result in a
greater reluctance for taxpayers to confess to Federal than to
State authorities. The risk of unexpected consequences,
including costly administrative proceedings, could be more
difficult to gauge at the Federal than at the State level. In
addition, because there would be more dollars at stake federally,
many taxpayers would be financially unable to wipe the slate
clean.

Possible Adverse Long-Term Revenue Effect

We also believe that a Federal amnesty program could have a
substantial negative effect on long-term revenues. A taxpayer
amnesty, even if described as a "one-time" program, would lead
taxpayers to wonder whether it might be repeated and thus to
question the importance of continued compliance with the tax
laws. Somewhat perversely, the more revenue the program raised
in the short run, i.e., the greater its apparent success, the
more likely taxpayer perceptions that it would be repeated.

We believe the tax system's ability to raise revenue must
ultimately suffer from any program that casts doubt on the need
for and importance of taxpayer compliance with the law. An
amnesty program would gamble with our tax system's most important
asset, the willingness of taxpayers to obey the law. This
willingness rests in large part on taxpayers' belief that
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noncompliance will not be tolerated. The small, and very likely
short-run revenue gain that might come from an amnesty program is
not worth the risk that taxpayers' belief in the integrity of the
system would be weakened.

Suggested Approach

Our conclusion that a Federal amnesty program would be unwise
should not be taken to indicate a lack of concern with the
existing problem of taxpayer noncompliance. To the contrary, the
problem of the tax gap requires, and is receiving in-depth study.
As you know, we believe that many problems concerning
noncompliance are rooted in the unfairness and complexity of the
current tax laws. That is why it is imperative that we stay on
the road to fundamental tax reform. Tax reform that improves the
fairness of the system and lowers tax rates would be a
significant step in our efforts to improve compliance and reduce
the size of the tax gap.

NATIONAL ORGAN TRANSPLANT
TRUST FUND

S.205 would employ the tax return system to facilitate
taxpayer contributions to a National Organ Transplant Trust Fund.
However worthy the purposes of a National Organ Transplant Trust
Fund, we oppose use of the tax system and the return process for
goals that are wholly unrelated to the raising of tax revenue.
You should note that we have, on the same grounds, proposed
repeal of the existing Presidential Campaign Check-off as part of
fundamental tax reform. Provisions such as these, though
seemingly harmless when considered alone, add significantly to
the complexity of the tax system. The question of support for a
National Organ Transplant Trust Fund should be pursued in another
manner.

51-22 0-85-6
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Senator CHAFER. Well, Mr. Ross, I think that's interesting. Of
course, we have Massachusetts sitting next to you where Mr.
Herman has testified that they've had great success and yet I don't
think there's any suggestion-that since it proved successful, they
had better try it again.

Mr. Ross. Are you raising the issue of whether a one-time pro-
gram is proposed or desirable?

Senator CHAFEE. I don't think anybody has ever suggested any-
thing more than a one-time program. I really dor't agree with Sen-
ator Dixon's proposal that you excuse half the interest. I think that
is, as you say in your statement, rewarding the fellow who has
cheated. Waiving the penalty is one thing, but to let them make a
profit on that is another.

But, you know, I agree with what the other witnesses have said.
That this would not upset the honest taxpayer. I think the honest
taxpayer's reaction, as both Senator Dixon and Mr. Herman have
described, is that they are very pleased that this additional reve-
nue came in. And I don't think they think that the delinquent is
getting away with something. Except in Illinois. I would have been
upset about the lack of interest. Apparently, it has been mentioned
here by Senator Dixon's assistant. Illinois excused half the interest.
But outside of that, I think the honest taxpayer -would say, gee,
this is a bonanza, thank goodness. We are all better off because
there is more in the pot than there would have been without it.

Mr. Ross. Mr. Chairman, I think you also have to consider,
though, what the honest taxpayer is going to think about his own
future behavior. As you pointed out, the program in Illinois was, in
a sense, repeated. There was an initial administrative amnesty and
then a couple of years later there was a legislative amnesty. And
in a couple of years, there may be additional proposals for amnes-
ty.

I take it Mr. Keating's group thinks that there should be serious
consideration given to some sort of standing amnesty program. And
that's not without precedent worldwide. Many of the European na-
tions and some of the Latin American nations have standing am-
nesty programs. And I think they have experienced compliance
problems. Even as serious as our own compliance problems are,
they are dwarfed by those of many foreign governments.

And certainly that's the Treasury Department's fundamental
concern in this area. What message you are going to be sending to
taxpayers. Is it necessary to obey the tax laws or do you wait
around for the possibility of an amnesty?

Senator CHAFER. Well, I think-not every 50 years. But we
haven't done it before, and if we did it once, and you got a lot of
revenue, I don't think the incentive would be, gee, it's worked once,
try it again.

Let me ask you a question. What do you do about the fellow who
is out there-and these people turn up every so often, usually
when they have applied for some kind of a job-that has never
paid any income tax? He doesn't dare start paying them because
when he does then he's really in trouble. These people are out
there. We have turned them up when they have gotten some kind
of a Federal position and some FBI check is run on them for this
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reason or that. I think Federal jildges have turned up that haven't
paid their income taxes, perspective judges.

What do you think? That person is in a trap. He can't come for-
ward. But under this program he could. He can clear the slate. He
can get out of this hole that he is in.

Mr. Ross. That is a possibility.
Senator CHAFEE. So this would be nonsexist. That she might be

in that position.
Mr. Ross. Sure.
Senator CHAFEE. It's not only men that cheat on taxes.
Mr. Ross. That's no doubt true.
The question is, I think, in part whether that person even in the

face of an amnesty is going to come forward. And you might
wonder whether that person, if they have escaped paying income
tax for so long in the past-may think "why stop now."

And amnesty will, no doubt, cause some people to recalculate
their position and decide this is the time to join the system of
people who pay taxes. But others will stay out of the system.

Senator CHAFEE. Is your principal objection that once we did it
we might do it again?

Mr. Ross. I wouldn't say that if you could somehow constitution-
alize the matter, so that the possibility of repeated amnesty would
be so remote that no one would take it seriously, that we would no
longer have an objection. We certainly have concerns about how
much revenue this program would raise.

We also question what effect even a one-time program will have
on other taxpayers who, again, for the most part, comply with the
law faithfully, honestly, and repeatedly and would see others who
made different choices escape, for the most part, the consequences
of those choices.

Senator CHAFEE. I'm sorry we don't have a witness from some of
the other States. We've had witnesses from two States where the
thing has been a great success. It may well be that the Massachu-
setts program was rather lethargic in advance of it. But some of
the other States tried it and my information shows it didn't work
very well. South Dakota was one of them. Maybe South Dakota just
didn't have that much revenue out there that is going uncollected.

Mr. Ross. Mr. Chairman, I might point out that when you meas-
ure the possibility of success at the Federal level by reference to
what has happened at the State level, you are really venturing on,
I think, a little shakey ground.

First of all, and it is a point that you brought out earlier, en-
forcement at the State level has not been as strict as at the Federal
level. This raises the question of how much of the gain in revenue
is really attributable to the stick part of the program. Most of the
state amnesty programs have had both approaches-the carrot of
amnesty, the stick of enhanced enforcement. I think one has to ask
how much additional revenue the States would have gained by
simply bringing their enforcement efforts up to speed.

Senator CHAME. Kansas did it from July to September. Three
months. And they picked up about $1Y 'million. Now I suppose the
Massachusetts peophewould say, well, they didn't do the program
correctly; they didn't publicize it; they didn't have a preliminary
crackdown to show they meant business; they didn't have high

I
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visibility in the seizure of some assets; and, therefore, the program
failed.

North Dakota collected $135,000.
Do you gentlemen have anything else to say? Mr. Herman?
Mr. HERMAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. A couple of quick points.
Mr. Ross discussed and raised the question of undermining peo-

ple's confidence in the fairness of the tax system. Well, I think that
part of the national debate today is that our tax system is funda-
mentally unfair. Even President Reagan last week, I think in ex-
pressing a view of many people in the country, said cheating on ex-
isting tax laws is not a sin but a duty. So I don't think that many
people in this country today think that our tax system is fair.

Second, as to enforcement and the IRS' success with enforce-
ment. While it has a long and distinguished history, today it is
losing its battle. We have the $100 billion annual tax gap. We have
one in five people admitting they are cheating on taxes-and that's
from an IRS study, the Yankolovich study. Your chances of being
subject to criminal investigation by the IRS is 1 in 43,000. As to long-
term revenue effects-while Mr. Ross suggested that there is an
argument that there would be a long-term loss, we find to the
contrary. We believe that there will be not only a one-time windfall,
but once we get people on the rolls from amnesty, voluntary compli-
ance will go up, people will be on the rolls and additional revenue
will continue to come in from these people year after year.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I think there's a lot to that, what you say.
Any rebuttal, Mr. Ross?

Mr. Ross. I don't want to engage in a point by point rebuttal.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, engage in one or two points.
Mr. Ross. Fair enough, Mr. Chairman. I'm trying to remem-

ber--
Senator CHAFEE. Well, he said, first of all, you get more people

on the rolls and they will stay on the rolls.
Mr. Ross. There is some possibility of that. I should point out,

however, that the IRS studies of State amnesty programs reveal
that something well less than 10 percent ot the persons that come
forward under State amnesty programs are not already Federal
filers. So it's not clear how much potential there is for the Federal
system to expand simply through an amnesty program.

I would also point out that the most optimistic estimates about a
Federal amnesty program project about a $15 billion revenue
pickup. The problem of the tax gap or the problem of taxpayer non-
compliance by all estimates exceeds that by a ratio of 5 or 6 to 1.

Senator CHAFEE. Beg your pardon. I missed that. What did you
say, Mr. Ross?

Mr. Ross. Well, the most optimistic estimates about the revenue
to be gained from a Federal amnesty are something like $15 bil-
lion. The problem of the tax gap dwarfs that. We are not going to
eliminate the problem of noncompliance through an amnesty. And
that's really one of the reasons why we anticipate there will be
pressure in the future to do something like this again.

This is not a solution to the problem of noncompliance in the tax
system. Moreover, I think there are better approaches to a solu-
tion. And to some extent the Service and the Treasury Department
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are pursuing those. For example, the Federal budget now contains
for fiscal years 1987 through 1989 proposals to increase the number
of revenue agents.

Senator CHAFEE. Seventy-five hundred, isn't it?
Mr. Ross. Seventy-five hundred over 3 years. That's right.
And it's believed that that will significantly improve the enforce-

ment efforts of the Service. Beyond that, recently enacted legisla-
tion has increased significantly the volume and character of infor-
mation that the IRS receives in the nature of reporting various
items of income in, the economy.

Senator CHAFEE. You mean waitresses and so forth?
Mr. Ross. Well, that's one example. Mortgage interest is now re-

quired to be reported. State and local tax refunds must now be re-
ported. And a variety of partnership information items must be re-
ported. The IRS is pursuing increased audit of tax shelters. A lot of
this has come on line in the last few years. And while we don't
want to say that this is in and of itself going to significantly abate
the problem of taxpayer noncompliance, there are important ef-
forts being made in the enforcement area. And that is where we
would like to see the focus maintained rather than going for the
sort of quick-fix solution of an amnesty. And I'm not even sure the
proponents identify it as a solution.

Senator CHAFEE. I don't think anybody says it's a solution.
My trouble is I don't see that they are mutually exclusive-doing

what you are suggesting and an amnesty. I don't see how they get
in the way of each other. I think there should be increased audits.

By the way, somebody said that there is a chance of only 1 in
43,000. What are the chances of audit now? What percentage of re-
turns do you audit?

Mr. Ross. I'm not certain of the exact percentage, Mr. Chairman.
It's clearly not an extremely high percentage. I think it's probably
under 5 percent.

Mr. WADE. It's more like 11/2.
Senator CHAFE. That's what I thought. I thought it was around

1 V2. I think the more audits the better. If somebody thinks they are
going to be audited, they really are careful. And he or she is care-

1u.
Here's a note. Audit coverage in 1984-1.3 percent, which is a

very low percentage. If you know you are going to be audited, you
just err always on the correct side.

Mr. Ross. Mr. Chairman, if I could make one additional point
here. The problem of people gambling with audits, so-called audit
roulette, I'm not sure it's not enhanced to some extent by an am-
nesty program. All of the amnesty programs carve out taxpayers
who are currently under investigation or have been contacted by
the Internal Revenue Service. And in the case of the State, the
State--

Senator CHAFEE. What do you mean carve them out?
Mr. Ross. Well, they are not eligible for the amnesty.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes.
Mr. Ross. And I think no one is going to voluntarily comply if

they can wait until the IRS catches them and at that point come
into the system. I think you have to have that kind of carveout.
The problem has always been-and there is historical experience at
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the Federal level for this-you know, at what point do you consider
the taxpayer to have been contacted. The taxpayer can, in a sense,
keep the ear to the ground and see if something is afoot, see if
there is some possibility that his or her return is going to come
under IRS scrutiny. And only at that point come forward.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I don't know about that. First of all, these
amnesties are very brief. In 3-month periods. I don't know if any of
them are more than 3 months. And second certainly in the Massa-
chusetts one, they didn't let you know when it was going to be. I
think you are right in saying that once proceedings have been
started-and I don't know how you would define them-but some
kind of proceedings-then you don't get the amnesty. So, therefore,
I don't think there is an amnesty roulette. If you knew someone
was on your trail, sure, if the amnesty was in effect you would rush
in. But if you didn't know when the amnesty was going to come
along, and I think it's a good point, one Massachusetts did-give
the Treasury Department an opportunity to choose when it is going
tobe.

Well, I appreciate you all coming.
Thank you very much. That concludes this hearing.
[Whereupon, at 10:58 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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The Chamber of Commerce welcomes this opportunity to comment on Senator

Dixon's "Federal Tax Deliquency Amnesty Act of 1985" (S. 203). The Chamber is

opposed to tax amnesty because of strong reservations about the fairness and

administrative wisdom of a tax amnesty.

Because of Massachusetts' recent experience and lobbying by several

citizens' groups, the tax amnesty issue has attained an uncharacteristically

high profile. Many prominent persons have either endorsed the idea or

promised to give it extended consideration. In the wake of Massachusetts'

success, Speaker O'Neill and House Ways and Means Chairman Rostenkowski both

said it is worth examining whether such a program on the federal level would

be desirable.

* lax Specialist
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On January 17, 1984, the last day of the Massachusetts tax amnesty

program, taxpayers stormed into the state's tax collection offices voluntarily

paying additional taxes to the state government. The government was

overwhelmed. Under the program, the state offered to forgive criminal and

most civil penalties to those tax evaders who would voluntarily come forward

and pay back taxes and interest. The program raised at least $62.3 million in

90 days. About 50,000 people who had been cheating on their taxes took

advantage of this opportunity to settle their accounts with Massachusetts'

taxing authorities.
1

This experience has prompted at least 11 other states to implement a tax

amnesty program. But these programs have experienced markedly differing

degrees of success. For example, North Dakota's amnesty raised only $150,000

and Idaho's program raised only $300,000. 2

1 See Wall Street Journal, January 25, 1984, p. 1; John L Nikesell, "Tax

Amnesties as a Tool for Revenue Administration," 57 State Government 114

(1984).

2 Mikesell, ibid., p. 119.
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Proponents argue that a federal amnesty would raise tax revenues without

raising taxes. They contend that an amnesty would be compassionate, allowing

otherwise law-abiding citizens to clear their conscience and avoid the

possibility of going to jail. An amnesty would allow the IRS to attack the

underground economy. Everyone, it seems, would benefit, and Massachusetts'

and other states' experiences prove that any administrative problems can be

easily overcome. However, there are reasons to be wary of a tax amnesty.

Although hearings which looked into the subject were held by Senator

Grassley as early as May, 1983,3 the lack of professional commentary and

historical documentation makes an exhaustive normative or historical

discussion of tax amnesty particularly difficult. In fact, tax amnesty has a

long, little known and less than honorable history in the United States. An

examination of the reasons that caused such-a policy to be abandoned in 1952

may provide otherwise unavailable insight about whether the policy is

desirable. To institute a tax amnesty without an extended review of the

experiences of our predecessors would be unnecessarily to condemn ourselves to

repeat their mistakes. Moreover, there are moral considerations that seem, so

far, to have been omitted altogether from the policy debate. In short, the

policy is not an unmitigated panacea.

3 Hearings before the Senate Finance Committee Oversight Subcommittee, May

20, 1983 (hereinafter Grassley Hearings).
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History

"Experience," said Publius, "is the oracle of truth; and when its

responses are unequivocal, they ought to be conclusive and sacred."
4

Experience may preclude an amnesty; but if we decide to adopt a voluntary

disclosure policy in principle for other reasons, it should at least be

structured so it will not repeat the mistakes of the past.

From 1919 to 1952, the Bureau of Internal Revenue (as the IRS was then

called) maintained a policy of granting immunity from criminal prosecution to

tax evaders who voluntarily disclosed their evasion.5  In 1952, the policy

was discontinued because of 'administrative difficulties."

4 The Federalist Papers (No. 20).

5 Attachment 12, History of Voluntary Disclosure Policy, p. 165, undated

Treasury document obtained from the IRS under the Freedom of Information Act;

also, Administration of the Internal Revenue Laws: Hearings before a

Subcommittee of the House Committee on Ways and Means, 82d Cong., 2d Sess.

(1952) (statement of IRS Commissioner John C. Dunlap) (cited hereinafter as

*King Hearings").
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The policy had given rise to corruption, uneven administration of the tax

law, uncertainty, increased litigation and unpunished and flagrant failure to

pay taxes due. Treasury has refused to reinstitute the policy primarily

because of these problems, some of which are discussed in greater detail under

separate headings below.
6

One example of corruption within the Bureau of Internal Revenue was the

Chief of an Income Tax Division who made a regular practice of falsifying

written documentation of voluntary disclosures so it looked as if the taxpayer

had disclosed before an investigation had commenced. This sort of practice,

however, was not unusual. In less than one year, over 10 of the Bureau's top

personnel were discharged because of administrative irregularities.
7

6 King Hearings, Treasury testimony.

See Charles S. Lyon, "The Crime of Income Tax Fraud: Its Present Status

and Function," 53 Col. L. Rev. 476, 476-477 (1953); Report of the Subcommittee

on the Administration of the Internal Revenue Laws to the House Ways and Means

Committee, 82nd Congress, 2nd session, 11, 45-46 (1952).
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In light of this experience, any amnesty proposal must grapple with

several broad structural issues. None of the major amnesty proposals

presently circulating adequately does so.

Duration

If we implement an amnesty, we must decide whether it wili be one of

indefinite duration or whether it will be a one-time offer with a defined

termination date. If amnesty is a good idea, rather than a cynical

response to the exigencies of contemporary tax revenue shortfalls, then it

seems contradictory to limit the program to only a few months. Whether the

motive is revenue raising or compassion towards repentant tax evaders, the

situation does not magically change after 90 or 180 days. No doubt, the major

reason cited by proponents of a short, fixed period is the need for deterring

future tax evasion.

8 Major proposals include those of the Chicago Bar Association and Jack

Warren Wade made at the Grassley Hearings, May 20, 1983. The American Bar

Association proposed a statutory continuing voluntary disclosure policy in

1962. 15 Tax. L. 191-195 (1962). Recent legislative proposals include

Senator Dixon's "Federal Tax Delinquency Amnesty Act of 1985" (hereinafter the

Dixon bill) (S. 203) and Title 11 of Rep. Siljander's "Ten Percent Flat Tax

Rate Act" (hereinafter the Siljander bill) (H.R. 200).
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But once an amnesty has been adopted, the damage is done; taxpayers will

anticipate future amnesties. Moreover, less sophisticated taxpayers may

misinterpret an amnesty to mean that criminal penalties for tax evasion simply

have been *repealed.

A method of at least partially addressing these concerns would be to

combine a vastly increased effort to apprehend tax evaders with any tax

amnesty which might be enacted. This would deter future evasion, encourage

present voluntary disclosures and apprehend more unrepentant tax evaders.

Presently, however, the trend seems to be towards reducing the IRS's

investigatory and prosecutorial resources, not expanding them. This, of

course, would assure a marked increase in demand for tax amnesty.

Eligibility Test

For purposes of determining whether a taxpayer's disclosure was timely,

each proposal must include a test based on whether the taxpayer had actual

knowledge he was under investigation or on some *objective" test which

considers only when the IRS actually comwenced or concluded its investigation.

It does not seem fair to deny a taxpayer immuunity under so-called "objective"

tests even though he actually did not know he was under investigation, he had

no way of finding out whether he was under investigation, and he complied with

all of the government's requirements.,
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This point of view rests on the premise that the government is making an

offer which, if accepted, should be binding. The proposal is subject to

criticism for granting rights to tax evader-s who gave nothing in return for

the right, while all U.S. taxpayers are obligated to pay taxes without

receiving any special rights. An "objective" test would strongly discourage

disclosures because people would be afraid that they would disclose

incriminating evidence in good faith only to discovery out that, unbeknownst

to them, the IRS had begun an investigation.

One of the primary reasons the earlier policy was discontinued, however,

was that the Bureau became saddled with proving beyond a reasonable doubt that

the taxpayer did have actual knowledge of an investigation in cases where

taxpayers "voluntarily disclosed" their fraud only after, in fact, learning of

an Investigation.
9

One suggested solution is to require the IRS to give notice to taxpayers

upon initiating an investigation. This has the advantage of allowing all

taxpayers to know their status-with respect to the amnesty. It has the

disadvantage of insulting honest taxpayers and of warning dishonest taxpayers

and allowing them to destroy evidence or hide assets.

See, e.g., Treasury testimony at the King Hearings, January, 1952; U.S. v.

Weisman, 78 F. Supp. 979, 981 (0. Mass. 1948); In Re: Liebster, 91 F. Supp.

814, 816 (E.D. Penn. 1950); U.S. v. Levy, 99 F Supp. 529, 532 (D Conn. 1951);

U.S. v. Pack, 140 F. Supp. 121, 126 (0. Del. 1956). See, also Plunkett v.

C.I.R. 465 F.2d 299, 302 (7th Cir. 1972).
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-A similar approach would be to set up an independent office which would

tell a taxpayer whether he was under investigation; however, it would be

difficult, if not impossible, to convince taxpayers that such inquiries would

not lead to an investigation of their affairs. The preferred solution is to

employ the *subjective" actual knowledge test but shift the burden of proof to

the taxpayer. The lack of an IRS investigation would, of course, make the

issue moot. The Dixon and SilJander (S. 203 and H.R. 200) bills both employ

the objective test and would, therefore, tend to discourage disclosures. The

Dixon bill would further limit eligibility to those who earned their untaxed

income legally.

Degree of Civil Liability

Each proposal must state whether the taxpayer will be imune only from

criminal penalties or also from civil penalties. The more generous the

immunities granted under the amnesty, the greater the response will be.

Forgiveness of civil penalties and, for that matter, interest and back taxes

would encourage more tax evaders to disclose and join the tax rolls. On the

other hand, to the extent that tax evaders are free from meaningful

punishment, the importance of the crime of tax evasion is degraded and its

commission encouraged.

The Dixon bill would forgive all civil and criminal penalties. In

addition, the bill would forgive one-half of the interest on back taxes. The

SilJander bill would forgive all civil and criminal penalties. It would also

forgive any "addition to tax" which is defined as "any additional amount."
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Presumably, then, the Siljander bill would forgive all interest. Thus,

under both the Dixon and Siliander bills, tax evaders would be treated better

than honest taxpayers who were forced to forgo interest on taxes paid.

Minimum Procedural Formalities

Each proposal must include a procedure for taxpayers to make their

disclosures. Any contemporary amnesty program must institute minimum

formalities if it is to be a success. Under the abandoned policy, the lack of

,.ven minimum formalities gave rise to problems of administrative abuse,

corruption and litigation arising uut of uncertainty. As simple a step as

requiring that a special form be filed with a special Washington office by

certified mail would eliminate much corruption, abuse and uncertainty. This

procedure need not hinder ease of administration, however. The forms could be

made available anonymously at all post offices and, once a proper disclosure

was made, the case could be administered by local IRS offices.

The Payment Problem

It must be determined whether payment must accompany disclosure or whether

a mere promise to pay is sufficient. Historically, the problem of disclosure

being followed by noncooperation or failure to pay was a very real one.

Since, however, the basic agreement between the government and taxpayer would

be immunity in exchange for money, it seems clear that failure to maintain
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payments under a reasonable installment agreement should result in loss of

immunity and subsequent criminal prosecution in most, if not all, cases. The

tax evader should not be treated better than the law-abiding taxpayer as,

indeed, he would be if allowed to maintain his criminal immunity yet default

in his payments. Moreover, the threat of criminal punishment will act as a

constant incentive for tax evaders to meet their obligation.

Both the Dixon and SilIJander bills would explicitly allow installment

payment plans. They are drafted so that the IRS would retain total discretion

about whether to grant a payment program. Neither bill makes it clear whether

criminal or civil penalties could be reinvoked upon nonpayment. If not, then

tax cheats could simply file the amnesty form, not pay and ha secure in the

knowledge that the IRS cannot even collect interest.

Scope of Immunity

Each proposal must state whether the scope of the immunity will extend to

partial disclosures and years for which a disclosure was not made. Immunity,

it would seem, should extend only to those years for which the tax evader has

paid or agreed to pay his taxes. Otherwise, the policy, in effect, would be

forgiving back taxes. Viewed from a somewhat different perspective, the

adoption of any other policy could be viewed as t. amountt to subsidizing

fraud. If it is shown that for any year, including years for which a tax

evader made only partial disclosure, a person committed fraud, then he should

be fully liable.
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Treatment of Related Persons

Each proposal must contain provisions regarding the treatment of related

or associated persons or entities such as family, subsidiaries, business

partners, shareholders, management, frequent business associates and the

like. This issue is extremely problematic. Obviously, if a supplier is being

investigated he will probably inform his customers of the investigation so

that they may "voluntarily" disclose before it is "too late" (i.e. before they

too are under formal investigation). Likewise, a relative or partner would

probably inform his family or partner as soon as he was the least suspicious

that he may be under investigation. This is precisely the kind of warning

which the Treasury considered impossible to prove under the abandoned policy.

Perhaps the best rule to fashion would be one that denied immunity to any

party which had substantial commercial or financial involvement with the

investigated party. It might be possible to borrow from securities'

regulation standards regarding insider trading. It would be preferable to use

borrowed standards because it would eliminate much of the uncertainty that

would surround a novel test. Both the Dixon and Siljander bills adopt the

reasonable, but perhaps too lenient, test presently found in section 267(b).

Administrative Discretion

Each proposal must state whether the policy is implemented by statute,

Treasury regulation or administrative policy. It is a fundamental
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tenant of the American political ethos that we should have a government of

law, not of men. In furtherance of this sound principle the policy should be

elevated beyond mere policy in the sense that binding rules governing the

policy should be made. Binding rules are legally enforceable rules which will

be applied against both the tax evader and the IRS. Binding rules prevent

favoritism and abuse of administrative discretion; they promote certainty,

uniform administration of justice and the rule of law.

The Judiciary began to develop binding rules with respect to the policy,

placing limits on the Bureau's hitherto unbridled discretion. The most

prominent example of judicial restraint was the case of In Re: Liebster.10

In that case, the court held, in effect, that the Treasury had a well known

policy of offering immunity in return for a voluntary disclosure of fraud, a

policy designed to induce such disclosures, and that if a taxpayer

substantially complied with the known terms of that policy, the Bureau was

estopped from prosecuting the taxpayer. The Bureau, jealous of its

discretionary prerogatives, soon announced the discontinuation of the policy.

Yet it has maintained a de facto voluntary disclosure policy, with no judicial

interference, unto this day.

10 91 F. Supp. 814 (E.D. Penn. 1950).

11 See, e.g.. testimony of Chicago Bar Association at the Grassley

Hearings; Marvin J. Garbis and Stephen C. Struntz, Tax Procedure and Tax

Fraud. West Publishing Co., 1982, pp. 596-597. Richard J. Trattner and Mark

D.-Pastor, "IRS Disclosure Policy," 1 L.A. Lawyer 30 (May 1978).
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If the Treasury should continue to maintain that the policy is undesirable

in principle, proponents of an amnesty have only statutory recourse. In light

of the limited, and generally unfortunate, experience with the policy, it may

be more prudent to attempt to use the more flexible regulatory route first. If

a statute be enacted, it may be desirable to frame it in broad language so

that Treasury may change the mechpnical rules of the policy as experience

dictates.

Considerations of Federalism

Each proposal must include the degree to which the IRS should cooperate

with state and local taxing authorities. Unless sharing with state and local

authorities of information garnered from voluntary disclosures is predicated

on their having an amnesty too, the possibility of being prosecuted by a

nonparticipating government will be an extremely strong disincentive to

participate in a federal amnesty program. In fact, it seems that many people

who disclosed to the Massachusetts government may soon find themsleves under

IRS investigation because Massachusetts may share information with the IRS.

In order to in:ure the success of an amnesty program these fears must allayed

either by a guareitee enforeable at law not to share information or by a

geographically limited program. Neither the Dixon nor the Siljander bill

addresses this problem.
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Revenue Effects

The extremely limited data available from the l940s imply a contemporary

federal revenue increase of about $6 billion to $10 billion each year

attributable to a continuing tax amnesty program. 12 To the extent that the

underground economy is larger than it was in the 1940s, the expected revenue

pickup would be larger. Massachusetts' recent experience implies a similar

federal figure. None of these figures is reduced to account for revenues that

could or would have been received because of enhanced or even ordinary IRS

Investigatory initiatives, nor does any account for tax revenues lost because

of increased tax evasion induced by amnesty programs.

12 See, e.g., Joseph W. Burns and Murray L. Rachlin. "Should We Penalize

Voluntary Disclosures," 28 Taxes 39 (January, 1950); erald L. Wallace.

"Penalties and Prosecutions for Evasion of the Federal Income Tax," 1 Tax L.

Rev. 329, 342 (1946).
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Justice

All too often, tax evasion is not viewed as a serious crime. But for

those who harbor now somewhat unfashionable notions about an individual's

duty, if not to the state then to other civilized individuals, the tax evader

has seriously breached his obligation as a citizen. He has forced others to

bear a heavier burden than is rightfully theirs. If his behavior were to

become the norm, the very fabric of civilized society would rapidly be torn as

under. To allow persons blithely to avoid supporting a society from which

they benefit daily is morally repugnant.

Although a policy of not prosecuting a person who voluntarily comes

forward admitting his transgression is consistent with a policy of trying to

bring back prodigal persons who have strayed from the fold of civilized

society, compassion and sympathy for the newly enlightened criminal must be

weighed against the value of deterring undesirable conduct in the future and

tae sense of moral outrage caused by the additional burden thrust on others by

the evader's shirked obligation.

0
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Conclusion

As the Massachusetts and early federal experiences indicate, an amnesty

program can be expected to raise money. With proper regard for the lessons of

experience, a workable amnesty program could, no doubt, be instituted at the

federal level. It would cause administrative difficulties which might be

serious enough to outweigh an amnesty's benefits. It is an open and undebated

question whether an amnesty is just. In short, it is doubtful whether we

should grant an amnesty to the republic's tax evaders.
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This preliminary report provides a first overall look
at the Massachusetts Tax Amnesty program -- the background,
the preparations, the requirements, the working details and
the results. It seeks to answer numerous questions on collection
data, taxpayer response and costs of the program.

A few words should be said at the start about the broader
issues and objectives of the program to better understand the
quantitative information which follows.

While the program officially ran from October 17, 1983,
through January 17, 1984, the Massachusetts Tax Amnesty was
more than a three-month effort. The program can only be
understood in the context of a new, innovative, strategic
initiative which commenced well before its surprise announcement
in October. Much of our Amnesty success was due to this
extensive preparation.

Preparation for Amnesty really began last spring. For
the first time the Department of Revenue took the initiative
to highlight the tax evasion problem. It also outlined
innovative programs and plans to crack down on both evaders
and delinquents. Acknowledging the importance of firmness
and fairness in tax administration, the Department stepped
up its enforcement activities. There followed an accelerated
and highly visible campaign of business and other property
seizures. Criminal prosecutions were stepped up. There were
more audits, more liens and levies, and more computer matches
to detect evasion. Through this campaign, based on an overall
strategic design, *he Department collected $128.8 million in
delinquent taxes in fiscal 1983. That was a 70% increase over
FY 1982 and more than four times what had been collected only
five years ago.

The crackdown on tax evasion was strengthened in June,
when the Legislature passed the Governor's Revenue Enforcement
and Protection Program, known as REAP. One part of that
101-section omnibus bill made tax evasion a felony in
Massachusetts. The bill gave the Department a broad range
of other enforcement tools and powers, including the use of
private collection agencies and the authority to recommend
revocation of licenses and vendor contracts for failure to
comply with t he Commonwealth's tax requirements. This
legislation also authorized the .Amnesty program.

In the month immediately preceding the Amnesty program,
more individuals and corporations were indicted on criminal
charges for tax evasion than ever before in the Department's
history. An intensive program was mounted to collect use taxes
on luxury boats and airplanes whose owners had documented them
out of state. The Department began to hire more auditors and
collectors, as well as doubling the size of its Criminal
Investigation Bureau.
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Within the limits of the confidentiality of tax returns
and records, DOR went to great lengths to focus public attention
on its heightened enforcement activities. The enforcement
and the resulting media coverage were stepped up in the weeks
before announcement of the Amnesty program. The strategic
goal was to make it plain to evaders, delinquents and the general
public that the Revenue Department was dead serious about
collecting taxes and catching evaders -- and that we were
increasingly successful in doing so.

Clearly, the public began to perceive that the walls were
closing in on both evaders and chronic tax delinquents. As
the ground rules changed, as the penalties got more severe
and the crackdown escalated, Amnesty gave people a one-time
window of opportunity to come in and settle up, without
penalties, prosecution or further -recriminations. With all
that had gone beforehand, people took the Department seriously
when it said this was a last-chance opportunity.

The message certainly got across to nearly 47,000
individuals and corporations, who took advantage of Amnesty
and paid over $62 million.

Implementation of the Amnesty program required careful
planning for use of personnel and other resources. An Amnesty
Unit was established with new forms, procedures and phone lines.
Posters informing the public of the program were distributed
to all Massachusetts post offices, banks and libraries.
Billboards and broadcast public service announcements were
arranged across the state to help get the message out. Amnesty
applications and informational brochures were mailed to all
delinquent taxpayers, all registered businesses with outstanding
filing periods and all individual and business taxpayers who
were discovered to be nonfilers as a result of IRS tape matches.
In sum, over 400,000 letters, bills and brochures were mailed
from mid-October through December.

.Even with all the efforts to inform the public, the
resulting success of the program was wholly unanticipated.
Initial estimates of the collections from Amnesty ranged from
a low of $5 million to what at the time was regarded as a most
optimistic $20 million. The current total of $62 million was
beyond anyone's imagination at the start.

Throughout the program, Department of Revenue staff handled
over 130,000 taxpayer contacts -- 30,000 in the last day of
the program alone. Mail poured in from virtually every state
and 12 foreign countries. One taxpayer even tried to settle
his liability with a 5-pound British note.
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A massive Departmental effort was- needed to keep pace
with the work load. In the final days 0 the program over
a thousand people were involved -- answering inquiries, providing
taxpayer assistance, processing payments or setting policy.
This unified effort create a new spirit of cooperation and
commitment among employees. The success of Amnesty fostered
a new sense of pride throughout the Department.

Because of the employees' efforts, the public got the
chance to see the Department in a new and favorable light.
In place of the usual perception of an inefficient bureaucracy
with intricate rules and red tape, the public saw a group of
dedicated people, willing to work long hours and capable of
being responsive, helpful and service-oriented.

The program could not have worked without a commitment
to overtime by both employees and the Department. In all,
there were some 78,000 hours put in by some 1,000 people at
all levels. Individual staff and managers have worked as many
as 700 hours of overtime each.

Just as the program did not begin in October, it did not
end in January. Amnesty still has a very real presence within
the Department of Revenue, with final processing yet to be
completed on thousands of cases. That work will continue for
several more months, and the- revenue total will continue to
rise.

For the tax-paying public in Massachusetts, the heightened
awareness about tax evasion and tax-filing requirements did
not end once the Amnesty billboards and bus signs were removed.
The elderly man who settled a 40-year backlog of tax bills
under Amnesty and then came back to file his 1983 return is
just one example of the increase in voluntary compliance that
has been achieved through this program. Changed public attitudes
about tax evasion and the effectiveness of the Department in
administering the tax laws have helped swell revenue collections
well ahead of the prior year to date. An increase in voluntary
compliance is expected for years to come.

During Amnesty the Department warned that there would
be a new and even tougher period of enforcement afterward.
And it is carrying through on that warning. In the two months
since the end of Amnesty, there have been 19 new property
seizures. A new round of criminal indictments brought seven
individuals and seven corporations to court on tax fraud charges
totalling some $700,000. A new computer match program has
been started to check for tax delinquency and tax fraud among
luxury car owners, and one vehicle has already been seized
to settle a $15,000 income tax liability.
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The pace of activity will continue to accelerate, with
implementation of new powers in the REAP legislation, addition
of new auditors and expansion of the Department's computer
capabilities. The Department is also committed to a public
education campaign aimed at changing society's attitudes about
tax delinquency, showing people how they are the victims of
that crime and how they lose even from serious tax delinquency.

The Amnesty program helped toward that goal by getting
many evaders within the law and many delinquents up to date
in their bills. The Department will now move on to help the
vast majority of the taxpayers- who comply with our laws. It
will also seek out and punish those evaders and delinquents
who passed up the Amnesty and think they can continue to violate
the law and ignore their legal tax obligations.



4r
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II. ENABLING LEGISLATION

Chapter 233 of the Acts of 1983, an act to provide
a Revenue Enforcement and Protection program for
the Commonwealth, was enacted on July 1, 1983.

Section 98.

In order to encourage the voluntary disclosure and
payment of taxes owed to the Commonwealth, the commissioner
of revenue is hereby authorized during the fiscal year ending

- June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eighty-four to establish
a three-month period during which all penalties, imposed by
sections thirty-three and thirty-four of chapter sixty-tw6 C
of the general laws will be waived if any taxpayer voluntarily
files delinquent returns and pays taxes owed. Such waiver
shall apply to the non-reporting, under-reporting of tax
liabilities or to the non-payment of tax previously assessed,
but shall extend only to penalties attributable to the taxes
paid during said three-month period. The terms and other
conditions of such a program shall be determined by the.
commissioner.
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III. DESCRIPTION OP AMNESTY PROGRAM

A. Authorized by Chapter 233 of the Acts of 1983, the
Revenue Enforcement and Protection Program (REAP).

B. Covered a three-month period--October 17, 1983
through January 17, 1984.

C. Open to anyone:

" who had failed to file a Massachusetts tax return;

* who had underreported income;

" who had overreported deductions; or

* who was delinquent in paying a past State tax obligation.

D. Not open to those who were the subject of tax-related,
criminal investigations or court prosecutions.

E. Covered all tax types.

F. Required taxpayers:

" to apply in writing on a special form; and

" to make full payment of all taxes and interest.

G. Waived civil penalties

" Late filing of a return provides a penalty of
one percent (1%) a month of the amount due, up
to a maximum of 25%.

" Late payment provides a penalty of one-half
percent (4%) a month, also up to a maximum of 25%.

H. Made no referrals for criminal prosecutions.

5 1- 221 0O- K - -7
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iV A. VOLUME OF RESPONSE

i :. 2ont cts

e Almost 130,000 taxpayers contacted the
Department of Revenue during the Amnesty
program.

* Over 30,000 taxpayers contacted the Department
3n the last day of the program alone.

T The largest volume of traffic was handled
by the Department of Revenue's ten district
offices.

* The volume of calls increased substantially,
following each of the Department's targeted
nai llinqs.

2. Applicants

* 46,951 individuals or corporations applied
for Amnesty during the three-month period.

* The majority of these applicants'were individual
income taxpayers, accounting for 60 percent of
all payments.
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IV B. AMOUNT OF PAYMENTS

SC, ,4. .Anresty payments *as
- ' -:a '., :ee . e os,. ed.

* *'cre ro . e .s execte! fro, ad, stmerts to

* L: . , income tax, sales tax, withholding
a× 3nJ corroration excise accounted for the

7'- cr.ty or t ,.ese pzaymrents.

* :nJ''; 'al income tax accounted for
.22.A ' lor. or 37 percent of the total;

" Sales tax was responsible for $15.7 million
o 5 percent of the total:

" Withholding tax amounted to S23.3 million
or 17 percent; and

* Corporation Excise brought in $6.1 million,
or Percent.

e iver two-thirds of the payments came in during
th--e 1ast three days of the program. (This includes
7ail postmarked by January 17, 1984 and subsequent
adjustments made to accounts.)

o T.e payments ranged from a high of $1.08 million
for Corporation Excise to 8 cents for individual
comee tax.
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V. COSTS OF AMNESTY PROGRAM

e To date, the total cost of the Amnesty program
is $1.23 million.

* Overtime S1.103,000

S1,004 employees worked
78,737 hours of overtime.

* Printing and Supplies $46,000

e Billboards
e Signs for buses and subway cars
* Posters in English and Spanish
e Amnesty brochures
• Amnesty request forms
e Letters and inserts for mailings

• Postage $68,000

* Letters and bills sent to
all delinquents

* Notices sent to nonfilers
identified through IRS match

e Letters sent to registered
businesses with outstan4ng
filing periods

* Advertising $13,000

* National ad placed in
Wall Street Journal

o Ads placed in newspapers in
border states

e Given the volume of case research and processing which
remains, additional overtime expenses are anticipated.

• Every dollar invested in the Amnesty program has provided
an additional $51 in revenue for the Commonwealth. The
return on investment, therefore, is 51 to 1.
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VI. EFFECTS OF AMNESTY ON OTBER CODLLECTIONS
OF DELINQUENT TAXES AND TOTAL REVENUES

1. Delinquent Tax Collections

* Excluding Amnesty, delinquent tax collections for the
first 36 weeks of the 1984 fiscal year were $8.3 million
ahead of the first 36 weeks of fiscal year 1983. This
represents a 12.8 percent increase.

* Fiscal year 1984 delinquent tax collections exceeded
collections for the same period in FY 1983 before,
during and after the Amnesty program.

* Collection of delinquent taxes for FY 1984 were
$7.2 million ahead of FY 1983, before the Amnesty
program began.

* This gain increased to $7.8 million during the
Amnesty program.

e For the seven weeks after the close of the Amnesty
program, the gap increased by an additional half-
million dollars to $8.3 million.

e At no point during FY 1984 have total delinquent tax
collections fallen below the comparable year-to-date
figures for FY 1983.

2. Total Revenues

* Overall revenues are 15.7% ahead of the prior fiscal
year to date, 13.7% excluding Amnesty.

* Individual income tax, the category with the largest
impact under Amnesty, is ahead 14.5% for the year to date,
13.2% when Amnesty is excluded.
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VII. ODUCUSIONS

Amnesty worked in Massachusetts. The program allowed
literally thousands of individuals and corporations to come
in voluntarily to admit past wrong-doings, settle Lp and never
have to look back. Given the severity of the newl, authorized
sanctions and heightened enforcement activity, Amnesty provided
a window of opportunity to change bad tax habits. To the extent
that the Amnesty program extended to delinquents as well as
evaders, it could be interpreted as merely a one-time windfall
of accelerated collections. It is, however, interesting to
note, that even without Amnesty collections, the Department
did better in its regular delinquent tax collections during
the period of the program than in the comparable period in
the prior year.

At this point, it is difficult to determine whether this
success is a result of the Amnesty program itself or a
combination of events, unique to Massachusetts. The fundamental
components of the Amnesty program -- public awareness of stricter
penalties for tax evasion, aggressive enforcement practices
prior to the Amnesty period and creative means of spreading
the word -- are clearly integral parts of any Amnesty equation.
In many respects, the Massachusetts Tax Amnesty experience
may have been unique -- the result of a fertile accounts
receivable file of tax delinquents, an under-utilized system
of computer matches and a Department of Revenue which had,
in the past, suffered from a poor public perception of its
internal management. All of this combined with a new commitment
to the aggressive use of innovative collection techniques and
a Governor and Legislature who provided their full support
may have made the Massachusetts experience unique.

However, in a nation struggling with a $200 billion deficit
and conservative estimates of the federal tax gap at $100
billion, perhaps further scrutiny of the Massachusetts experience
can provide useful lessons for increasing voluntary compliance.
At a time when so many states and municipalities are strapped
for revenues, the windfall alone of an Amnesty program merits
further investigation.

While Amnesty was a spectacular success, it took only
a minor bite of the problem which continues to exist in other
states, the nation at large and here in the Commonwealth.
Results from the program are encouraging, but they by no means
signify a cureall or a curative for the underlying problem.
Amnesty was only one of a broad range of creative tools to
combat a problem which persists in Massachusetts.
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This preliminary analysis is intended to take only a brief
glimpse at the Massachusetts Tax Amnesty program. Plans for
further review and in-depth analysis are well underway. Beyond
its impact on collections, Amnesty represents an even more
fertile area for examination in terms of the unique window
it provides into a large population of tax evaders and
delinquents --- who they are, why they acquired their bad tax
habits, what previous collection tools had failed to disclose
and, most importantly, wh4t motivated them to voluntarily take
advantage of the chance to come in and come clean. Perhaps,
as Commissioner Ira Jackson characterized it, the combination
of "fear, quilt and gratitude" created the winning formula.
We're hopeful that further analysis will answer these as well
as other as yet unasked questionA.



Where Ca I get more 10d0tio.?

AMNESTN fonTLn Ad information can be
obtained from any of the t O district

ofios listed below In addition, the DON
AMNESTY Unit w'!1 have extended hours
during the - month period:

8 aM to 6 pm Monday Friday
10 am to 4 pm Saturday

AMET Y IOTUMS

Boston area ................ 491-0838

Statewide. toll-free .... 1-400-521-6596

BROCKTON

486 Fogest Ave .................. 588-7570

CAMBRIDGE
215 First St ................. 4910838

FALL RIVER
1670 President Ave .............. 675-2431

FITCHBURG
470 Main SL .................... 3450381
GREENFIELD
57 Wells St................... 774-2740

HYANNIS
lyannough Rd ................. 775 7734

LOWELL
21 Palmer St. ................. 458-7583

PTTSFIELD
74 North St .................... 442-6585

SALEM
10 Colonal Rd ................ 7440210

SPRINGFIELD
436 Dwight St .................. 737-1424

WORCESTER

75 Grove SL .................. 753-4400

Or. write to: AMNESTY
Ma. Dept. of Revenue
P.O. Box 7044
BoeoU MA022
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A Wuvkg ad W Opportuft.
Tax evaaion has been made a felony

crime In Massachusetts. punishable b5 up
to five years in Jail and/or fines of up to
8100)00 for Indiduals and 8500000 for
corporations. The State can also revoke the
licenses ol practitioners who fall to file or
ae delinquent on tax payments.

Tax delinquency has become ncrean*y
expenses as well. The current interest rate
Is 18%L plus penalties that can accumulate
up to another 50%

The Massachusetts Department of
Revenue (DORL meanwhile, has new legal
powers. more auditors and collectors, and
improved computer capacity to go alter both
tax evaders and delinquents

If you are in either category. you are In for
trouble. t,,.h financial and legal. Now. a last
chance alternative is being offered for you to
avoid that trouble.

The Conumnisione f Rmenue has set a
luvw-onfl TAX A, YMW po Pegm from

Octobm 17. 19 to January 17. 1l4.
During that perkid. you can settle your

State tax obligtion without any penalty
charge and DOR will not refer your past
violattons for crtUnal prosecution.

The AMNESTY program is open to anyone-
* who has aed to file a Maachusetts tax

returm
" wi has underreported income;
" who has overreported deductions: or
" who Is delinquent in paying a past State

tax obhpgtxLo

WWI Is an lG~?
AMNESTY is not ooen to those who are

the subject of current tax-related, criminal
investigtlons or court pmsecutions.

Now doe AINST work? '
You must apply in writing to DOR on a

special form which has been prepared for
this purpose. Forms are available at any of
the DOR offices.

What are ft peultes hivolv
Them are two kinds of penalties which

will be waived if you qualify for AMNESTY.

Lanefting of a return provides a penalty
of one percent (1%) a month of the amount
due. up to a raximtm of 25%.

La0 payment provides a penalty of one-
half pirce.t 1 %) a month, also up to a
maximum of 25%.

There air other penalties which apply to
partnerships, promoters and those involved
In handling corporate returns. They are
spelled out in Chapter 62C. Section 34 of
the Massachusetts General Laws,

How Is pifet made?
You must make full payment of all taxes

and interest you owe to qualify for
AMNESTY on the penalties. You can not get
AMNESTY on one tax obligation while you
still owe another.

Payrent of taxes and Interest you owe
must be by either certUed check or money
order.

Wha tx pet-ds e coer by

All tax returns and payments that were
due before October 17. 1J8 are eligible for

AMNESTY relief.

DosAMNETT affect a m•

If you hav an appeal pending on a tax
assessment. before either DOR. the
Appellate Tax Board or the State Supreme
Court. you are eligible for AMNESTY.
provided you pay the basic tax and Interest.
After making payment, you still have the
right to pursue the appeal of your case to
the courts.

What about crdminw isinctlo?
The Commissioner of Revenue. who

Initiates virtually all criminal tax cases n
Massachusetts. will make no referrals to the
Attorney General or District Attonys of
either Individuals or corporations which act
in good faith under AMNESTY.

What abot related fleral taxs?
DOR has an agrjement with the Internal

Revenue Service tIRS) for the exchange of
tax information. Therefore. what you
disclose to DOR under the AMNESTY
program will also be available to the IRS.

You should be prepared to clear up your

federal tax obligations as well

Wl AMNET MtUM e checked?
Any return filed under AMNESTY will be

subject to verification and as&esame%.,
under Massachusetts law If you want to
take advantage of AMNESTY. and avoid
criminal investigations and referrals for
prowcution by DOR for past filing viola
Uons. clear up your tax bills completely and
truthfully.

0
C..'
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MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
REQUEST FOR AMNESTY

To qualify for AMNESTY:
- You must file this request, receive Department of Revenue approval, and pay Ill taxes and interest

due on or before January 17. 1964;
- You must voluntarily disclose to the Department of Revenue all current MassachusIott tax

liabilities;
- You must file all outstanding Massachusetts tax returns doe to the Department of Revenue; and

- You must not be under current tax.related criminal investigation by the Department of Revenue or
Attorney General.

I .. ou agree to .s.tis all of these criteria, please complete this form.

Name Telephone: Home
Work

Address Ocupatlon(s)
Spouse's Name (If fl1Ing jointly)

Spouse' Social Security Number

1. List lbelo-v all names, social security numbers, federal Identification numbers and tax types under
which you have filed returns, should have filed returns, and/or received bills from the Massachusetts
Oepartme.t of Revenue List any additional information on the back of this form.

Taxpayer's tHarn*.) Social Security Nuiber(s)or Tax Type(s)
Federal Identification Number(s)

2. Are there any tax periods for which you have not filed Massachusetts tax returns? __Yes. _.No. If
yes, enter all tax types and taxable periods for which you have not filed returns.

3. Do you have an abatement or any other appeal pending with the Dpanrtment of Revenue?
-Yes.....No. If yes. please explain the nature of your appeal.

4. Have you filed for bankruptcy? -Yes. ._No. If yes, enter the date filed, the court in which you
filed, your docket number, and the Chapter under which you filed.

5. Are all of the businesses you listed Above still going concerns? .. Yes. .... No. If no, enter the
Federal Identification Number(s) and the date(s) your businesses) ceased operation.

Un" the NEo U wev e1 a. I ieC MW tole Veet oMy bmAwtwe WW4 IeW. "e i rmwe €4".ahi w i Ilk rW meM ie Vv. WQe
and 90 6M.tVe e , e e A M t y eli Seecied e.Co n 6, e5W

Signature of Taxpayer Date .
If you have any questions, call (617) 491038 or toll-fre., 1.0S2145W.

AMNESTY
Mall to: Massachusetts Deputment of Revenue

P.O. Box 74
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SAMPLE NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT

4 MASSACHUSETTS TAX AMNESTYA Warning And An Opportunity
Ma2aCtts S CDCKf9 Own hard on in Mvlual
and corpoite tax delinquents and evaders.
0 Collection of delinqent taxes is up 70% over
Last . audits are up 7 1 %
e Criminal prosecutios are being stepped up
against evaders, who now face felony cwes. jai
sentences up to Iv years. and ates up to
$ 100.000 for inbvuals. $500.000 for
corporations.
* The R eenue De rment is aing new
computer eq rmet ard 200 mor audto.
collectors and crinrno investigtors to implement

wM newa "Ipows. including the lght to
cancel publc contract and bconses to conduct a
trade or professor.
If you. y company Or cWs av ano y
uniresoe or unreported MactaftU mx
obigatons. be wamed. ae awr of a lM chance
Amnwesty to SetUM thoset protWar with no
penalty charge or w"ga reptnimmu Bt Vie
mnsgy prgrm erds January 17. You must

aPpy and pay tax ad Intost by that deadline.
Others have gotten te message and moved into
&'Tio:

* We hm e no a over 55.000 Amnesty
inrquies from all over th country.
e Owr I Z000 idnviduals and corporations hW
paid us more than $10 mlon in back taxes and
intere$M
* One non-MAmlXWetts company filed for the
first tme am paid us more thm $750.000 in
back taxs and interest. Mth Amnesty. the
comp ny saved over $100.000 in peIlties. It also
has our assurance there wl be no cimna action.
For dMenuetM who fall to take WvWta of
Amnes and for evacers we detect after January
17. it wol be far different

Inforatabon and Amnesty forms can be obtained
from Massactusetts Revenue Department Offices in.
Now York 21 2W -0776
Atia6t (404174 2920
C'csgo (312ge7gO40
or wir me directly.

4OvnOE t713)650-03W
LOS AN ,ts 213 3S4 5148

Ira A. Jackson. Commission
assachustt Department of Revenue

100 Camwige Stre
Boston. Vaachusetts 02204

AMNESTY ENDS IN 8 DAYS

7
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PROTECTING HONEST TAXPAYERS BY

MAXIMIZING COMPLIANCE WITH EXISTING TAX LAWS

A REPORT BY:
THE MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

DECEMBER, 1984
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PROI'RING BOXIUT TAXPAYERS BY
MAXIMIZING COIPLIANCE WITH n[SYIWG TAX LAWS

The fiscal year which ended in June of 1984 saw the largest single year
growth in revenue in the history of the Commonwealth. This remarkable increase
of $665 million is noteworthy because It was achieved without resort to
broad-based tax increases. economic qroth was a major force behind this revenue
Increase. However, not all of the increase is explained by our strong economy.

An estimated 516S million or 251 of the total $66S million increase in
FYR4 revenue is attributable to increased voluntary compliance. This estimate
does not include the substantial revenues collected (a sizable 567 million)
under the Amnesty program or revenues directly attributable to heightened
enforcement activity which, for the second year in a row, showed significant
increases in virtually all areas). Additional personnel resources, improvemeori)I
in computer capabilitieo and tough new laws provided by the Legislature, firmly
and visibly enforced, enabled the Department of Revenue to improve compliance
with existing tax laws: increasing revenue to fund vital state services for
the citizens of the Commonwealth without broad-based tax increases.

maximizing voluntary comoliance requires tax administration which is honest,
firm and fair. A wide range of nanagement and enforcement initiatives at the
Department of Revenue Oave contributed to these basic goals.

noNTT

The integrity and professionalism with which a state taxes its citizens
is a fundamental measure of tne degree to which its government upholds the
public trust. Public confidence in the Integrity of tax administration is
a critical Component in encouraging voluntary compl,.-ce.

Several major management inittatives have ceen implemented to promote,
Tonitor and seek to assure the honesty and professionalism of all DOR employees
and their interactions with taxpayers. Principal amng these are:

Division of Inspectioaal Services

7he establishment of a Division of Irsoectional Services with two imporlht
new offices: an Office of Internal Pffairs to ensure employee integrity
and protect employees from outside Influence, and an Office of Internal
Audit to protect the integrity of internal management systems.

Pre-Birinq Checks

Full criminal background and tax filing checks on all employees of OOR
to insure the highest standards are met first and foremost by those
enforcing the tax laws of the Comnonwealth.

Profeesiocalim

h new emphasis on professional sm and career advancement for OOR employees
through the implementation of new training and education programs as well
as improved performance appraisal systems for professional advancement.

These .maior organizational and systemic changes have resulted in the
strongest possible guarantee to the citizens of the Commonwealth that their
tax agency is one which firmly recognizes the need for integrity safeguards
and professional conduct.
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RIAP

In the summer of 1983 the Department's drive to increase voluntary
compliance moved into high gear with the passage of REAP (the Governor's Revenue
Enhancement and Protection Program). REAP provided the Department of Revenue
with strengthened enforcement tools to com bat tax evasion. The most important
of those tools are described below.

Criminal Penalties

REAP authorized increased penalties for a number of tax offenses. For
*eample, willful tax evasion was classified as a felony, and is now
punishable by a fine of up to $100,000 ($500,000 for a corporation) or
five years imprisonment. In July, 1984, the Department obtained the first
jail sentence ever imposed in a tax evasion case in the Commonwealth,
and that was imposed under the old misdemeanor statute. Referrals by
the Department for criminal prosecution increased 59% in fiscal 1984. in
the near future. cases being brought before the grand jury will cover
offenses under the tougher REAP felony law.

Tax Collection by Private Collectors

Under REAP, the Commissioner of Revenue has the authority to hire private
collection agencies to supplement the Department's own efforts to collect
from delinquent taxpayers. Over $80 million of the oldest delinquent
accounts have been assigned to private collection agencies -- freeing
up Department collectors to pursue more current accounts. At the same
time, the private collection agencies are brinq:nq in revenues from accounts
which were previously thought to be u'ncollectible.

License and Contract Revocation

Persons holding state or local business licenses or persons doing business
with state or local governments must now be in compliance with state tax
laws in order to be licensed by or do business with state or local
governments. Other government agencies now submit to the Commissioner
of Revenue lists of these license holders and providers. The Revenue
Department then matches those names against tax files. When the match
shows taxes owed or a failure to file, the Commissioner can then petition
to revoke the offender's license or contract.

At the beginning of fiscal 1984, the Department matched a list of vendors
with 1982 tax-data. Of 123,000 vendors with state government, 10,000
or 8.5% were found to be delinquent. Just one year later, after the
revocation program was well underway, a second vendor match was conducted.
This time only 2,000 vendors were found to be in non-compliance. As a
result of this program, the non-compliance rate was lowered from 8.5%
to 1.81, an improvement of 400.

Bsts

Harbormasters are now required to file annually with the Commissioner
a list of boats registered out of state which anchor in waters under their
jurisdiction for a period of two or more weeks. This requirement is
the keystone in the Department of Revenue's drive to seize the boats of
delinquent taxpayers. This seizure effort both speeds the payment of
delinquent taxes and deters other boat owners from becoming delinquent.
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This hiqh visibility enforcement tool has been responsible for several
million in aiditIonal sales tax collections directly attributable to boat
tax evaders. The mor revenue impact of this initiative. along with
others involving airplanes and luxury cars, however, has been additional
voluntary compliance across all taxes.

Anmeosty

PEAP provided for a one-time Amnesty period of three months when delinquent
taxpayers could make voluntary payments of delinquent taces without
penalties. Amnesty was an unprecedented- success. Over 50.000 businesses
and private citizens applied to the program, settling all types of accounts.
Delinquent tax collections from the program are expected to exceed 580
million once all accounts are settled. Even more important than this
one-time collection of delinquent taxes is the ongoing annual revenue
benefit from changing the bad tax habits of tens of thousands of citizens.

AUDIT STRATITO

REAP provided a legislative tool-kit to improve voluntary compliance.
But the Department of Revenue has also implemented an ambitious management
agenda, and an important part of that agenda is improved audit strategy. Zn
FY84, the Department of Revenue assessed an additional 5148 million dollars
from audit activity. In FY83, S124 million in additional taxes were assessed
through audit. These results represent an impressive improvement over previous
years. The two year total of S272 million in audit assessments represents
an increase of 5130 million or 92t over the prior two years.

40'" ASSESSMENTS
',, 1 * Y82 vS. P83 # F84

$2'2
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This improved audit performance is primarily attributable to the initiatives
described below, some of which are completely implemented, and some of which
are only partly implemented. All will result in further improvements wnen
tl ey become fully operational.

multi-?ax Audits

Many corporations are liable for a number of taxes -- corporate excise,
sales tax. neals tax and withholding tax. Until FY85 however, the
Department of Revenue would audit a taxpayer for only one type of tax
at a time. Under this system an auditor doing a withholding audit might
find a good lead for a sales audit, but there would be delays and
duplication of effort when this case was referred to a sales tax auditor,
costing the Department time and resulting in unnecessary and unprofessional
interactions with corporate taxpayers. Now, specially trained audit tean
can perform a comprehensive audit of all the different taxes a corporation
is liable for and good leads are referred to appropriate team members.

This approach is the primary focus of the new 128/495 Regional Office
scheduled for opening in mid-FY8S. This office, located in the heart
of Massac-husetts' high tech community, will combine the multi-tax audit
approach with creative compliance efforts to identify non-filers. it
will also offer a service component to help corporations understand the
extent of their tax responsibilities.

Nore Auditors

To deter potential tax evaders the Department must have enough auditors
to achieve the level of markett penetration" needed to make the threat
of an audit credible. Since fiscal 1981, the Department has increased
its number of auditors by 79%. Beyond the substantial increase in annual
audit assessments resulting from these additional personnel, the most
important benefit is the deterrent effect that increased audit activity
has on taxpayers.

Automated Audit Selection

In FY85 the Department began a major effort to create an automated
audit selection system. This system will assign weights to different
aspects of a return that research has often proven an indication of
non-compliance with the tax laws. If the total weight assigned to a return
exceeds a certain threshold, the return is flaqqeaO.- r an audit. This
increased reliance on computer support to target resources most efficiently
is just one of the many ways the Department is using twentieth century
technology to better enforce the tax laws and to insure the integrity
of internal Departmental decision making.

Informational txchanqes with The IRS

By exchanging information with the IRS, the Department of K'ivenue
identifies potential non-filers and underreporters. Improvements in data
processing capabilities will allow increasingly sophisticated matches
of IRS and DOR tapes to insure reporting consistency between federal and
state returns. They will also match information across taxes to insure,
for example, that gross income reported on a federal corporate return
matches with gross sales reported on a state meals tax return.
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niqh Visibility Stsi|lre*s

The Oepartment of Revenue's most serLous and visible enforcement
strategy is seizing the property of the Conmonwealtns' most flagrant tax
cheats. In the last three years the Department has greatly Lncressed
its seizure activity. Restaurants. autos, boats, planes. trucks, buildings
and construction equipment have all been taken in a crackdown on such
egregious activity as collecting taxes from customers and employees and
then failing to turn that money over to the state. In fiscal 1964 and
1983 the number 'of'leilures conducted increased 3171 over the prior tvo
fiscal years.

8umBER OF SEiZURES
P Y82 VS. PY85 * -8
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Once again, the major payoff is not only in the taxes collected by seizing
property (54.5 million in FY84) but in the deterrent effect that such
seizures create.
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The Department of Revenue is the only state agency that every year affects
virtually every adult citizen of the Commonwealth intimately and personally.
At the same time the Department is cracking down on tax evaders, it is extending
a helping hand to honest taxpayers who want to comply but who are confused
by the complexity of our tax laws. DOR has made a commitment to treat honest
taxpayers as though they were customers -- customers who deserve to be served
professionally. while the Department is striving to provide taxpayers with
prompt, efficient and courteous service in all areas, several actions exemplify
the priority the Department has placed on taxpayers service.

Strengthening the Taxpayer Assistance Bureau

With increased staff training and more spacious, professional quarters,
the Taxpayer Assistance (TPA) Bureau is at the heart of the Department's
effort to treat taxpayers as valued customers. The recent accomplishments
of TPA are impressive. In fiscal year 1984, TPA provided counter assistance
to 121,332 taxpayers, a 69% increase over the previous year. TPA also
responded to 79,686 written inquiries, handled over 410,000 phone calls
and conducted 45,795 interviews with taxpayers. Other firsts include
installing special facilities to allow access by handicapped taxpayers,
providing services in 6 languages, and automating much of the bureau for
faster taxpayer assistance.

Creating A Probli Resolution Office

Established early in fiscal 1984, the Problem Resolution Office was designed
to assist taxpayers who have encountered s:rous problems in resolving
tax issues and who have exhausted all other *ormal channels designed to
settle taxpayer problems. The Office is responsible for providing not
only individualized taxpayer service in difficult cases but for identifying
recurring systemic problems and developing Department-wide interventions
to address them. The Office also provides a central contact point for
legislators seeking responses to constituents' inquiries.

Form Revision

In order to voluntarily comply with the tax laws, citizens must first
understand what they are required to do. In fiscal 1984. the Department
developed Form ABC -- designed to make it easier for -almost two million
taxpayers to file their income taxes.

For fiscal 1985, the Department raised the maximum income for Form ABC
so that more taxpayers could use it. In addition, the basic income tax
form, Form 1. was revised for the first time -in two decades. Using
graphics, examples-, colors and a simpler format, this revised Form I and
Form ABC were designed to make the process of paying taxes as painless
as possible for almost four million adult citizens of the Commonwealth.

Zn fiscal 1985, the Department will also introduce a corporate excise
form for small business corporations -- Form SBC. This form was developed
in acknowledgement of the valuable contribution made to Massachusetts'
economy by small entrepreneurial operations. Its goal is to make compliance
with our complex corporate tax laws a little easier for small businesses.
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Quicker Retmd ?umazond

beginning in FY84. the Depaitment of Revenue made a commitment to speed

,ip refund processing for income taxpayers. Every year approximately 1.8
million refunds worth some $250 million are issued during tax filing time
-- and in FY84. the Department got them out seven week earlier than the
process was ever completed before. In FY85, the Department has made a
commitment to a four-week-turnaround for taxpayers who file an error-free
return by early Match.

Improvements and internal efficiency gains in the processing of returns
have not only made possible the quicker refund turnaround but at the same
time the deposit of all income tax payments in record time.

am "

The Revenue Department's push to improve voluntary compliance has resulted
in increased revenue collections. With the help of economic indicators,
statistical analysis and the Department's own records, it is possible to estimate
how much revenue growth is due to each of the above factors, and how mach is
due to improved voluntary- compliance. In fiscal year 1984, the Department
of Revenue estimates that approximately S166 million in revenue came from
improved voluntary compliance. This figure, which does not include the S67
million of FY84 Amnesty revenue, represents about 25% of the year's total revenue
growth of S665 million.

NCREASC iN !0TA4. VuNTARY C0uA1.C |
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It Le extremely difficult to relate the total improvement in voluntary
compliance to individual compliance strategies. For example, consider the
restaurant that until now has not registered for meals tax, tut suddenly does
so and begins to Comply with the law. What caused this chanqe of heart? Wag
it the fact that tax evasion is now a felony punishable by five years in jail?
was it the Department's well publicized seizure of other restaurants? Or was
it the Department's public education efforts about the seriousness of tax evasion
and the many new tools and initiatives the Department is using to detect such
evasion? In most cases, we will never know what Departmental action or
combination of actions changed the behavior of individual taxpayers. we do
know. however, that the Department's overall effortt -- to become more efficient,
to provide better service and to promote tougher enforcement -- are working.

The following charts illustrate several ways to look at revenue growth
above and beyond economic factors.

First. revenue growth is controlled for the impact of inflation. By
comparing real versus nominal revenues, any increases attributable only to
inflation can be isolated. In FY84, approximately 4 points of the 13.41 increase
over FY83 revenues can be explained by inflation.

EAL A J0 JGDM[NAL REVENUE COLLE 'IONS
PERCENT CHANGE
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another way to isolate trio effect of the economy is to compare revenue
growth to tre irovt% in tne national economy. Increases in Gross national
Product are one way to measure, in aggregate. economic grovth. when Gp growth
is compared to revenue ;rowth both in real torrs to aqain control for
inflation), a real increase of 2.2% remains unexplained.
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Finally, a mors accurate ft.-e.oir.u of growth in the State's economy can
oe obtained by jstnq increases in Massachusetts personal income. The following
chart compares real growth in revenues with real personal income growth tor
Massachusetts citiZens Since FY79. Using this comparison, the economy accounts
for a 6.11 increase in FY84 revenue collections, the remaining 3.31 remains
ujnexplained by economic factors alone.
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Improved voluntary compliance is good news for everyone- good news for

cLtIIens of the Commonwealth who depend upon growing revenue coLlections to

fund needed state services, good news for our booming state economy as revenues

are collected from existing sources and the tax burden holds steady or actually

declines. Most of all, though, it's qood news for honest taxpayers who no

Longer have to foot the bill for tax evaders.
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The Amesty Proqra

Amnesty was authorized by Section 98 of Chapter 233 of the Acts of the 1983
Massachusetts Legislature, known as the Revenue Enforcement and Protection
Program (REAP). It was designed to provide a transition to a new era of tough
enforcement. The response was positive, whether from fear, guilt or gratitude
-- fear of administrative action, quilt over non-payment or gratitude for the
chance to set tax records straight.

e Preparation for Amnesty began the previous spring when the Department conducted
an accelerated and highly visible campaign of seizures, criminal prosecutions,
audits, liens and levies, and computer matches. This campaign resulted in
$i28.8 million in delinquent taxes collected in Fiscal 1983, 70% above Fiscal
1982 collections.

" Amnesty was implemented for a three-month period from October 17, 1983, through
January 17, 1984.

" Over 400,000 informational letters, bills and brochures were mailed to taxpayers
by the Department between mid-October and December, 1983.

Some 52,000 applications were received by the Department, with a total collection
of $83.2 million. Some 3,710 taxpayers received refunds totalling $742,752.

" The program was open to those who had failed to file a Massachusetts tax return,
underreported income, overreported deductions or were delinquent on payment
of any type of state tax. There was one exception. The program was closed
to taxpayers who were the subject of tax-related criminal investigations or
court prosecutions.

e Taxpayers seeking Amnesty were required to pay in full all taxes and interest
owed the state. They received in exchange a waiver of civil penalties and,
in cases of evasion, a promise that there would be no referral for criminal
prosecution. The Department announced that all Amnesty files would be available
to the I.R.S. through an information exchange between the two agencies.

e Payments ranged from a high of $1.08 million for a corporation excise payment
to 8 cents for an individual income tax payment. Over two-thirds of the
applications came in during the last three days of the program.

" An estimated $37 return was received on every dollar the Department invested
in special costs for the program.

e The effects of Amnesty are apparent in the dramatic rise in collection figures
following the program. Revenue collections for Fiscal 1984 totalled $5.611
billion, up a record $664.3 million or 13.4% over Fiscal 1983. We expect this
rate of increase to be duplicated again this year.
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RMAP and the Masschusetts ReVenue Story

* The Revenue Enforcement and Protection (REAP) Act was a 101-section omnibus reform
package of tax enforcement statutes. It was passed by the Massachusetts
Legislature in June, 1983.

" The major new powers given us under REAP included: tougher criminal (felony)
and civil sanctions for tax evasion; the authority to use private sector agencies
to collect long delinquent accounts; the authority to terminate state and local
licenses when taxes weren't being paid; tax compliance requirement for companies
and individuals doing business with the state; 181 interest on delinquent accounts;
and provision for a three-month Amnesty period during Fiscal 1984.

" To guarantee enforcement of the new REAP powers and existing compliance statutes
and to develop more sophisticated computer technology and programs, allocations
for the Department of Revenue have been increased 50% over the past two years.

" Revenue growth for Fiscal 1984 surpassed the estimated 9.6% increase and reached
a record 13.4% -- with no increase in broad-based taxes. The original 7.5% growth
prediction for Fiscal 1985 has already been increased twice, and now stands at
a full 131. This 26% revenue growth over two years cannot be fully explained
by inflation or growth in GNP or personal income, even with the booming
Massachusetts economy.

e Those holding state or local business licenses or doing business with state or
local governments must now be in compliance with state tax laws. Lists of
licensees and vendors are compared with Department tax files to find delinqents
and evaders. A match conducted prior to a pilot revocation progam found 10,000
vendors, or 8.5%, weze delinquent. One year later, after the program was well
underway, a second match found only a 1.81 ndn-compliance rate -- an improvement
of 4001.

" Project Clean Sweep, a pilot check of 44 communities for non-filing and other
forms of evasion by business operations, identified $2.6 million in liabilities.
Some $1.4 million of that was collected immediately.

e The courts have become tougher in sentencing tax-law offenders. Since July,
1984, three jail terms have been handed down for the first time in the
Commonwealth's history and fines have increased for those guilty of tax evasion.

* Improved taxpayer service has been given equal priority with enforcement. New
and simpler tax forms have been developed. Help was provided to over 500,000
people in the last filing season, many of them reached by programs in their own
communities.

" A pledge was made to those filing error-free forms by early March that refund
checks would be mailed within four weeks. That commitment was met and 90% of
all the 1.7 million refunds handled by the Department were sent out within twenty
working days.
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The Revenue and enforcement Record Over Four Tears

Fiscal
-Year

Total Tax Revenues

Delinquent Tax
Collections

Individual and
Business Audits

Seizures

Criminal Referrals

Amount

1984 $5.611
1983 $4.948
1982 $4.598
1981 $4.156

1984 $167.8
1983 $128.8
1982 $ 75.5
1981 $ 72.2

1984 $147.8
1983 $123.9
1982 $ 75.7

.1981 $ 66.3

1984 91
1983 34
1982 20
1981 10

1984 78
1983 49
1982 40
1981 58

Increase
Over

Prior Year

Billion
Billion
Billion
Billion

Milliu
Mi I IionMI ion

Plillion
.4111I ion

M.11 ion
Milion
Mill io.
Million

Cases
Cases
Cases
Cases

Cases
Cases
Cases-
Cases

13.4%
7.6t

10.6%

20.0%

19.3%
63.', *

?14. 7 %

168.0%
701

100.0%

59.2%
22.5%

(37.51)

FY 83-84
Increase Over

FY 81-82

$1.8 Billion
or
21

$149 Million
or
101%

$130 Million
or
92%

95 Cases
or
317%

29 Cases
or
30%

Increased
Voluntary Compliance

1984 $165.8 Million Estimated additional revenue
paid voluntarily by taxpayers
who would not have filed or
paid in full except for the
stimulus of DOR's vigorous
and visible enforcement efforts
against other evaders and
delinquents. This money is
above the amount received
under Amnesty.


